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“The Nighthawks” Scored And Pays Welcome Visit To Lighthouses and Coast Guard
Stations In This Section
Big On WCSH

A great many people of Rockland
A combination of fog and rain ,. In some instances the target was
the'Trlbune.‘“ These''papere consoUdated | and surrounding towns who had
March 17. 1897.
their radio sets tuned to Station which made for a very low ceiling, a small one, but so well did the air- '
WCSH Thursday listened to a most yesterday deprived a long stretch of I men Per*orm their tasks th a t only
—
••• successful Rockland broadcast. The
.u privilege
„
*•
Nothing Is denied to well- ~ Nighthawks, Rockland's own. dance Maine coastline of the
o„<■f , one bundle went overboard. T his'
| was a t the Damarlscove Coast Guard i
■* directed labor; nothing is ever ••• orchestra, were the musical represen
seeing the aerial Santa Claus, imper- statio n , and
the keeper was
••• to be attained without It.—Sir
tatives of these Rockland Arms:
» Joshua Reynolds.
— H. H. Crie & Co., Puller-Cobb-Davis, sonated by Capt. William H. Winca fishing it from the water another
—
...
n ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
IP Perry’s Market, Sea View Oarage, paw of the local airport.
whizzed past his head and landed
G. A. Lawrence Co. and Rockland
Capt. Wincapaw started eastward safely on the ground.
knox county general hospital Produce Co.
1„„
.
.,
° F ANNVAL MEETIN? „ I The
was under
the manman- iOn the
occaslon when the sun
The airmen saw some heavy seas
The program
program was
under the
inTo^poratorsr of the ' T n ^ couM y I ce m e n t of Lawrence F. Pike and broke through the clouds and flew as and much surf, but were so much ab 
General Hospital will be held at the wil- came on the air a t 12.30 p. m., with ' far as Seguin. Only one section of sorbed in the apparent pleasure their
M o ^ d ^ J a n X y ^ 'i w '. ?or7» . Pe l S :'
si5?atUre’
Ni*ht the flight was he able to obtain an visitation was giving th a t they
These popular n u m -1
OAn . , „ . .. .
tion of officers and directors, and tra n  Sweetheart.”
sacting such other business as may bers were heard: I ’ll Love You In My altitude of 200 feet' and that was thought of little else.
legally come before said meeting.
Dreams, You Call It Madness, You’re while on the waY to Monhegan. Most
All along the coast and on thf
ENSIGN OTIS, Secretary.
December 24, 1931.
155-lt My Only Sweetheart, Lies, Love Let- of the time he was scarcely higher islands were hundreds of spectators
“I
d
L
P‘an0 SOl°' than 50 feet' S° l0W that bUt f°r tht‘ i whQ waved hats' coats and handker, ’i b e ‘ orchestra ^acknowledges the " oise ° f the
he wouId have
chiefs as the low-flying aviators
! many telegrams and phone call con- “een a^le to converse with the light- passed over their heads. The stations
' gratulations received during and keepers and members of their fami- visited yesterday afternoon were
CA M DEN
after the program. The boys have iies, who rushed into the open the Rockland Breakwater, Owl’s Head
been much encouraged by their first
__ _ ___
- - many
__.... re moment the drone of the motor was Two Bush, Whitehead light and
broadcast ana have had so
will reopen
quests to repeat, that they may gi»e heardcoastguard station, T enant’s Harbor,
another in the near future. The
At each station Capt. Wincapaw j pOrt Clyde, Franklin Island, Pema
members of the orchestra are Stan- and his assistants, Gerald Black and quid, Ram Island, Damarlscove
ley Walsh, pianist; Linwood Pattec Wilbur Con
d
Island, Squirrel Island, Boothbay
WITH NEW LOW PRICES
and Lawrence Pike, trumpets; Hoii lis Nelson, Henry Day and Delmont containing copies of The Courier- Harbor, Cuckolds, Pond Island, Fort
PARTIES AND CLUBS
jSoule, saxophones; Charles Freeman, Gazette, daily newspapers, magazines Popham, Seguin Island B urnt Island
SOLICITED
banjo; Vinal Dailey, bass and Carl- ; and other reading matter. At sev- coastguard station, Monhegan and
| ton Ripley, drums.
eral of these stations mail arrivals are Manana Island.
often weeks apart, and the reading
Accompanied by County Attorney
matter was as welcome to the light- Ensign Otis. Capt. Wincapaw is mak
keepers and Coast Guardsmen as any Ing his westward flight today, com
gift th a t Santa Claus could have pleting the happy task begun yester.
brought.
day.

THREE CENTS A COPY

IS T O CLOSE FO R W INTER

FO U N D D E A D IN CAR
T ow n T reasurer Kuhn o f
W aldoboro a Victim of
M onoxide P oisoning

C u rtiss-W rig h t A ir p o r t W ill S u sp en d O p e ra tio n s J a n  j Waldoboro residents were greatly
, shocked yesterday to learn of the
u a r y 1—M a n a g e r Irw in T ra n s fe rre d T o
! sudden death of Town Treasurer
| Hadley H. Kuhn, who was found in
V alley S tre a m
his automobile early in the evening,
a victim of carbon monoxide poison
ing.
Death came to Mr. Kuhn while he
was in the dooryard a t the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George J.
Kuhn at Kaler's Comer. The doors
of the automobile, a victoria type,
were closed and the engine was run
ning, when some member of the fam
ily discovered Mr. Kuhn slumped for
ward on his seat.
Dr. Sanborn expressed the opinion
that Mr. Kuhn had been dead a little
more than an hour when found. Dr.
J. E. Odiorne of Whitefield, county
medical examiner, was summoned.
Mr. Kuhn had been town treasurer
for about 10 years and cashier of the
bank the last 15 years. He was
prominent In many orders, including
the recently organized Lions Club.
Besides his parents, he leaves a
wife, Mrs. Bessie Kuhn; two sons,
Cedric, a student at Phillips-Exeter
Academy, and George, a freshman at
Wesleyan University, and an infant
daughter, Patricia.
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T uesday, D ec. 29

M A D E MANY H A P P Y
Proceeds of Salvation A rm y
K ettles Drove W olf Erom
R ockland Doors

T E M PL E H A LL

N E W Y E A R EVE

The local Corps of the Salvation
Army gave Christmas dinners to
more than 100 families in Rockland
T H U R S D A Y , D E C E M B E R 31
and surrounding towns. Each family
received a generous supply which
A uspices H arm ony Club
would last several days. Including
peck of potatoes, peck of apples, car
rots, turnips, beets, onions, milk,
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
FAVORS
butter, bread, sugar, coffee, roast
loin of pork and other articles. The
155-157
larger families receiving cabbage,
squash, etc.
A Christmas tree is also to be held,
when underprivileged children will
receive toys, candy, cookies and arti; cles of clothing.
i All this is made possible by the
generosity of Salvation Army friends,
a good proportion of the money being
DR. CONDON’S DEATH
received in the familiar kettles.
Nearby farmers, local grocers and[ The telegraph brought sorrowful
■dealers also did their share in giv- j news to Knox County yesterday
ing foodstuffs, while others have j when it was used as the medium of
promised something for the Christ- I announcing the death of Dr. Randall
mas tree.
I J. Condon, a resident of Friendship,
Although less money has been re- who had served in the Maine House
ceived to date than last year the of- j oL Representatives and who had
\ fleers in charge have been able to ■gained widespread fame as an eduarrange enough ways to carry this ' cator. Obituary mention is deferred,
work through. They are also trust- Dr. Condon died at the home of his
j ing th a t other donations will come daughter, Mrs. Frank C. Foster, Tusin so th a t the Army’s winter relief culum College, Greenville, Tenn.
T he tim e extension act of 1931 does not apply to
work will not be held up for lack o f ; Cause of death was pneumonia and
I funds.
i his illness was brief.
operators’ licenses. N either does it apply to registra
The Salvation Army thanks all who j
i have had a part in the undertaking :
EDWARD D. SPEAR
tion certificates and plates for dealers and Jitney
| and pledges continued Interest and
aid to the betterment of this com- • For nearly half a century Edward
Busses.
I munity.
D. Spear had been an active and
familiar figure on Main street. He
joined the staff of the Rockland Sav
ANOTHER
EDGAR C. SMITH,
ings Bank in 1888, as clerk, during
the active management of Genera!
Titcomb, and upon whose retirement
Secretary of State
three years later Mr. Spear was made
153.155&156
EVERY WEDNESDAY its
treasurer, a position which he
8.00 o’clock
occupied for 43 years, until his death
on Thursday morning, Dec. 24. To
in Pete Edwards’
his life work he gave his unswerving
loyalty
and constant devotion.
New Bam
1
Through the long period of years he
Upper Limerock Street
gained the confidence of his associ
ates and of the public, until the
Music by
Rockland Savings Bank became
Clark Island Orchestra
known as one of the sound banking
132S&T143
institutions of Maine.
Mr. Spea> was posssessed of a mod
est and retiring disposition, being
unattracted by activities which might
bring him public attention. His
W h e n in R o c k la n d
Now Ed isn’t much on singing, but he has been breaking
friends knew and valued his sound
character aid genuine worth, and
out with the above ditty several times every evening for the
L u n c h o r D in e a t
that he could be depended on for the
past three or four months. At first Ella, his wife, thought
generous support of any worthy
it rather cute. But now it has lost its charm and happiness
cause. He was an active member of
doesn't come, so what are they to do?
the City Club and a member of the
Congregational Parish.
Home
Cooking,
Moderate
Prices
Well, at this joyous season, we invite them to come down
Mr. Spear was born In Rockland
So quiet and restful
to our office and we will tell them about their neighbors and
In 1859, son of Col. and Mrs. Edward
Such Good Food
R. Spear, one of the old and promi
friends who have been made happy by the nearly S80.000.00
Try our 25 35, 50c Dinners nent families of the city, in which all
we have rerently distributed among them. The directions
his life was spent. Of the family's
are simple, the cost isn't much and the results will
four children two survive, William W.
Breakfast, Dinner and Supper Spear, a younger brother, and the Sis
MAKE THEM HAPPY, TOO!
Specials Served Daily
ter Ellen (Mrs. Arthur W. Lyon of
Ligonier, Ind.) The older brother
of the family, the distinguished sur
L
geon, Walter M. Spear, died two years
ago.
Foot of Limerock Street
Mr. Spear was married to Miss Al
Opposite Perry’s Market
dana B, Crocker. The wife and one
Rockland, Maine
Hours of Service:
daughter, Mrs. Katherine Sharp of
5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
152Stf
New York City, survive his going.
Funeral services are held a t the fam
ily home on Maple street this Satur
day afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Wal
ter S. Rounds of the Congregational
Church officiating, and burial will be
in Seaview cemetery.
MRS. MYRA THORNDIKE
December 17 marked th e pass
ing of a well known Camden resi
dent, Mrs. Myra Thorndike the end
following an extended illness. The
deceased was born In Appleton, Feb.
14, 1855, and for many years made
her home in Appleton. She had re
sided in Camden the past seven
years. Mrs. Thorndike is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Gertrude
Brown of Union and Mrs. Lettie Bagley of Camden; and two sons,
Interest Added— Earn by D epositing Regularly
Clarence and Frank, both of Cam
den. She Is also survived by 17
grandchildren and 15 great-grand
children.
Funeral services were held Dec. 20,
with Interment in Pine Grove ceme
149-tf
tery, Appleton. Camden paper please
copy.

MOTOR VEH ICLE
OPERATORS
M ust R enew Their L icenses Before

J A N U A R Y 1, 1932

B A R N DANCE

“ I W A N T TO BE H APPY
BUT I CAN’T BE H A PPY
TILL I MAKE YOU H A PPY , TOO”

PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

JOIN O U R

1 9 3 2 CHRISTMAS CLUB

Now!

CLASSES 2 5 c T O $ 5 .0 0

Rockland Savings Bank

=
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GREEN GABLES

NEW YEAR’S
BALL

t

T H E R E A R E F O U R NOW
Due to lack of business the local on duty here. The rest of the person- spite of a vigorous and intelligent
Curtiss-Wright base will suspend op- nel will finish its work Dec. 31. Man- ' effort on Manager Irwin’s part to
ager Irwin has been transferred to bring in enough business to keep the
erations the first of the year for the
Valley Stream and will leave here base active during the winter months,
winter. Sam Irwin hopes to keep around the 1st.
the demand for planes, service to
Pilot Phillips a t the airport until Jan.
There has been much conjecture planes, and air transportation has
10 for the benefit of several students during the past two months as to steadily diminished. Flight instrucwho plan to practice here in prepara- whether the base would be kept open tion is the only activity that has intion for their Department of Com- this winter, but even Mr. Irwin did creased. As the amount of student
merce pilots' tests on that date. I n : not know until Christmas Day what flying alone is insufficient to mainthat case a mechanic would also re- would be done about it. As a matter tain the airport, it has been decided
main to look after the ships. O th- of fact it will not surprise anyone to shut down until the other facilities
erwise a single representative will be familiar with aviation in Maine. In offered are in greater demand.

MAINE ALL TH E YEAR A R O U N D
Surely 1932 Wil, Be a Great Vacation Season and We’ll
All Hurrah For It

Kennebec and throughout Knox and
Lincoln Counties. But we are all
pulling and voting for the biggest
season for Maine in 1932. Let’s go,
and go it strong!
RIGHT TO FEEL PROUD

1............. ..
The section of the city known as
a few lines in two short paragraphs; The Highlands takes justifiable pride
[Dion E. Woolley]
Now that the summer and fall sea no illustration, not even of famous in its decorations. Among the hand
sons of 1931 have passed into history Owl’s Head. Rockland’s beautiful some outdoor trees are those of Harry
and with more favorable results than harbor with the Camden mountains Dailey, E. L. Dean and Mr. Dowling.
anticipated, it behooves the people in the background was noticeably
of Maine to begin active prepara absent; and many attractive cottage Almost every residence boasts a gaily
tions for the 1932 program of enter communities near Rockland were lighted tree placed in a window fac
tainment for the thousands of vaca not mentioned; notably Crescent ing the street. I t is worth much
tionists who will flock to and within Beach, Cooper’s Beach, Pleasant more than the fare to take a bus ride
Beach, Ash Point, Spruce Head, Ten
its borders next year.
Please notice the reference to the ant’s Harbor and Port Clyde. And over the Highland line and see the
fall season of this year—a season so further up the Penobscot many in- 1Christmas Illuminations, particularly
delightful th a t it may be recorded as teresting points were omitted, nota- over Broadway where it is a continuthingsrt“”
done at ous spectacle of outdoor and indoor
one of nature’s rarities. September bly the wonderful —
and October of 1931 will long
improvements,
also
old
Fort
Knox trees, lighted wreaths, candles, etc
remembered by thousands of overtime
vacationists as the most delightful opposite Bucksport. All of these are Mayor Richardson’s home is particumonths of the entire year. If a worthy of mention if not illustration, larly attractive, a large tree occupying
repetition of such weather condi The volume issued should be as com- the corner of his lawn, and another
as possible th a t all sections may
„„
tions could be definitely counted plete
benefit ^cording to their respective handsomelV >‘8hted tree on the sun
upon, the period for exploiting merits.
porch. Francis Havener's residence is
Maine’s wonderful resort resources
It is barely possible the compilers j lighted effectively. Riding along on
could wisely be extended not only
throughout the months of September of the booklet distributed the past the bus one catches glimpses of gay
_
. .
_
~
I pooenn
llin fn
f t,lia r
n r r n i rrn V I 1
i t r o o p Q rv H i 1 1 , m i r» o d h n n i a c
f k io p ir ln
and October, but through November season were not fully cognizant of 1trees and illumined homes on the side
the
beauties
existing
just
beyond
the
streets.
and December as well; and eventual
ly to an all year around abode for
those seeking a health-giving bene
factions and perennial enjoyment.
It surely is n o t beyond the realm
of possibilities to realize all year
round visitations if the State's Pub Adriel U. Bird Adds Greatly To His Mercantile Prestige
licity department fully visualizes the
golden opportunity that exists.
By Purchase of W. S. Quimby Co.
Not so many years ago Atlantic
City was considered solely as a two I
months summer resort. As the re 
sult of a well planned campaign the
season was gradually extended to an
Easter opening and into the fall
months. Season after season more
time was added until some of the
larger hotels tried the experiment
of keeping open the year round.
Others followed the example and the
list of “open all the year" announce
ments enlarged until today not only
all the largest hostelries but h u n 
dreds of the smaller establishments
are open permanently.
• • • •
It only requires a proper presenta
tion of the delights of Maine's fall
and winter seasons to bring them
during the “off season," providing
the facilities for proper housing and
comfort are supplied.
The constantly increasing influx
of musicians, literary, theatrical and
professional personages of promi
nence; the building of costly homes
and development of elaborate es
tates; the vast improvement of n a t
ural resources by liberal expendi
tures of the wealthy; the lavish do
nations and investments of Cyrus
H. K. Curtis, by Edward W. Bok and
Mary Louise Curtis Bok; all serve
to accentuate evidence of the S tate’s
general popularity.
But the public must know and
learn of these advantages through
other channels than mere word of
mouth. The Maine Publicity Bu
reau has been doing wonderful work
and is entitled to high commenda
tion. It deserves more generous sup
port, that its work may be continued
and extended; th a t it may more
thoroughly cover descriptions of the
State’s attractive features. In some
of the printed m atter issued there
are omissions in the description of
interesting localities lying east of the
To the extended mercantile actlvi- Quimby Company has been in existKennebec.
As an instance, the official book ties which had already stamped ence about 40 years and owes its
let of Maine passed out to many New Adriel U. Bird as one of New Eng- j large and continued success to the
Yorkers who inquired at stations,
hotels and travel bureaus for infor land's leading business men has just trade mark which has made Its
mation this past season, received an been added the purchase of the busl- product so famous throughout the
edition that described the ferry ness of the W. S. Quimby Company, country.
transportation for trains and auto manufacturers of the famous La
These products are marketed by 150
mobiles across the Kennebec from
Touraine
coffees
and
teas.
j
expert
salesmen who operate not only
Bath to Woolwich. The new bridge
The deal brings under Mr. B ird 's,in this country, but in Canada and
was neither mentioned nor illustrat
ed. There was no mention of the ownership 12 factories, which are Cuba.
Knox Memorial a t Thomaston which located in Boston, Syracuse, New' Mr. Bird will have entire charge of
was practically completed in 1930 York, Philadelphia, Chicago. Jack- this important adjunct to his merand should have been included in the
1931 literature. Rockland had only sonville and Miami. The W. S. cantile affairs.
i

HIS LATEST BUSINESS DEAL

R epublican N om ination For
G overnor N ot T o Go Beg
ging, A p p aren tly
Alfred K. Ames, 65, of Machias, for
mer State Senator and large timberland holder, has announced his can
didacy for the Republican nomination
for Governor in the June primaries.
Ames Is the fourth Republican to
announce his aspirations for the
office. The others are: Burleigh Mar
tin of Augusta, President of the
Maine Senate; Frank E Washburn,
Commissioner of Agriculture, and
State Senator A rthur G. Spear of
Portland.
His announcement occasioned no
surprise. Some ttxie ago he was
credited with having sounded the
sentiment of party leaders on the
matter.
Ames, a native of Machias and edu
cated In Its schools, is a member of a
family which has been in the lum
ber industry in this section for a cen
tury. Last May he sold his large tim
ber and mill holdings to the Maine
Seaboard Paper Company and retired.
He served In the Maine Senate in
1915, 1917 and 1919.

W IN TER BU LLETIN
Tells Us A bout R oad Condi
tions, and Ice a n d Snow In
Maine
Roads are in good condition over
the State, and there is little ice, ex
cept up towards the Mountains and
near Eastport, so th a t the observers
at these places advise putting on
chains.
The coast Is free of snow, but as
you go up towards the Mountains
there Is a light covering and north
ward towards the Canadian Border
the covering Increases to 11 inches
a t Greenville, which reports the
deepest covering. The thickest Ice is
on Moosehead Lake, 16 inches, and
ponds and lakes have from three to
nine inches.
Eight storms have passed across
Maine since the last bulletin, and it
is remarkable that so little precipi
tation resulted. In the southern
portion of the State the precipitation
for the week was a trace, several
flurries of snow being all. The
storms continue to be dry souther
lies unlike the past few years when
nearly all storms were northerlies or
northeasters. Very often storms
tend to follow In the same tracks for
a considerable time and the ones this
year have passed well north of
Maine. The storms have also trav
eled with great rapidity and only
separated by 18 to 24 hours. This
northerly track has caused mild
weather because the wind has been
mostly southwest to northwest.
Lakes and ponds near Rockland
were credited Tuesday with having
six Inches of ice.

W IT H T H E B O W L E R S
At the Star alleys last night the
Star Alleys defeated the Forty Club
1807 to 1726; taking four of the five
points.
• • * *
Christmas prizes a t the Star alleys
were won thus: C. Carr, 139, turkey:
Graham, 133, goose; Mitchell, 131,
chicken.
*• * •
At the Star alleys Wednesday night
Knox No. 1 defeated the Star alleys
1878 to 1778, taking four of the five
points.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE NEW’ YEAR
W ith the whirling and drifting of snows
Comes breathless the wild New Year;
While bitter north wind blows.
O’er the fields th a t lie stark and drear.
Yet hope is alight in her eyes
As she looks from the heart of the
storm.
“Earth sleeps in her shroud." she cries.
“But the life in her heart is warm.
“Death is but a dream of the night
And the hymn of Joy is begun.
For slowly seeking the light
The great globe turns to the sun.
“Behold. I will bring delight
In place of darkness and cold;
Safe under the meadows so white
Is hiding the buttercup gold.
“ And summer’s splendor shall reign
In place of the winter’s dearth.
Her color and music again
Shall gladden the patien t earth.”
Hark to the New Year’s Voice
Through the murk of winter drear!
Oh, children of men. rejoice!
At the tidings of hope and cheer.
—Celia Thaxter.
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TI.’REE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 26. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank s. Lvddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Dec 24. 1931, there was printed a total of
6195 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth of
Lewiston and Rolf Heistad of Au
gusta were holiday guests of their
father. H. Heistad.
Mr. and Mrs. Manasseh W. Spear
who have been staying for several
weeks with Mrs. Spear’s mother Mrs.
Henry Payson, had Christmas dinner
in their own home which has recently
undergone extensive alterations, with
guests Dr. and Mrs. George Ingraham
of Somerville. Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Spear of Camden. The
upper apartm ent in the Spear house
will be occupied by Mrs. Payson and
and her sister Mrs. Twitchell.
Georgia Staples of Everett, Mass.,
and Alfred Staples of New London,
Conn., were overnight guests Thurs
day of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
Thursday evening at a family dinner
party Mrs. Cora Talbot of Rockland,

The eternal God Is thy refuge, and
underneath are the everlasting arms.
—Deut. 33:27.
EDW ARD D. SPEAR

The passing of Edward D. Spear re
moves from Main street another of
that older generation, whose sustained
activities had moved past the ancientlyordained span of three-score years
and ten. Three such have within a
short space thus taken their farewell
Mr. Spear being the second to depart
out of the banking circles of the city.
It was in th a t trusted and semi
public sphere that his life from early
manhood was passed. There was in
him a quality of reserve th a t held
him aloof from more public activities
and he was by that much the more
devoted to the one task of his life,
the maintaining upon the highest
possible level of soundness and
regional confidence the financial in
stitution in which the chief portion
of his years was spent. It was a trust
worthily discharged, a monument' to
his memory, and finds him at the end
of the journey honored by the m ulti
tude whom he had in that capacityserved. no less than by th a t closer
circle who valued him ‘for the staunch
ness of his friendships.
ENGLISHMAN’S GOOD SENSE
The following editorial in the
London Efficiency Magazine, by Her
bert N. Casson, its editor, is a
message to American businessmen
that contains a lot of sense and plain
speaking th a t may be considered with
profit by all Americans:
You are depressed. You think you
are crippled. You are afraid of the
future. You are full of fears.
You have half the gold of the world
and half of the machinery and most
of the automobiles and all the sky
scrapers.
You have the greatest home m ar
ket In the world and the largest cor
porations th a t the world has ever
seen.
You are ruled more by ideas and
less by traditions than any other peo
ple in the world. You have usually
done what you thought you could do.
How can it be possible that a pro
gressive nation of 120,000.000 people
can be wrecked by the speculations of
a little handful of fools in Wall street.
The prices th a t were forced too high
had to come down. Today all the
prices are too low.
There is now a golden opportunity
for every m an who has eyes to see it.
Dollars are now being sold for
thirty cents. Practically every secur
ity in the U nited States is now being
sold at less than its value.
The wav to create a fortune is to
buy from pessimists. Pay your money
and take the risk.
Frick started his career by buying
coke ovens in the slump of 1873. Car
negie made $300,000,000 by buying
steel plants in slumps.
Hundreds of fortunes have been
made by buying from pessimists. Ye
gods! W hat a chance at this moment!
In five years from now, most Ameri
can business men will belong to the
“I-wish-I-had-Club."
Then it will be too late to buy a
dollar for thirty cents. The oppor
tunities will be gone.
When a horse balks, the balk is in
his head and not in his legs. He
moves on when he thinks he will.
And when an American business
man is depressed the slump is on his
head. There is nothing serious to
prevent him from making money if
he thinks he will.
When fear rules the will nothing
can be done, but when a man casts
fear out of his mind, the world be
comes his oyster. To lose a bit of
money is nothing, but to lose hope
or lose nerve and ambition—th a t is
what makes men cripples.
This silly depression has gone on
long enough. Get rid of it. I t is
inside of you. Rise and walk.
NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the cred
itors of Annie A Haskell of Rockland.
Maine, who was adjudged bankrupt De
cember 23. 1931. at the Knox County
Court House in Rockland. Maine, on
the 7th day of January. 1932. at 10 a. m ,
at which tim e creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other
buslneess as many properly come before
said meeting,
FTREMONT J. C. LITTLE.
155-lt
Referee In Bankrutpcy
ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meeting of Stockholders of
the Richards Cooperative Company will
be held a t the office of the company.
Commercial street. Rockport. Maine.
Monday. January 18. 1932 a t 6 o'clock
P. M for the election of officers and to
transact such other business as may
legally come before the meeting.
BURTON F. RICHARDS, Clerk
Rockport, Dec. 26. 1931.
155-S-4

I
Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory and daughter
and Mrs. E. Murray Graham of Port Nancy of Glencove and Mrs. Georgia
Snow of South Thomaston.
land.
Mrs. Herbert Colburn who was
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples and
family and Russell Merchant of called here by the illness of h er sis
Camden spent Christmas with Mr. ter Mrs. Addie Jenkins returned
Thursday to Rockland, Mass. Mrs.
! Staples’ parents at Searsport.
Much Interest is being manifested Jenkins' condition is r e p o r ts as
in the basketball game scheduled for showing slight improvement. Miss
New Year night a t Town hall between Louise Metcalf is caring for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brodis enter
the Rockport Ace Club and the
Championship team of 1925 which tained as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs.
boasts of such star players as Tib Orville Jameson and children, Mr
betts, Auspland, Dow, Bartlett, G raf and Mrs. Lloyd Milliken and daugh
fam. Welt and Spear. It is expected ter of Camden.
A very successful Christmas party
that this will be one of the most ex
citing games of the season and one was held at the Methodist vestry
that no lover of basketball should Wednesday evening by members of
the Sunday school. At the close of
miss.
Miss Marion Weidman was dinner an interesting program of music,
guest on Christmas Day at the home readings, etc.. Santa Claus, imperson
ated bv Vere Crockett, suddenly ap
of Mrs. Emma Frohock, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes enter peared and distributed gifts from the
tained as Christmas guests. Mrs. beautifully decorated tree.
Mayme Can-oil, B. S. Gregory. M r., The Johnson Society of the Metho

BliV 3H(i §3VG' ^
ever ^°rehaveW
e°^ere^ P*,enon,inal rei*llctions 011 merc^ai11,ise of Standard I Don’t
Quality. If you are interested in Saving Money, Come and Share in it!!
I

MensSuede
Jackets
O v e r c o a ts
GenuineLeather
M E N ’S

MADE OF FIN EST SUEDE LEATHER,
WARMLY
INTERLINED.
EITHER
BUTTON OR ZIPPER

COATS
Plaid Woolen Linings. Worsted
W ristlets. An Ideal Coat for All
Round Wear

Now

88

$4.88

Men’s Heavy Cotton

Ribbed Unionsuits
A

Boys’ Longies
ALL WOOL. MANY 'N E W
PATTERNS.
SIZES 10-18. REGULARLY SOLD AS
HIGH AS $2.00

Now $ 1 . 2 4

FINE GRADE UNIONSUIT, EXTRA
HEAVY WEIGHT. SILK TRIMMED
Pearl Buttons

Now 8 8 c .
C H I L D R E N 'S

Suede Zipper Suits
Boy’s Pants
ALL
WOOLEN. Lined.
MOSTLY
ELASTIC WAISTBAND ANO ELASTIC
K NEE. SIZE 8-18.

Now 7 4 c .

Three P iece Jacket, Cap and
Pants. Made of heavy durable
W ater-Proofed
M oleskin.
An
Ideal Suit for Cold W eather.
Sizes 3 to 8.

37

Now

Ask Your Doctorj

M cC a rty ’s D rug S to re
ROCKLAND
153-155 j

Men’s Fine Overcoats, all Woolen.
American Woolen Fabrics. Many
Colors to choose from

N ow

$ 7 ."

Hart,Schaffner&Marx
O VER CO ATS
A Beautiful range of coats from the
foremost makers in the country. There
are several groups from which you can
choose and each and every one is the
biggest value you ever received for the
money. The workmanship is of the
best and their warmth-giving qualities
are well known and you will quickly ap
preciate it when you wear one

95

N ow

!eS

Dress Oxfords

ALL SOLID
LEATHER.
GOODYEAR
WELTS. SOLID LEATHER INNERSOLES.
ALL NEW AND DESIRABLE STYLES.

Now $ 1 . 8 8
Men’s Heavy

Woolen Sweaters

N ew est Patterns and S ty les. Some with
Long P ants and some with Knickers. Every
Suit w ith Vest.

Now $ 3 .8 8

All Woolen Stockings
RED,

GREEN

Boys’ Leatherette

|Sheepskin Coats|
Genuine Dupont Shell.
Fine
whole-quartered Sheepskin Pelt.
Four P ock ets and Belted. Big Beaverized Sheep Collar

Now

88

Now $ 1 . 8 8

Men’s Dress
Rubbers
ALL NEW FRESH STOCK

no«

66'

D ress Sox
Men’s D ress Sox In Solid Colors or Fancy
Patterns— Many Stores Sell Sox
Like T hese for 20c.

Now 9 c t s .
A ll W ool G olf Sox
A WONDER VALUE. All Wool Golf Sox
in Solid Colors or P atterns at a Price
usually paid for Cotton ones.

Now 8 7 c .

Men’s Caps
N eckties.

W h a t i s a B a r g a in ?

M en’s Dress P ants

HEAVY OVERCOATING CLOTHS
NEW PATTERN S — FUR INTERLINED

ONE BIG LOT
50c., 75c., and $1.00 VALUES

After many years of business experience we believe a BAR
GAIN to be an unusual offering caused by an event or unusual
condition that actually forces a reduction in price. BUT NOT
A REDUCTION IN QUALITY.
This is what you w ill find at th is GIGANTIC CLEARANCE
SALE, A BIG REDUCTION IN PRICE but not in quality.
COME. YOU BE TH E JUDGE.

H UNDREDS OF PAIRS TO CHOOSE
FROM.
NEW EST
PATTERNS
AND
STYLES. SOME W ORSTEDS MOSTLY
CASSIM ERES AND PINCHBACKS

Now 5 8 c .

Now 3 5 c .

BOYS’ HEAVY

Miss It

HEAVY SHAKER KNIT. RING NECK.
COLORS BLUE. BLACK AND MAROON.
SIZES 36-46.

Boys’ All Wool Suits

A NEW LOW PRICE

Men’s Leather Palm Canvas Gloves
Now
_

1 5 c .__________

MEN’S

Heavy Weight 1 Buckle O’shoes

N ow 47c.

In 4 oz. Glass Jars n

SALE

Mon., Dec. 28 until Sat. Night, Jan. 9

Genuine Bell Blouses

Ready to dilute, heat and serve.1
They keep indefinitely sealed
and are equally convenient to
use at home or traveling.

FR IEN D SH IP
Zane Grey's “Light of the Western
Stars" will be the feature picture at
the Playhouse today Saturday.
Dr. Frank C. d'Elseaux of Boston
is spending the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
Lowell Simmons of Damariscotta is
visiting Allie Crouse.
The Methodist Sunday School held
its Christmas concert Wednesday
evening, and the Adventist Church
Thursday evening. The programs
will appear in a later issue.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall J. Condon
1are spending the holidays with Mr.
, and Mrs. Frank C. Foster in Greenj vllle, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland R. Thompson
: and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thomp
son spent Christmas Day with Mrs.
, Susie Philbrook in Warren.
Earl Wincapaw is in the Marine
Hospital, Portland, where he will
undergo a ‘surgical operation.

INVOLVING our entire stock of High G rad e Clothing, Furnishings,
Shoes an d R ubbers for M en an d Boys. Everything w ithout reser
vation m ark ed dow n regardless of cost or form er selling price in a
determ ined effort to sell out this trem endous stock to m eet changed
retail conditions. SALE STARTING—

N o w 97c.

Foods for Your Baby

A full evening of solid fun isj School at 11.45; Epworth League at 6;
evening service, 7—third sermon on
promised.
Miss Lillian Brann is home from Attributes of Christ; First Aid Class,
Reading. Mass., for the Christmas va Monday evening; Ladies' Aid on Wed
nesday; prayer and praise service
cation.
Thursday evening.
Church Notes
Baptist Church, George F. Currier:
Morning worship at 10.45; sermon F lo rid a’s Best Clim ate
“Can We Keen Our G ifts?” children's
M o r e S u n sh in e
story; anthem by choir; Church
Less R a in
school a t 12; B.Y.P.U. a t 6 o’clock,
leader, Miss Feme Whitney; evening Wonderful Place for
Recuperation
praise service at 7; subject, "Keep
ing Our Friendships in Repair;”
Trytohelp Club Mondav evening at
the home of Mrs. Frank Salisbury for
the Christmas meeting; Ladies' Circle
Superb Sehing from pier
holds its regular meeting Wednesday;
or boot. Surf booch, no under,
tow. ( 8 - hole son, grate greent.
Thursday, church night supper fol
Club hom o on the beach. Swimming
lowed by annual business meeting of
pool. 100 roomt, 100 bacht. Orcheitra.
the church; watch night service will | Firtt - clast patronage. Reatonablc ratet,
follow to which all are invited.
GEORGE KREAMER
Methodist, F. F. Fowle: Sunday I Summer: Wyandotte H otel, Bellport, l_ l. I
morning service at 10.30: Sunday

GIGANTIC

Now 2 7 c .

Prescribed by over 5000 special
ists to supplement the milk
diet, these foods save mothers
21 hours a week kitchen tim e.
Cost less than if madeat home.

dist Church, according to its annual
custom established several years ago,
has been busy this week preparing
and distributing the small Christmas
trees to the shut-ins, about 25 being
sent out. They were accompanied by
fruit, candy, jelly, etc. and were
gratefully appreciated.
On Wednesday evening the Trytohclp Club will stage at Town hall a
comedy-drama entitled "A Little
Clodhopper." with the following cast:
Septimus Green. A young book agent.
Cecil Rhodes; Ocey Gump. A fresh
country product by heck. Rev. George
Currier; George Chiggerson. an inno
cent little lamb from the city, George
Crockett: Mrs. Chiggerson Boggs, his
doting mamma with a smooth
scheme. Hazel Cain; Miss Juliette
Bean, a Splintville boarding house
keeper. Ethel Spear; Chairman Car
ter, who thinks she’s a vampire. Mil
dred Rhodes; Judy, a little clodhop
per from the poorhouse, Mary Brann.

Berman’s Supreme Value Giving Triumph!!

WITH COLORED TO PS.
OR BLUE

606 MAIN ST.,

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, D ecem ber 26, 1931

A Word About This Great. Sale
MONDAY. DEC. 28 will mark the beginning of th is Gigantic
SALE. EVERY ARTICLE in the store goes REGARDLESS,
at prices that will cause a sensation Our sh elves are piled
high with seasonable merchandise that must be turned into
cash. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY. IT WILL PAY YOU
TO COME EARLY. WE PROMISE you will not be disappoint
ed. Remember, NOTHING RESERVED. FIRST COME—
FIRST SERVED. BE HERE EARLY MONDAY MORNING,
DECEMBER 28.

B E R M A N ’S
421 M ain St.

T e l. 426-M.

Rockland. Maine

Now $ 1 . 8 8
M E N ’S

Heavy Woolen Stockings
GREY, TAN AND WHITE

Men’s Conticook Hose
MEDIUM WEIGHT WOOL. BLUE WITH
WHITE TOE AND HEEL
A FAVORITE WITH EVERYONE.

Now12c.

Now 2 9 c .
B oston Garters
Now 1 4 c .

1E R M A N S

421 M AIN STREET (N ext Rockland National Bank) ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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TA LK OF THE TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 29—Garden Club meets a t 2.30 In
Thorndike grill.
Dec. 30—Rockport—"A Little Clod
hopper," presented by Trytohelp Club at
Town hall.
Dec. 31—Harmony Club's annual New
Year Eve ball at Temple hall.
Dec. 31-Jan. 2—State 4-H Club contest
at Orono.
Jan. 1—New Year Day.
Jan. 1 (3 to 91—Dr. H. H. Plumer ad
dress. auspices Educational Club, Copper
Kettle Porch.
Jan. 1—Homecomers' program of Rub
instein Club, In Unlversallst vestry.
Jan. 5—Dramatic reading at Unlversa
llst vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Jan. 7—Edwin Libby Relief Corps In
stallation.
Jan. 7—Public meeting of Washington
Anniversary committee In City Council
rooms.

WEATHER
Christinas eve and the holiday con
tinued the mild temperatures of a re
markably warm week, it being 42 yes
terday noon, mud underfoot and mist
in the air. Preeminently a day to be
enjoyed indoors around tree and
festal board, the unseasonable weather
was not allowed to interfere with
merry celebrations. Shortly after
dark, however, some of the snow fea
tured so abundantly on the greeting
cards found its way into the air, and
falling gently through the evening
made it a white Christmas after all.
During the night the temperature
dropped sharply and this morning is
much colder, 19 at 7 o’clock, fair and
wind northwest. Cloudy and warmer
is the forecast for tomorrow.
The schools of Rockland
Rockport will reopen Monday.

and

There will be a meeting of the Aux
iliary of Sons of Union Veterans
Wednesday night, with supper at 6.
The Old Folks dance, postponed be
cause of the holiday, will be held
Tuesday night in Odd Fellows hall.
Better than ever will be the New
Year Eve ball of the Harmony Clubs.
It Will be held in Temple hall with
Kirk's Orchestra.
The Union carpenters of this city
voluntarily voted to reduce the wage
scale of 87 >4 cents an hour to 80 cents
an hour, effective Jan. 1.
Crocuses in bloom in December!
T hat was the story of Mrs. Leroy
Perry's posy garden on Willow street
yesterday.
Col. and Mrs. E. C. Moran spent
Christmas in Malden, Mass., helping
their grandson in his joyous task of
undoing the offerings of St. Nick.
Knox County friends of the Waldo
County sheriff, Frank H. Cooper, are
well pleased to learn that he has an
nounced himself a candidate for re
nomination. He is serving his third
term.
Many Rockland people will be glad
to know that Mae Edwards who opens
at the Jefferson Theatre in Portland
Dec. 28 for an indefinite run, is
booked to play Park Theatre com
mencing Jan. 6 for four days.
Monday and Tuesday a t the Park
Theatre bring those Comical pals
Laurel and Hardy in Beau Hunks a
story of two pals in the Foreign Le
gion upsetting everything. A special
children’s matinee will be held Tues
day a t 4.
Stamp sales at the Rockland Postoffice were $500 ahead of last Christ
mas season, which, you will admit,
means a lot of stamps. Postmaster
Veazie also reports that more pieces
went through the cancelling machine
than last year.
The attractive doll house made by
John L. Beaton, and exhibited at
the Burpee Furniture Store during
the holiday season, fell to the pos
session of I. Leslie Cross, proprietor
of the cleansing establishment at
The Brook—who is some judge of
dolls.
Frank E. Poland, proprietor of the
Medomak boys' camp at Washington,
spent Christmas in Rockland, a guest,
with Mrs. Poland, at R. R. Ludwick’s,
Oliver street. A bright spot in the
“depression," so far as Mr. Poland
is concerned, is the fact that he has
signed up more boys for next year's
camp than he had at this time last
year.
An American Legion committee
engaged in the distribution of pro
visions from its recent benefit at
Strand Theatre caused consterna
tion a t one house, where the mem
bers distinctly heard a smashing of
glassware, and caught an odor which
arose from neither tea nor coffee.
After all this had happened the
committee found that it had gone to
the wrong house. -•
Corporal Percy Slater, in charge of
the local Army recruiting station, has
been informed that a few vacancies
exist for service in Panama. Men be
tween the ages of 18 and 35, who have
a t least one year of high school edu
cation or the equivalent can now be
accepted. Applicants must also pass
the existing physical examination.
For further information regarding
these vacancies call or write U. S.
Army Recruiting Station, Postoffice
Building. Rockland.
Forty-five of the happiest children
in Rockland on Christmas Day
marched into Strand Theatre in the
afternoon under the leadership of
Charles M. Cook, who in the opinion
of Crockett’s Point folks has Santa
“skun a mile.” The children had
previously been supplied by Mr. and
Mrs. Cook with candy, nuts and
clothing, following the custom which
this generous couple established some
years ago. Need it be added that
their charitable work did not cease
there.
A slip of the pen robbed Byron L.
Rider of the credit which justly, be
longed to him the other day when he
got his fox, while each of his two
companions Woodbury Thomas and
Alfred J. Moran did the same. “In
over 40 years of hunting in Knox
County,” says Mr. Rider, “I have
never heard tell of a like incident,
where a Darty of three hunters have
bagged a fox apiece. May I add that
after plenty of inquiring I have come
to bejieve that this hunt was a record
achievement.”

CHRISTMAS AT HOSPITAL ....

BOOSTING MAINE
IN THE

How the Anniversary Received Cor
dial and Happy Recognition
Christmas in the hospital is a won
derful event. It is wonderful because
it represents the united interest of
everyone in the institution to make
thf; day as happy as possible for the
patients. Knox Hospital workers
know that Christmas in a hospital
need not be dismal. There are all the
gay preparations, rushing down to
the Ten cent store during “off. duty”
time to get more golden balls and
lengths of tinsel for the already
shiney trees.
The festivities began the day before
with the filling of the patient goody
bags. At noon the employes enjoyed
a tree from which gifts were received.
No greater spirit of cooperation could
be shown, as was manifested by these
bu?y workers in their anxiety to re
turn to the preparing of the dinner
for the next day. The nurses enjoyed
a house party Christmas Eve. Here
was announced the doctors’ Christ
mas gift which will later be used for
a New Year's party. All rejoiced
with those whose “time off” permit
ted them to visit their families; those
left fortunate made the most of it
and certainly one looking on felt that
oiffy the heart can tell.
Christmas morning was ushered in
with the singing of carols by the
nurses. The enlarged school was re
flected in the chorus and listeners
thought the singing pretty fine. The
dietitian outdid herself, serving a full
tiflkey dinner from gaily decorated
trays. Wherever possible the doctors
removed diet restrictions. A few
frizfeds of the patients were dinner
giSfts.
With the exception of the infants
there was just one child in the hospi
ta l The staff wish to tell the world
that no tree provided could possibly
or Pven be permitted to take the place
of the tree that Granny brought in,
and let it be known her visit after
dipiier was anticipated at 5 a. m„ the
haul1 this young man decided to begin
his Christmas.
As usual, after dinner quietness was
restored, Christmas night was once
again in the hands of the night nurse,
that largest army of night watchers,
who like the shepherds of old sep a
star-—the star of service.
The Universalist vestry presented
an animated scene Wednesday eve
ning when the pupils of the church
school together with parents and
friends gathered for the annual
Christmas tree observance. With Rev.
George H. Welch as master of cere
monies a delightful presentation of
Mother Goose characters and toy shop
figures was given, these taking part:
MI». E. F. Berry as Little Miss Muffet;
A .'t. Briggs as Jack Jump Over the
Candlestick; Mrs. Susie Davis as The
Good Little Girl; Mrs. George L. St.
Clair as Mistress Mary; Dr. E. W.
Peaslee as Little Jack Horner; Mrs. C.
E. Rollins as a baby doll; Oscar
Crockett, E. F. Berry, George L. St.
Clair, Almon B. Cooper, Jr., and
Eugene E. Stoddard as wooden sol
diers; E. R. Veazie as Black Sambo;
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and Raymond
C. Terry as porcelain figures, which
when wound up sang a medley of oldtime songs; Miss Adelaide Cross as a
boudoir doll, who sang "Sweet and
Lovely” and also did a tap dance.
Upon, the appearance of Santa Claus
the characters paraded solemnly be
fore him, and then Old Saint Nick
gaVe out the many gifts and candy
bags that surrounded the tree. Vigor
ous singing of Christmas carols
brought the happy evening to a close.
In the afternoon the little tots of the
kindergarten school had a Christmas
party in the vestry, the greatest fun
for jhem furnished by decorating their
owri little tree. Many original ideas
were developed. Santa Claus distribu
ted the gifts. After an energetic peanut'.bunt ice cream and cookies were
serftd. Mrs. George H. Welch and
Mrs. C. A. Palmer were in charge,
and several of the mothers were
guetts.
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C T O E S
SERMONETTE
A Rare Custom
Happy indeed will be the family
life of any young couple who at
the start establish in the home
an altar, and who make it their
unfailing rule to “say grace” in
remembrance of God’s mercies.
A friend has recently lost her
husband. He was a man of few
words, but he believed in God,
gave freely to his church and
worked ever for the Master into
whose hands he had committed
his life. Alter his death, his wife
could not say at the table the
simple verse as of old. An aged
woman, a life-long friend of them
both, came to see her. As dinner
was about to be served the little
old lady said: “You have not said
the verse, my girl.” “No, I can
not say it now.” The old lady
spoke, while her eyes streamed
with tears, "My girl, I have lost
my husband and all my folks. I
have seen all my property swept
away. I carried my dearest sister
to the insane hospital and I have
got to go into the home for aged
women, and I can still say grace.”
The friend added: “I said the
verse.” Without question the old
lady reestablished in a heart that
was growing bitter, faith that God
knows best. And would not that
husband, sleeping forever at Ever
green, wish it so? There will be
no divorce at a table where the
Master sits.
W. A. H.
At the Methodist Church Rev. H. H.
Marr, pastor, the 10.30 subject will be
“God’s Love and Gift.” The evening
subject will be "The Burning Bush.”
Epworth League will meet at 6 o’clock
and the Tuesday prayer service at
7.15.

• ♦♦*

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "What Does
the Bible Teach About Having Faith
In Men?” The Sunday school will
j convene at the noon hour. The Com
rades Of The Way will meet in the
i vestry at 6.30 o'clock.
• *• •
At First Church of Christ, Scien! tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the lesson sermon
tomorrow will be "Christian Science.”
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes| day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room is located at
400 Main street, and is open week
days, from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the Feast of St. John the Evangelist:
Holy communion a t 7.30; church
school at 9.30; choral eucharist and
sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30;
Monday, Holy Innocents Day, holy
communion at 7.30; Friday, the Cir
cumcision, holy communion at 7.30.

• • • •

The subject of the morning sermon
at the Littlefield Memorial Church
will be “The Christ of the New Year."
I The choir will sing the anthem “My
[ Grace Is Sufficient.” Junior church
in the vestry for children from 5 to
J11 years will meet at 10.30 also. Sun
day school is at 11.45 with classes for
, all ages; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led by the
pastor, topic, “Shall we learn from
| the experience of others? Why? How?”
The church orchestra will accompany
at the praise service which begins at
7.15. The subject of the sermon will
be “Success for the New Year Guar
anteed.” Tuesday evening at 7.30 will
•-«
____________
be tile monthly missionary prayer
j meeting led by Mrs. Grover. A spe
ROCKVILLE
cial offering will be taken. An im
portant business meeting will be held
The Christmas program given by immediately following the service.
the students of the village schools
*♦**
Friday evening was well a tte n d ^ by
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
pat puts and friends. At the con
clusion the members of the Sunday versalist Church Sunday at 10.30 will
school dismantled a prettily decorated have as the topic of his sermon “The
and well ladened tree. The boys and Pilgrimage of Life.” The quartet will
girls had made gifts for every one in sing as an anthem "While Shepherds
the .village from the babies to the Watched Their Flocks By Night,”
ageU and remembered the sick and Marks, and Mrs. E. R. Veazie and
shut-ins with fruit. It is greatly re Mrs. W. E. Morgan will sing the duet
gretted that the Sunday school ses "He Shall Feed His Flocks” from
sions are now suspended as Miss Mc- “The Messiah." The chorus choir
Knight accompanied by her sister, will present one anthem “The Hush of
Brown have been called to Night," Spence. Church school, adult
sas by the serious illness of their women's class, and Knickerbocker
Class will meet at 11.45, the latter
brother.
One day last week Miss Castera class to discuss the evolution of till
CtiShman saw a deer cross the Bible, the study subject. Junior
CMckawaukie Pond on the^thjn ice Y.P.C.U. will convene at 5 p. m.. senior
tl^ t had formed in the cove.’ The Y.P.O.U. at 6, with Almon B. Cooper,
nekt morning a deer was also spied Jr. as leader. The week's activities
include Chapin Class Tuesday eve
on the summit of Bear Hill.
Miss Ada Pettingill of Skowhegan ning at the home of Mrs. R. L. Smith,
is spending the holiday and weekend Broad street.
wjth her mother, Mrs. Annie Buck
lin.
Sunday will be New Year Sunday
Although nearly the entire surface a t the First Baptist Church. The
of .fijijekawaukie Pond is open water subject of the morning sermon will
ice several inches thick has formed be, “We Shall Not Stand Alone.”
in Rocky Pond and is being cut for The choir will sing. “Love Divine,”
commercial use. Several loads a day Marks, and Mr. Fredrickson will
frequently pass through the village. sing, “Not Dreaming," Gypsy Smith.
Miss Lottie Ewell spent two days The church school will meet at the
this week with Mrs. W. P. Richard noon hour, and the Christian En
son in Camden.
deavor meeting will be held at 6
Miss Mabel Oxton has returned o'clock and will be in charge of col
home after spending some time in lege students. The popular evening
Rockland.
service will be at 7.15. It will open
with the “big sing” directed by Carl
Fredrickson. The special music by
the choir will include, “Sail On,'
Gabriel, and "O Come to My Heart.
Lord Jesus,” Ambrose. The closing
New Year message by Mr. Mac' Donald will be. “Called!” The happy
' prayer and praise meeting is on
i Tuesday evening a t 7.15 and the an
nual Watch Night service on Thurs
day evening at 7.30.

COHEN BROS.

FOW L
AND CHICKENS
W ANTED
HIGHEST PRICES
No lot too small; none too large.

Charles MaKeller

TEL. 2-3

WARREN
124Stf

T ow n M arkers, “ W a y Back
H o m e" Maine S ong C on
test and O ther M atters
Definite progress is being made in
the campaign instituted by the Maine
Publicity Bureau to secure standard
signs to be placed in tne centre of
towns in order that passing tourists
may know the name of the commu
nity. Lamoine and Southwest Har
bor already had ordered these mark
ers and an order came from Raymond.
As soon as the towns realize the im
portance to themselves of this move
ment and the extremely low cost of
these handsome markers, there is no
doubt th at various organizations will
take up the cause. If ten persons in
each town would donate $1 apiece it
would be possible to have th a t town
marked adequately and in a manner
th at would make the summer visitor
know where he is instead of having to
consult a road map.
The Bureau takes pleasure in com
mending to theatregoers the talking
picture "Way Back Home,” in which
Seth Parker (Phillips H. Lord) ap
pears. The picture shows Seth Park
er, whose radio broadcasts are n a
tionally famous, as he is supposed to
live a t Jonesport. It is an agreeable
and pleasant picture and while there
is a little exaggeration of dramatic
effects for the screen, the rural story
of Maine life is free from much of
the caricature usually found in this
type of picture. Thus far it has been
breaking records everywhere and it
furnishes excellent entertainment,
and, incidentally, keeping the name
"Maine" before the public.
Herbert L. Swett, president of the
Maine Publicity Bureau and member
of the Maine Development Commis
sion, made a strong plea for an in
crease in advertising appropriations
for recreational work in the State in
an address at the Fourth Economic
Conference of the Commission ht
Augusta last week. He gave compar
Formerly $69.50
Formerly $58.00
Formerly $18.75
Formerly $24.50
Formerly $39.50
isons between Maine in which the ad
vertising appropriation is $30,000 and
Colorado in which $200,000 is spent
annually. He also showed th a t by
increasing the summer tourist busi
ness, more employment is furnished
the citizens of the State.
Analysis of 559 Questionnaires from
Formerly $24.50
Formerly $3.98
Formerly $5.95
Formerly $9.50
Formerly $14.95
tourists who visited Maine last sum
mer, representing 1855 people, shows
th at the average amount spent by
each tourist was $65.43. This is about
$30 less than the amount spent by
each tourist yi 1930 and bears out
the impression that while there were
more tourists numerically last sum
Formerly $2.00
Formerly $5.00
Formerly $10.00
mer, money was spent less freely.
Roger Vinton Snow, Portland at
torney, won the State of Maine Song
contest conducted by the advertising
and publicity committee of the Maine
Publicity Bureau. Songs were re
ceived from more than 100 contest
DIED
'W IL D ” B LU EB ER R IES leaf-peat and sand which is exactly ; grows and returns to it year after . KUHN—At Waldoboro.
ants and the widespread interest in
Dec. 25, Hadley
the opposite of most other plants. i year; for it is their most delicious of
the contest was attested by inquiries
H. Kuhn, aged 46 years.
received by Daniel W. Hoegg, chair The S tory of H ow a Scientist It is discovered that the same thing feeds.
Owl’s Head, Dec. 25, Juliette
applies to some other plants that
Dr. Colville has found that wild LOOK—At
E., widow of Henry Look, aged 88 years.
man of the committee, from all over
have
hitherto
resisted
cultivationrice
is
limited
by
most
of
the
ponds;
2
months,
5 days. Funeral Sunday at
F ound the M ethod of T am  such as the "mayflower;" rhododen and estuaries along the Atlantic | 2 o’clock from
the United States and Canada.
A. D. Davis Ac Son's,
From a New Jersey tourist of last
Thomaston.
dron,
moutain-laurel,
azalea,
pink
coast.
It
needs
a
soft
water
and
th
is
:
ing
Them
summer comes the following appre
Warren, Dec. 4, Allen
laoyslipper and the Eranklinia tree. is why it grows so liberally in Min- j CONIC—At
Blanchard Conic, aged 85 years. 10
ciation : “At the general store in j
There
is
a
human,
and
sometimes
nesota,
a
great
feeding
place
of
months,
18
days. Funeral Saturday at
Anything
concerning
•
the
blue
Greenville we received the finest kind .
2 o'clock.
a
of treatment. I believe it was the berry catches attentive eyes and ears humorous, touch in many of Dr. water-fowl. But this does not sug- j
proprietor of the store who took time here.in Knox County where it is.re Colville’s reports of bis experiments. gest that it may not be grown in fine
CARD OF THANKS
to point out the beauty spots on the ! sponsible for such a considerable in He tried "feeding" blueberry plants shape in many Maine ponds and
I wish to thank the many loyal friends
lake and marked out the best roads dustry. Arthur G. Staples, editor of with skimmed milk—skimmed milk we suggest th a t duck hunters look j who helped me to success In the Radio
Contest at Packard's store.
for us to take on our way to New the Lewiston Journal makes it the being a waste product of many farms into the matter.
It is easy to sow wild rice and i t '
Mrs. A. P.Chaman.
Hampshire. We were well treated subject of one of his latest essays, —also cream, and milk sugar.
Rockland.
“It
is
clear,”
he
wrote,
“that
may
be
purchased
through
sportingand
the
article
is
here
republished:
everywhere but this seemed unusual.”
while skimmed milk, buttermilk, goods stores, and by mail order easily I
*• *■
It is this reputation for hospitality {
casein and whey are useful as enough.
and courteous treatment th a t does
fertilizers for blueberry plants,
Doubtless the Maine Commissioner '
On “Taming the Wild Blueberry”
much toward bringing back the same
This title is at the head of a trea cream and sugar are not. These are of Fish and Game has all of the in- 1
tourists to Maine each summer.
tise just sent out from Washington still best utilized, in accordance with formation essential to establishing I
by
the National Geographic Society, established practice, on the blue good feeding grounds for wild-fowl.
S O M E BOOK N O T E S
and may be of interest and concern berries themselves fresh from the And if one desires additional infor
mation it may be obtained doubtless j
to Maine people who did not previ ice box.”
There is no substitute for a good ously know that the blueberry is or
While experimenting with the through the National Arboretum of I
book. Reading is in the first place was “wild.”
blueberry Dr. Colville developed an  , Washington.
• • • •
not merely a pleasure and a diver
It may be news to Maine blueberry other theory of wide application. He
sion. I t is an intellectual exercise. growers, th at a certain Dr. Frede demonstrated the effect of cold in
Maine must go into the finest de- '
It is a training of the mind. No rick W. Colville has taught the blue stimulating the growth of plants. He tail of the whole m atter of improve
amount of outside distraction can berry to grow on the pine barrens of made an opening in the glass side ment in all such matters, if it is to j
replace the book as a factor in our [ New Jersey, where 10,000 bushels are of a greenhouse in early January, j continue its competition for tourists, I
education, in our mental progress now grown on what was formerly pushed through the opening one of hunters, sportsmen, etc. There are ‘
and in our spiritual life. No man's waste land.
two stems of a blueberry plant that evidences in Maine of return game.
life is complete who does not occa
This is called “taming” plants. For had been kept indooors up to that Young growths of fir, spruce, etc.,
sionally spend a few hours with a doing this and for many other re time, and plugged the space about which have come up in many sec
good book as his sole companion.
markable discoveries in
plant- the opening with moss. When spring tions where it was barren previously
****
came the outdoor stem burst into have brought back many deer. We
growth,
Dr.
Colville
has
been
award
Dr. Laurence McKinley Gould,
leaf; the greenhouse stem showed believe that ere long even the caribou
ee’
the
George
Robert
White
medal
Second - in - Command of Admiral
neither leaf nor swelling buds. may return.
of
honor,
the
most
prized
medal
in
Byrd’s famous Antarctic Expedition, i
Patiently he carried on these expe
all
the
list
of
medals
for
plant-research
has recorded his great fifteen hun —the highest horticultural medal in riments until he found that the wild
dred mile sledge journey made on America, given each year by the crab, the cranberry bush, the tam a
that trip, in a book which he has ap- j
rack, trailing arbutu$ and the seeds
propriately called “Cold,” just off' Massachusetts Horticultural Society, of the bunchberry would not grow
in the United States.
the press of Brewer, W arren and oldest
fungus is the key to the secret until chilled. • • • •
|
From Chrr Correspondent
Putnam. This fifteen hundred mile of Athe
I
blueberry's growth. Until this
sledge journey, that for length and was discovered,
There is another thing, in this
the more the blueaccomplishment, ranks with those terry was tended,
for and story about this Dr. Colville, that
Washington, Dec. 23.—The inpor- j
of Shackleton. Amundsen. Scott babied, the more itcared
sickened and may interest Maine people and that tation or interstate transportation of
and Mawson, was the only su b -; died.
to wild rice.
expedition on Byrd’s Antarctic trip j Dr. Colville found this out: A mi relates
Wild rice is often planted in Maine lobsers less than 3(4 inches in length '
in which Byrd himself did not par nute
fungus, microscopic in size, in ponds for the sake of attracting would be prohibited under a bill in- j
ticipate and the journey was not,
visible to sight; attaches itself to the migratory birds — duck, mergansers, troduced by Senator White. I t is j
therefore, told of in "Little Ameri roots
of a healthy blueberry plant etc., to these ponds for feeding pur understood to be aimed particularly i
ca.” In referring to this journey
and
furnishes
nitrogenous food to poses.
at Canadian importations.
Admiral Byrd has said: “I t was the
Somehow a wild bird learns quick
most outstanding personal achieve the plant. For this reason, blue
The lobster's length would be\
berries will grow only in acid soil, ly the pond where this wild rice
ment of the trip.”
measured “from the rear of the eye !
«• • •
socket along a line parallel to th e :
“Theodore Roosevelt" by Henry F.
center line of the body shell to the
Pringle is acclaimed as the best bi
ography of Roosevelt yet produced.
rear end of -the body shell ” Anyone
ANNOUNCEMENT
It is the work of an impartial biog
violating the law would see the lob
rapher who set aside eulogy and
sters
seized and would be subject to
theory, who studied masses of new
a small fine and imprisonment. The J
material and presented Theodore
department of commerce would aid j
Roosevelt as he was. Mr. Pringle
in enforcing the law.
had unrestricted access to over 75,The bill also refers to lobster meat, I
000 personal and official letters of
frozen, chilled, cooked or raw. Any
Roosevelt for the years 1889 to 1909.
imports or interstate shipments of it
These, together with the cooperation I
must be “hermetically sealed in tin ■
of authorities and a scrupulous ex- I
cans by soldering or rolling the edges 1
amination of every item of inform a-!
with' machines made for that p u r - '
tion about Roosevelt's life, have
pose and bathed in a retort and su b -,
made possible the first full and im
jected to not less than 235 degrees '
partial biography of this great man.
...»
of heat for not less than 35 minutes.”
“Andrew Carnegie, I suspect, w as1
T h e C h u r c h o f S a n Lo re n zo
the greediest little gentleman ever
In Florence. Italy, each street, each
created.”
With these words John K. Winkler
house has its tale of the past, its asso- ’
Both Single and Double U nits a re now listed by
begins his biography of the steel
ciation with some of the greatest a rt
master, which, under the title of ’
ists the world has known, and among I
the spots of noblest fame is the I
"Incredible Carnegie,” the Vanguard '
Church of San Lorenzo, which the
Press issued on Nov. 5. Mr. Winkler
tourist will remember as long as h e ,
is the author of the successful biog
remembers the Pyramids of Egypt cr [
raphies “Morgan the Magnificent" I
the Vatican at Rome. Within are[
and “John D., a Portrait in Oils.”
the tombs of the Medicis in a chapel
He approached the biography of i
that cost more than a million dollars.
Carnegie with unusual interest and !
Its walls are covered with jasper, j
enthusiasm, for on his mother’s side
alabastei1, lapis lazuli and other semi
the author himself is of Scotch de- I
precious stones. Lorenzo died 1492
scent.
and the great Michaelangelo was
given the task of erecting the tombs.
The Old Folks Dance will be held
The figures on the tomb of Giuliana
Tuesday night at Odd Fellows’ hall.
represent Night and Day, those on
155-156
—
that of Lorenzo represent Dawn and
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy ;
Evening. In the nearby cloisters is copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Cosmo d' Medici's Laurentian Library ,
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 C on-,
one of the greatest literary treasures •
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Ml ConOf the world,
1
«re» St.

Red Tag Sale
Now Going On

’ T o C lean Stocks B efore January 1st

L O O K FO R TH E R E D T A G S !

Dresses, Coats, Millinery, Lingerie

Coats

$ 1 5 .7 5

D resses

$ 1 9 .5 0

$2950

$ 3 .9 8

$ 6 .5 0

$ 2 .6 6

lillinery

$ 1 .0 0

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .S E N T E R

$3950

$ 2 .0 0

$ 1 6 .5 0

$ 5 .0 0

CRANE COMPANY %

SPECIAL

M onday, D ec. 2 8 , ’31
to

Saturday. Jan. 2 , ’32
at

r:

j W ASH INGTON, Da C.

CLEANING A N D
DYEING

LADIES’

THE

C leaned and P ressed

LYNN

OIL BURNERS
THE UNDERWRITERS’
LABORATORIES

| A . C. M cL oon & C o. |
|

-

R o c k la n d A g e n t s

|
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Stanley Murray and Normagene
Buker.
Participants in the Christmas pro- i
T r ip -a -T p D a y
gram were Robert Smith, Normagene
Buker. Donald Fogg. Edward Harri-1
man, Lucille Connon, Mary Lamb, ]
4
8
IO
4
5
b
9
7
2.
Robert Chisholm, James Wentworth,
1
Robert Willard, Harold Tolman,
Ruth Goldberg. Douglass Small, Rich
11
/
II
ard Brown, Mary Maker, Everett
Sw
Spear, William Ellis, Barbara Mc
17
lb
13 14 s s s 15
Cartney, Stanley Murray and Robert
McLain Building
Chisholm. The program was folW
Two. Mabel F. Stover, 1lowed by games and Mr. and Mrs.
11
Grade Two,
lo
19
lb
teacher:
Santa passed boxes of candy and
T
a
l
e
x
Perfect attendance for term: Earle peanuts.
14
Allen, Percy Colson, Marilyn Drink• • . •
11
water, Barbara Lamb, Madeline MunGrade
Four, Harriet Lufkin,!
W
i.7
ro, Ruth Munro, John Munsey, Cal- teacher:
xb
Beuutiful Old Kjoges
2b
tin Sherman. Mary Skinner, ar.d
Not absent during the term: PaWith
Ribe,
Kjoges
provides
the
Pauline Spear, Richard Staples, tricia Allen. Betty Beach, Mary Cross.
Lucille Stanley and Rita Tibbetts. ; Elizabeth Evansky, Kent Glover. Wil-1 tourist in Denmark with vistas of
Those missing only one-half day are -ham Hanley, Sylvia Hayes, P e rry , the country's most ancient towns.
Carl McCrillis, Jeannette Shannon. Howard, Elizabeth Lurvey, Ruth ;
old church of Santa Claus still has
33
34
31
3 0 31
Everett Small, and Kenneth Weeks. Nichols, Albert Pease, Suzanne Perry, j
Those missing only one day are, Paul Rackliffe, Linne Rivers, Helen lts lantern to gulde the marlners
and what could Ke more reasonable
I I 3b
55
1
Chester Colby, Barbara Lasalle, Don- Spear, Richard Spear. This makes a seaone
Sardens on the
37
35
than to shake hands with one an
T H E STORY
Murphy and total of 16 children which is over one- banks of its stream, Hans Christian
fiy, ' William
Wi
aid Moody,
other on It and laugh at Tom Tur
third of the entire class. The attend- ] Anderson laid the scene of one of his
Richard Sukeforth.
W
40
41
ner?
We have nineteen names on the ance for the term was 97.9%
1•fairy tales. Near- the harbor is the
CHAPTER I.—During a fru stra te d
“They
would
do
this.
Turner
w
i
dental
honor
roil.
They
are
John
We have about 26 names on our great monument celebrating the hero
"holdup” a t the Dutch Mill, & fa sh 
4b
45
ionable Chicago night club, a patron
Munsey, Jeanne Palmer, Lucille dental honor roll and hope to have
knew they would, but he also knew
44
43
i
later identified as Dunn C layton is
1Stanley. Percy Colson. Richard S ta new ones added the first of the death of Huitfeldt and the victory of
them deeper than that. He knew
shot and killed. L ieutenant of Po
Niels Juel, which the Americans read
ples, Barbara Lamb. Barbara Lasalle, year.
lice Stanton, investigating, questions
they couldn’t trust one another.
49
4b
47
a voluntary witness, calling him 
Everett Small. Pauline Spear, Don
This grade has been making a of in Longfellow's translation of the
They were Justified In not trusting
self “B uck” Trembly. His testim ony
ald Moody. -Richard Sukeforth. Jean booklet on "W hat You Should See In Danish National Antnem. Kjorges
Is apparently straightforw ard.
one another. They were of varying
nette Shannon. Margaret Havener Maine.” This booklet is to be sent was formerly a fortress and did not
50
51degrees
of
courage,
but
none
was
••
CHAPTER II.—Stanton had known
Carl McCrillis, Nancy Howard. Earl; to a fourth grade in Colorado in an-! ,,vn,,nri fnr
v.ears. The joy of
afraid of direct action. Distrust Is
Clayton in France during the W orld
Allen,
Madeline
Munro,
Ruth
Munro,
swer
to
a
letter.
We
also
have
anwar, and is personally in terested in
..
, ..
.
„
i seeing much of the old town is still
a bad thing to have In your mind.
o h er letter to answer from Oregon. for the visitor and near Church
Ruth Wotton.
the case. In Clayton’s pocket he had
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
It puts an enemy behind you in
found a note signed “Maisie,” m ak 
On the writing honor roll are: CalInteresting booklets have been Street is the oldest frame house in
40-lnflamed places on 16- A stringed
1-A little village
ing an appointm ent with the dead
the
dark.
It
was
bound
to
become
vin
Sherman.
Ruth
Munro,
Rita
Tibmade
in
connection
with
geography
I
Denmark
builf"in<15‘’4
man a t the Dutch Mill. Stanton
6-A Grecian city
the kkin
instrument (pi.)
Intolerable for these men to be won
betts, Madeline Munro. Barbara work illustrating food, clothing, shel- [
,
does n o t believe the holdup men
42- Beg
11- Relieve
17- Seaport of Arabia
killed C layton, and is inclined to
Lamb. William Mack. William Mur- ter, ways of travel, means of com- =
dering
which
one
would
break
the
12- A canvas shelter
43- Pronoun
19-T rudged
suspect Trembly.
phy Chester Colbv, Dorothy Tibbetts, munication.
i william Karl, Donald Marriner, Stutruce. The temptation was always
13- Musical note
44- A farm laborer
21-Causes to face the
,
Lucille
Stanley,
Carl
McCrillis
and
Patricia
Allen
and
Kent
Glover
[
art
MacAlman,
Richard
Marsh,
Anna
there. They had feared Turner him
CHAPTER III.-—At a W isconsin
15-Pertaining to the
46- You and I
East exactly
w inter camp a boisterous crowd is
i Jeannette Shannon.
I received the most star papers in peiiiCane, Josephine Pellicane, Clar
self for a long time. He knew they
god Pan
47- Long grass stem
23-Scours (Prov. Eng.]
gathered, including Preston Brown.
arithmetic
this
last
six
weeks
of
ence
Peterson
Stanley
Prescott,
Ralph
48- Observed
25-An English painter
17- While
did, and that gave him so much
An a p p are n t stra n g er arrives. L ater,
Grade Three. Lura Libby, teacher, school.
! RaW]ey) Mildred Shannon, Ruth
two men, driving, appear to be deep
18- Mischievous child
50- Wanderers
and sculptor
satisfaction that he was content to
ly, though secretly, interested in the
Normagene Buker has been the
We have two new boys in our room Thomas Shirley Torrey and Virginia
20-General
51- Whirlpools
27- Open (Poet.)
wait for this.
party. The stra n g er leaves the camp
winner
in
two
spelling
matches
durHerbert
and
George
Wood.
T
h
is'
wood.
Not
tard
y
:
Paul
Barton,
Doris
21- Lyric poem
28- So (Scot.)
in his car, and the two men hear
VERTICAL
"Gradually they convinced them
th a t P reston Brown has been acci
22- Greases
3C—A Cossack chief
ing the term.
makes the registration 39.
Borgerson, Eugenia Brault, Alfred
selves th at they were out of danger
dently killed. They follow the
1An
English
Some verv good newspapers have
We had a lot of fun decorating the ! Condon, William Daniello, Phyllis
31-A number
24- A tree
stra n g e r’s car, passing i t A viaduct, ' fPnm him
They
knew
they
were
mathematician
25- A small bird
33- Ancient Order of
been made by the children. Those room for Christmas. Pine boughs| Delano,’ Barbara Derry, Stanley
undergoing repairs, is out. and ono
•
2
Pronoun
receiving
honorable
mention
were
of the two men removes the red when he died, until they learned of
were used with the predom inating’ Farnham. Dora Freeman, Dorothy
26- Lawn billards
United Workmen
3To
take
up
with
(abbr.)
made bv: Robert Chisholm, G eral colors of red and green paper rope. Frost. James Hanley, Eugene H ar
the will. You will see how eom28- Canonize
stran g er, in his car, goes over Th*
the
the
tongue
34- Moves rapidly
■ i
dine Norton. Donald Fogg, Lucille The Christmas tree was especially mon, Ethel Hayes, Marion Ludwick,
em bankm ent. He is dead when found.
pletely he had them. It did none
29- Double
4
Man's
name
(Bib.)
36Burdens
The lan tern s are replaced. In Brow n's
Connon. Arthur Brewer. Marv Lamb. pretty with its decorations and sets of Donald Marriner. Louise McConnell,
30- British officer in
of them nny good to try to with
papers C layton’s name is found and
5Taut
37Torment
Robert Smith and Normagene Buker. red lights.
Revolutionary War
Vailie McLaughlin, Richard Marsh,
draw from participation. One might
Stanton connects the two deaths. At
6- Vapor
40- Plant
In connection with our geography
Forty-seven parents and friends a t Anna Pellicane. Josephine Pellicane,
his request he is assigned to the
32-Apparatus for
have
done
so.
He
might
have
re
7- Resound
41- To cut (Prov. Eng.)
case, recalls the names in connecwork charts on grains, fruits, trans tended the Christmas program. The Beatrice Pinkham. Stanley Prescott,
i
heating
(pi.)
nounced his rights and have dethe dead man. as he had suspected,
8- Girl’s name
44- A vegetable
portation
by
train,
by
airplane,
by
participants
were:
Betty
Beach,
In
walking
to
the
Turner
boy's
Virginia
Rackiiff.
Ralph
Rawley.
Milis Trem bly.
Trembly had caused
35- Binds
9- Right (abbr.)
45- To spread loosely
Laura
Pomeroy.
Jeanette
Gordon,
Alboat,
different
kinds
of
fish
and
B row n's death, apparently an acci , nounced his patron, but neverthe
ton
Rollins.
Winona
Ross,
Mildred
house the following morning Stan36- Permit
10-Sanetion
for drying
less if he died of pneumonia or a
dent, d u rin g a playful scuffle.
mina
n roV nf ' homes have been made. A very good te rt PeaSe. Louis Mazzeo. Linne Shannon, Dorothy Sherman, Ruth
38- Cease
14-A high Turkish
47-Ream (abbr.)
P
exhibit of different kinds of coal was Rivers. Raymond Grindle, Dorothy Thomas, Shirley Torrey, Marion
bad appendix or from having a car
Thomas Turner's son, and the boy made bv Donald Fogg.
CHAPTER IV.—A Verm ont la w 
official
39- Conjunction
49-Nickel (abbr.)
Kalloch, William Hanley, Mary Cross, Vinal, Virginia Wood and Stella
yer, Jo h n W hittlesex. reading of the ■ run him down the shares of his as
>
he thus prepared himself to find
The children appoint a committee Laura Pomeroy, Kendrick Dorman, Young.
case, goes to Wisconsin, and finds
sociates Increased. If men did not
proved to be that boy. It was of four which plans the program for Linne Rivers, Elizabeth Evansky,
tion w ith an odd will he had been i have confidence in one another
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
t
♦♦♦♦
asked to draw by a m an named
fairly conclusive that if a hard each Monday morning.
Donald Simmons, George MacKinCAMDEN
these conditions would be unpleasT urner. In the will T urner had be
Grade 6-7, Jeannie D. McConchie,
S A 37 N
EjA S T
fighter of repressible conscience, of
Luke Dorr has recently joined non. Kent Glover. Dorothy Kalloch, teacher:
queathed the interest on 36.UOO.OOO I a n t You will have read in the will
The
funeral
of Thomas A. Hunt
U
p AL
to six men. Blair. Ashley, Roberts.
A
an
elastic
moral
code
and
of
a
Grade
Three,
coming
here
from
TenRuth
Sukeforth,
Elizabeth
Evansky,
Neither absent nor tardy: Joseph who died last week In Denver, Cblo.,
Brown. Trem bly, and CLayton. “old | that Turner said money was what
R
T Is E N S E
N
ant's
Harbor.
Last
year
he
attended
Francis
Evansky,
Helen
Spear,
Aus
world
easily
adjustable
to
his
de
friends.” By the will, the income, a t ! the man who had it was.
Samprone, Loretta Rogers. H arriett was held Wednesday afternoon from
It R AC E o A R S
C|E N
he d eath of each beneficiary, is to
sires had alienated so much of his the McLain school. His friends wel tin Staples, Richard Winslow. Ruth Richardson, Joan Philbrook, Lempi i St. .Thomas Episcopal Church, Rev.
be divided among the rest. T u rn er's
S E E
“Our gentlemen evidently have
iE O P A R D
Tibbetts. Marv Cross, Elizabeth Lur Kansas, Russell Hewett, Barbara J Ralph H. Hayden officiating, and inE LA)
fortune from his son it was because come him back again.
eon is le ft a small income, though a t
m' i l
T 1 T AB E T
We have had a number of visitors vey, Ruth Nichols, Herbert Wood, Griffin, Grace Grant, Raymond i terment was in the family lot in
tried believing they could trust one
the deaths of the six beneficiaries of
his son was unlike him. The dif
th e w ill he is to inherit all. T u rn er ' another.
L A N o ■s P 1 L L
They also strengthened
ference might be at one side or the this term- most of them coming dur George Wood, Patricia Allen, Ruth Fogarty, Winifred Dimick. Viola Mountain Cemetery. Mr. Hunt was
dies sh o rtly a fte r m aking th e will.
Education Week. We are always MacLaughlin. Perry Howard, Sylvia Conary and Charles Toner.
P I e rB D A R E
their confidence by keeping as far
a member of St. Thomas Church,
W hittlesex suspects foul play in the
other of the elder's character. Such ing
glad to have visitors.
Hayes Gordon Burgess, Richard
R 1 S E
deaths of Clayton. Brown, and T rem 
I
S E ,R H p
apart from one another as they
Dental
honor
roll:
Beatrice
Clark,
also
of
the
Masons,
Odd
Fellows
and
a boy might be much of the worst
bly, inasm uch as their incom es are
Dental honor roil: Charles Call, Spear, Suzanne Perry, Kendrick Dor John Bailev. Charles Toner, Virginia Elks, and representatives from each
D ET NA
P|E
Iv/
R
E
could.
My
records
show
them
wide
added to those of the survivors, and
of his father or largely the best of Mary Lamb. Barbara McCartney, man. K enneth Low, Oliver Hamlin,
T 1 E
E- A S E R S
Haskell, Priscilla Lovejoy, Helen order attended the funeral.
w rites to the Chicago police. Stanton
LE(
ly scattered about the world. All ex
him.
Maynard Green, Hugh Athearn, Don Louise White, Ruth Nichols, Perry Lapanen, Gordon Richardson, Earle
oes to N ewburgh to interview Asa
R T
E
N
E
T
O
Miss
Alta
Pendleton
is
visiting
her
1
P
IS
Sarling, one of the executors of the cept Blair and Ashley, who seem
The house was a New England ald Fogg, Robert Willard. James Howard. Hilda Spear, Mary Cross, Sukeforth. Russell Hewett, Viola brother Clarence Pendleton in Bev
T
w ill.
UN s| < S N E E R L
to have chummed it.”
removed Into the Hudson valley, Wentworth. Erold Trainer. Woodrow Paul Rackliffe, Elizabeth Lurvey, Conary. Charles Raye. Joan Phil erly, Mass.
Do N
E
“All th at satisfied me as to mothe type which was framed, raised Cayton. Marion Rawlev , Lucille Helen Spear, Richard Spear and Aus brook. Barnard Berggren, Barbara
s I o |r E
Walter Broadhead who attends
CHAPTER V. CONTINUED
I tive," said the lieutenant. “It's fan
and painted white, and which gen Connon. Milton Eaton. Stanley Mur tin Staples.
Johnson, Vita Lombardo, Barbara the Textile School in Philadelphia is
♦
♦
•
♦
tastic, ns you observed. Mr. Dar
erally contained the question wheth ray, Robert Smith, Edward H arri
Griffin, Ruth Wheeler, Elizabeth spending the holidays with his par- j
ling, but there's cause and there’s
Grade Five. Edna M. King, teacher: Hammond. Loretta Rogers, Veizora ents Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Broadhead,,
er the coffin of an adult could come man Vernon Studley, Geraldine Nor
"It might make him restless,’’ Mr.
Not absent: Robert Call. Edith Hickman. Robert Saunders, Mary Chestnut street.
continuity in the case of Clayton.
out the front door, or must it be ton. Dougla's Kellev. Everett Spear,
Darling suggested. “As I said, my
Brown and Trembly. By the way. ' let out of a window? In the old Esther Cohen. Harold Small, Robert Gray, Norma Havener. Reino Kangas. Dodge.
FO R SALE
Capt. Leland Mann of Two Bush :
friend. Turner/ seemed to relish this
do you know of a woman named ! days of infant mortality (see the Chisholm. There are 19 more betore Ruth McLellan, William Payson and
Light is visiting his sister Mrs.
point. I refrained from questioning
RUUD
•
Roger Perry. Neither absent nor
Grade 6-8, Sara Montgomery, Charles Cleveland.
Maisie? I mean in connection with ( diary of Samuel Sewall, for in- our class can have 100 percent;
him.
Between us. Lieutenant, I
Neither absent nor tardy during; tardy: Bobbie Call, Norma Havener, Teacher:
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan entertains1 Instantaneous Automatic
any of these men.”
stance, godly man of serious and the term: Arthur Brewer. William Reino Kangas, Ruth McLellan
think it occurred to him that thirty
Not absent: Feme Britto, Marion the ladies of the Methodist society,
Mr. Darling shook his head.
' prayerful life, a Salem witchcraft Ellis. Mary Lamb. Geraldine Norton.
thousand a year might tend toward
Fifty-seven percent of the class are Freeman. Beulah Chelin, Frances this week.
“She
was
used
as
a
decoy
for
Judge in the court of Oyer and Ter- Charles Call. Arlene Hill, Barbara enrolled on the dental honor roil:
contentment. Ilis real conviction,
Megunticook Grange met Wed
Clayton," the lieutenant continued. i miner. , He begat in December and McCartney, Everett Spear and Gor Inez Bowiey, Bobbie Call, Earl Cook, Hatch, Madeline Philbrook, Mar
I am sure, was otherwise, but he
garet Robbins Eleanor Rogers, Ada nesday evening. An entertainment
“She hasn’t been found. That's a
Grant Davis, Harold Dondis, James Smith and Walter Staples.
buried in September), the little cof- don Stanlev.
took this precaution.”
was given, the program consisting of
side issue. Our continuity breaks i fins came easily and often out of
In the arithmetic contest for the Hamilton, Norma Havener, Dorothy
The lieutenant looked at Mr. Dar
Dental honor roll: Beulah Wright, Christmas carols and readings aplast
month
these
children
have
re
at
the
red
lanterns
at
the
Wiscon
Howard.
George
Huntley,
Maurice
!
the
front
door
which
had
to
the
Theodore Benner, Virginia Willis, propriate to the Yuletide season.
ling. “There isn’t any doubt in your
|
Size 4. Style F
sin bridge if the three other men of
right an entrance to the living ceived the most stars: Arlene Hill. Johnson, Richard Karl, Eleanor Mat- Margaret Robbins. Priscilla Smith,
George Thorndike of Stonington |
mind, then,” he said.
Practically New
Luke
Dorr.
Woodrow
Cayton.
Marion
\
tatall,
Roger
Newhall,
Guy
Nicholas,
these six are in Europe."
Lillias Young, Louise Smith, Frank will spend Christmas with his sister
i room, to the left an entrance to a
Can Be Seen At This Office
“If I’m certain of what you mean,
“They can be almost anywhere.”
down-stairs spare bedroom and di- Rawley, Helmi Lehto. Lucille Cor^pgn.; William Payson, Felice Perry, Maxine Demmons, Mertie Lindsey, Walter Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manager
130-tf
Anna
StaDies.
Kilton
Joyce.
Vernon
Perry.
Frank
Steeves
and
Harriet
staples
Fred Winchenbach Virginia of the Western Union Telegraph
there Isn’t I'd prefer to concede
said Mr. Darling. “They can be in i rectly ahead up stairs steep in pitch
Richards. Hester Hatch. Madeline office.
that to you in any informal, say
the United States. They can have ! and narrow in step, access to the Studley, William Ellis, Mary Lamb. Wooster.
------------------------------------------------- j One hundred percent in spelling Philbrick, Marion Freeman. Madeline
Eugene Davis of Southbridge,
confidential, manner, as it were.
been here all of September.”
dormitory. The hall space for this
for the past seven weeks: Edith Gray, Polise. and Mary Sullivan.
Mass., is passing the holidays with
My friend, Turner, is dead. Mr.
“Until it’s proved that they j movement in these three directions
Dorothy
Howard,
Richard
Karl.
the airplane spelling race the his parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I
Florida’s Best Climate Madolyn McKusick and Harriet 6-7Indivision
Clayton, Mr. Brown and Mr. Trem
haven’t been,” said the lieutenant,
might be three feet by four or less.
won over the 6-6 division Davis.
bly have passed on to their reward.
More Sunshine
“one of them picked up the lan ) (Meditation upon the mortality of
Wooster.
and the 6-8's won over the 6-10's. On
Mrs. Laura Fuller entertained, .the 1
There seems to be no evidence se
Less
Rain
Th e weekly program consisted the spelling honor roll this month Lend-A-Hand Club Tuesday evening! ► E M B A L M IN G -4
terns in my story, and I stick to | life would Include wishful looks at
riously and directly involving any
Wonderful
Place
for
chiefly of numbers appropriate for are: 6-8—Frank Demmons, Mary at her home on Free street, with 21
IL My guess is that a t least one
the door and pensive contemplation
Recuperation
the season. Eleanor M attatsll was Sullivan, Beulah Wright, Carolyn present. There was a Christmas tree MOTOR AMBUIANCI
one living in what might be called
of the windows, speculation govof them will be found here, or if he
chairman. In the afternoon the chil Blackington. Beulah Chelin, Frances and refreshments were served. Mrs. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
a series of crimes. My associates
skips to Europe, has been here. i erned as the case might be by Caldren had their annual Christmas tree Hatch, Hester Hatch. Mertie Lindsey, Roger Lunt Heald was presented served the families of Knox County
In this trust truthfully may say
Now, Mr. Darling. I know I’m 1m- I vinism or Arminian conceptions of
and party.
Madeline Philbrick, Kingsley Strout with a patchwork quilt made by the
that their duties and connections
I the universality of efficacious grace.)
LADY ATTENDANT
posing on your evening time and
and Edward Williamson. 6-10—Al menteers of the club.
Superb fishing from pier
with it have been perfunctory, but
Lieutenant Stanton did not know
Day Tel. 45S
781-1
Grade 6-6, Frances Hodgdon, bert Barlow, Elizabeth Breen, Ray
or
boat.
Surf
beach,
no
underprobably
am
quite
out
of
order.”
Town
Manager
Herbert
Thomas
■what would you say of me as an
much of old New England houses
ar. 1 8 -hole golf, grass greens.
teacher:
mond
Ellis
Gladys
Gray,
Emma
“By
no
means.
Far
from
i
t
I
am
and Mrs. Harry Richards, both sur
accessory to murder, Lieutenant?"
Club houae on the beach. Swimming
but he knew something, and after
B U R P E E ’S
Not absent one-half day during the Lindsey, Hector McDonald, Mildred gical patients, spent Christinas
I pool- 1OO rooma, 1OO batba. Orchestra.
a man of late habits. I hope you he had clicked the gate he stopped
"I hadn’t thought of It, Mr. Darterm:
Gardner
Brown,
Henry
Bubier,
| First. class patronage. Reaaonable rates.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Wall
and
Dorothy
Witham.
6-7—
at the Camden Community Hospital.
longj. You might make a case out i will live long enough to know that to observe that In the transplant
I Alfred Condon, Stanley Farnham, Woodrow Anderson, Eleanor Barnard,
» GEORGE KREAMER *
j
some
people
in
old
age
love
the
against yourself. I don’t think it
ing of the idea into the Hudson
James Hanley. Eugene Harmon. Ethel Bernard Berggren, Fred Blackman,
I Summer; Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L
night Old age is congenial to the
valley the bastard second-story dor
I Hayes. Robert Hills, Ernest Johnson. Fvelyn Bragg, Lerov Brown, Edward
would stand in court”
dusk
and
the
end
of
day.
Externals
mers over the purity of the straight
“I might Indeed, and I can see
Kobs. Viola Conary, Victor Daniello,
are fading o u t We are subjective piteh of the roof had not been car
a prosecuting attorney looking
Winifred Dimick, Mary Dodge, K ath
leen Drake, Richard Ellingwood. Ray
ried along with IL The roof came
askance at me. I usually keep a j people.”
“May my old age be as yours, down unbroken from the ridge and
mond Fogarty, Grace Grant, Barbara
certain reserve in my meditations
Griffin, Elizabeth Hammond, Helen
on this will, but I’ll speculate with i Mr. Darling, but It won’t be. I’ll a two-foot overhang protected the ’
Leppanin, Virginia Haskell, Russell
probably be a night watchman in a
doorstep. Here also, he noted, the I
you If you wish. The answer unI CARS y
Hewett, Barbara Johnson, Lempi
warehouse, although I would like
supports were Doric in spirit and
guestlonably is that Tom Turner
Kangas,
Loretta
Rogers,
Priscilla
to
retire
with
a
couple
of
bees
to
not Corinthian.
wanted these men to have a reason
Lovejoy, Frances Marsh. Joan Phil
Sea View Garage, Inc.
a clover country. Just a few ques
for killing one another. As a trus
The lieutenant, observing these
brook, Charles Raye, Ruth Rhodes,
689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1258
tions. Can you suggest a way of conformities, looked about confi- |
tee of his will I must think that
Gordon Richardson, Harriett Rich
O n Biscayne Bay
ROCKLAND
picking
up
the
whereabouts
of
the suggestion is grotesque and
ardson, Joseph Samprone, Earle
dently for what he then necessarily !
M-tf
Blair, Ashley or Roberts?”
slanderous. As iriend of Turner
Sukeforth. Bernard Thompson, Ruth
must find, and there it w as: a
M
I
A
M
I
,
F
L
O
R
ID
A
“Only
by
beginning
where
they
Wheeler. Nancy Snow, Victoria Lom
I might protest that it Is fantastic,
clump of hollyhocks with borrowed
were when I heard from them last
bardo. Veizora Hickman, and Bea
but I must say that I think it is
time blossoms serene in the sun at
or waiting until they give me their the top of the stalks. Flagstones
trice Clark. 6-6—Paul Barton. Doris
true.”
Sixteen
floors
o
f
luxurious
comfort
Borgerson, Eugenia Brault, Gardiner
post offices next month.”
“I should tell you," said the lieu
led around the house to what the
Brown. Henrv Bubier. Alfred Condon,
“W hat Influenced Mr. Turner to
tenant, “that we had a letter from
w he re modern a p p o in tm e n ts and
lieutenant knew to be the soul of :
William Daniello. Phyllis Delano,
make th is will?”
A g re a t, m o d e r n h o tc i
an attorney in Dorset, Vt„ which
an old New England home, the
Barbara Derry, Stanley Farnham,
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Mr. Darling was silent a mo kitchen.
thoughtful service contribute a more
gave us the Turner will as a key.”
Dora
Freeman,
Dorothy
Frost,
James
ment
located
"
ju
st
a
ste
p
from
“I know of Mr. Whittlesex. Tur
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Hanley, Eugene Harmon, Ethel Hayes,
[In 1923 the lieutenant had gone |
“These men had Injured him un
am pie measure of h a p p in e s s to
ner spoke of him. He liked him.
Robert Hills, Jack Huke, Ernest
to Boston to see Bunker Hill mon- j
B
ro
a
d
w
a
y
."
A
d
jo
in
in
g
forgivably,”
he
said
as
if
he
were
Johnson, Richard Marsh, Louise McHe thought he was delightfully con
R. W . TYLER
smart living. C on ven ien t to every
considering his words. “It wouldn’t ument on Breed’s hill. From Bos- s
-------------------------------------------T-------------Connel Vailie McLaughlin, Clarence
scientious."
Biscayne Room
ton
he
had
gone
to
Plymouth
to
see
countless
theatres,
railroad
PHONE 58-23
interest anyone very much. As to
Peterson. Anna Pellicane, Josephine
“Turner asked if Whittlesex ever
important attraction in the g re a te r
Dining salon de
the actualities of it he never talked the Rock in its half-portion Greek
Pellicane, Frederick Perry, Beatrice
luxe. Rendezvous
had been an accessory to murder
t
e
r
m
in
a
ls
,
p
ie
r
s
,
s
h
o
p

temple,
and
from
Plymouth
he
had
!
Pinkham, Stanley Prescott, Ralph
much, although he was seldom reti
of the smart cos
M iam i area.
«
«
«
« « «
before the fact and told him he
mopolitan group.
Rawley, Winona Ross, Mildred Shan
cent At first I was unable to be gone to Duxbury to see what is of- I
Overlooking
Bis
ping and business c e n te n .
was going to be.”
non, Eleanor Simmons, Edward
cayne Bay, Bay:
lieve th a t he was serious in this fered for visitation as John Alden’s I
European or American Plan
“No doubt On occasion Tom
house.
He
remembered
its
kitchen.]
front
Park
anw
Storer,
Ruth
Thomas.
Shirley
Torrey,
arrangem ent When I was forced
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Wm. M. Gale, Manager
the Atlantic Ocean.
would bellow out that he intended
•
Virginia Wood. Stella Young. Lois
Now he went around by the flag
to know that he was I represented
to kill six rascals in a most enjoy
Lawry, Dorothy Sherman, Marion
stones,
knowing
what
he
would
find
|
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the case of his son as strongly as
able way. He must have had some
Vinal and Virginia Rackiiff.
as to the house whatever might be
1400 R O O M S
I could. He was persuaded that
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302
Main
S
t Tel. 915-M Rockland
Idea that he would be ballooning
as to its persons. A young man
FLORIDA
his son was amply provided for. I
Each w ith B a th ( T u b a n d
around somewhere above to see i t
Grade 6-10, Hazelteen U. Watts
was
working
in
the
kitchen
garden,
139*60
was inclined to be angry and might
teacher:
Tom was an incorrigible sentiment
MIAMI’S
Show er] S ervid o r and Radio
have broken our friendship, but I pulling out and piling up stems of
Albert
alist, romanticist and Idealist He
I d e a l R e t o r t H o te l
have been generally delinquent in the summer vegetables.
ivmon Ellis. Gladys Gray, James
Raymond
should have corrected himself."
As the lieutenant came around
Convenient to all points of interest— Modem in every way.
the moral grace which should have
McClure, Eloise Nash, Paul Pietroski,
“Nothing happened for nearly two
the comer the young man was
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Clarence Thistle, Louise Waldron
years,” Stanton suggested. “What,
GLOBE LAUNDRY
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
standing up with a tomato stem in
DAILY DATES
have not been absent.
do you imagine, broke the peace?’
Portland, Main*
each hand. He saw the lieutenant,
Dental
honor
roll:
Elizabeth
Breen,
HO TEL
Why suffer tortures from R heu
“Tom Turner was shrewd where
Quality Work,
Family Waahinga
Lucy
Harrington,
Louise
Waldron,
dropped
the
stems
and
came
for
m atism . Sciatica, Neuritis, M uscu
men were concerned," said Mr. Dar
Called For and Delivered
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Dorothy
Witham,
Mildred
Wall,
Clar
ward.
He
smiled
as
if
any
person
lar Lam eness, Sprains and Bruises
Parcel Delivery Service
ling. “He was more than shrewd.
ence Thistle, Esther Shapiro, Georgia
coming around to his kitchen porch
DOUBLE $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
when
He was intelligent. That’s a tall
Staples,
Ercell
Simmons,
Helen
Corner
Second
St.
and
First
Ave.
and garden, even to put him to the
Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
thing to say of anyone, but he was.
Smith, Frederick LaCrosse, Emma
METHYL BALM
Booklet
trouble of giving directions or of
RATES: (European)
Lindsey,
Richard
Havener,
Gladys
He knew these men, and they knew
Single
$2.50
to
$8.00
dally
on
will bring almost instant relief?
saying that he could not take any
■ 7ho Raw HOTEL
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Gray. Raymond Ellis, Kathleen Chase
one another. They would see from
Application
more magazines, had brightened
A scientifically compounded e x 
STEAMBOAT CO.
and
William
Brann.
It
is
hoped
that
the first why the bequest had been
ternal application th at should be
the day a little. It was th at sort
many more names will be added after
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
made. Tom laid it on thick with
in every home. Sold only at
Steamer leaves Swan’6 Island a t 5.30
of boy and that quality of smile.
Christmas.
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
terms they couldn't misunderstand
He said good morning. A gesture
Christmas carols have been sung
44th to 45th St. a t 8th Ave.—New York
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Johnston’s Drug Store
ns to loyalty and fidelity. Their
apologized for his stained hands.
land about 9.30.
and Louise Waldron and Milton
ROY MOVLTON, Manager
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLANO
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
first Instinct, you see. Lieutenant,
Clark with Cliftence Thistle and Lucy
“My name is Stanton," said the
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
would be to smile and resolve to
Sent P ost Paid on receipt of price
Harrington as assistants distributed
lieutenant. “I came around the
ington at 4 40; due to arrive a t Swan’t
Island about 6.00 P M.
75 cents
defeat him. They had each an in
the candy boxes from the Christmas
back way.”
B. H. STINSON, oener&i Agent.
82-tf
tree.
come of say thirty thousand a year,
TO BE CONTINUED
140-t f

T h e M en.
on ih e

D e a d M ans C hest

compelied me to interfere In other
people's lives and purposes. In the
end I did not take a firm stand.
Tom Turner had been almost mor
tally injured. This idea of justice
pleased him. Whatever I should
have done, I didn’t, and whatever
conscience I should have, I haven’t.”
The lieutenant waited for what
more Mr. Darling might say of Tur
ner’s will. When It was npparent
that he would not of his own de
sire go further the lieutenant fore
bore to press the question.
“Mr. Turner’s son." he said,
after a pause, “lives here In New
burgh, I believe.”
“Yes, the boy recently married.
He will get his education without
college. I have encouraged him in
that. He is a young fellow of the
most engaging seriousness. I hope
to live to see what comes in the
way of learning to a young fellow
who cuts loose from our delightful
American college life.”
“Then I probably could see him
tomorrow?”
“Oh, surely. Just go north, say
a half-mile from the Palatine and
Inquire."
“May I cal: m you again, Mr.
Darling? There'll be more ques
tions, if you don’t mind.”
“I shouldn't like it if I weren't to
see you again, Lieutenant."
Pompey came into the room.
"He’s always Just around the cor
ner,” said Mr. Darling.
Pompey looked critically at the
brandy bottle.
“I’m glad you remind me of hos
pitality,” said Mr. Darling. “Lieuten
ant Stanton and I will have a stir
rup cup. Pompey. you are in the
presence of a lieutenant of Chicago
police. This gentleman has been
a centurion where Dion O’Bannion,
Tim Murphy. Lombardo, Bugs Mo
ran, A1 Capone and twenty others
lived or still live.”
“Don't kid us so much. Mr. Dar
ling. We do the best we can. And
good night to you."
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W IL L TH EY BE R IV A L S?

TOW N

OF

SOUTH

TO W N

THO M ASTO N

STATE OF MAINE
O r Is Roosevelt-Smith Scrap
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of South Thomaston, in the County
of Knox, for the year 1931.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town
Just a Move On the Chess of South
Thomaston aforesaid, for the year 1931, committed to me for collection
for said Town on the fourteenth day of May, 1931, remain unpaid; and notice is
board
hereby given that if said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid,
so m uch of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
Knox County politicians in com Including interest and charges, will be sold w ithout further notice at public auc
mon with others throughout the tion at the Town Hall, in said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1932, a t nine
country have been wondering just o’clock A M.
how much there is to th e talk of a Name of Owner
Amount of Tax Due
Description of Property

OF

TO W N

W A S H IN G T O N

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Washington, In the County of
Knox, for the year 1931.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners. In the Town
of Washington, for the year 1931, committed to me for collection for said Town,
on the 30th day of April, 1931, remains unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that If
said taxes, Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest and
charges, will be sold at public auction at Town Hall In said town, (the same being
the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was held)
on the first Monday of February, 1932, at nine o'clock a. m.

OF

O W L ’S

HEAD

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Owl’s Head, In the County
of Knox, for the year 1931.
The folldwlng list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of Owl’s Head aforesaid, for the year 1931, committed to me for collection
for said Town on the 22nd day of May, 1931, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby
given th a t if said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much
of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Town
House in said Town, on the first Monday In February, 1932, at nine o’clock A. M.

A letter from ex-Mayor Rodney I.
Thompson, published in a Portland
newspaper recently has an interest
ing hearing on two matters now up
permost in the public mind, and will
be read with interest. The letter fol break between A1 Smith, the Demo
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest
Description of Property
lows:
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due Name of Owner
cratic Presidential nominee of four HEIRS OF CORNELIUS HANRAHAN, OR MARY DOHERTY. OR MARY
• ** *
RUSSELL, OR OWNER—A certain lot of land on the North side of
years ago, and Gov. Franklin D.
the road leading from Brown’s Corner to South Thomaston village,
In an editorial of your paper of Roosevelt who seems likely to have
WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT—Lot with the buildings thereon, bounded as
NOAH BRUCE OR OWNERS—Hopkins Farm. Land bounded on the
and bounded as follows, viz.: Beginning a t the Southeast corner of
follows: Beginning on the division line of lot now or formerly
Monday, Nov. 16, entitled "Our Hunt th at honor next year. T he situation
North by land of Evelyn Brann, East by old Union line, South
land formerly of Alexander Wilson, North Northeast 36 rods to
of David Crockett heirs at the Southeast corner of land hereby
by land of Mrs. R. L Cargill, West by Highway. 75 acres. Value
ing Laws Must Be Changed," you very is thus summarized in the appended
land formerly of William Blake; thence by said Blake’s land East
conveyed; thence West by South 60 rods to division line of land
$30 15
$300. Mattison Worthen Farm. Value $150. Total valuation $450
Southeast about 87 rods to land formerly of William Butler;
sensibly call public attention to the editorial, which appeared in the New
formerly occupied by Jonathan Lassell; thence on said division
COPELAND BROS.—Part of Lessner lot. Land bounded on the North
thence South Southwest 20 rods to land formerly owned by heirs
line North by West 60 rods more or less, to Maker’s Cove; thence
careless use of firearms in this, the York Herald Tribune Tuesday:
by
land
of
O.
E.
Loomis.
East
by
land
of
L.
T.
Marr,
South
by
of George Coombs; thence South 29 rods to a brook; thence South
by the shore of said Cove Northeasterly to land occupied now or
land of Ralph Hibbert, West by land of E. L. Spear; 30 acres.
hunting season of the year, and along
Southwest by said brook about 5 rods to the town road; thence
formerly by David Crockett ;thence on division line of said land
The Roosevelt-Smith Situation
Value $500. Part of Colligan lot; 15 acres. Value $50. Total
by said road North Northwest to place of beginning; containing
with it, make much wise suggestion.
South by East 60 rods more or less to first bounds, containing
36 85
valuation $550 .................................... .♦....................................................
18 acres more or less, being the lot of land conveyed to Cor
Tension between the friends of
23 acres more or less. Also another lot bounded as follows: Be
The matter you referred to is the
DORIS DICKINSON—One half Wellman Lot. Land bounded on the
nelius
Hanrahan,
William
C.
Burgess,
Edward
K,
O'Brine
and
ginning on the Town Roadat corner of land now or formerly
shocking and careless waste of human Governor Roosevelt and of former
North by land of Edson Wellman, East by Bruce Pond, South by
Edward E. O’Brine and recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds,
owned by John Foster; thence North 50 deg. East 11 rods; thence
land of Budell Hibbert, West by land of Alton Wellman; 15 acres.
life, by hunters. Just a little care and jGovernor Smith is increasing. It has
Book 47, Page 74. Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows,
North 5 deg; West, 21 rods to stake at hlgn water mark In the
Value
$30
................................................
.*.................................................
2
01
viz.: Beginning at the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond
common sense exercised a t the right reached the point where shrewd po
brook; thence Northwesterly by the brook to the cove; thence
LILLA GROTTON—John Howard Farm. Land bounded on the North
on the North line of a half acre lot formerly belonging to
Westerly by the shore to the line of said Foster lot; thence South
place, would avoid all such accidents. litical observers are discussing the
by
land
of
S.
C.
Kennedy
lot,
East
by
land
of
Norman
Fradd.
Joseph Berry; thence Northerly by said Pond shore until it reaches
5
deg; West by the 6ame. 46 rods the first mentioned bounds,
South by land of E. L. Spear and G. M. Hibbert. West by Old
possibility of an out-and-out contest
Shall we have them?
the Marsh; thence Westerly by said Marsh to the South line of
containing 3 acres more or less. Value of land $175. Value
Ballard line and Chancey Turner; 70 acres. Value $300 ............. —
20 10
land formerly of John Stackpole; thence by said land to the
But, by comparison is the number in the New York State primary for
$13 19
of buildings $100 .................................................................... ................
HENRY W. GIRB OR OWNERr-Part of Snell Lot. Land bounded on
Horse Brook, so-called; thence by said Brook to an ash tree
HEIRS OF GEORGE BOGGS—Land bounded on North by E. S. Mont
of presumably needless deaths from delegates to the national convention.
the North by land of Mrs. F. W. Sawyer, East by Medomac Lake.
a
t
the
line
of
land
formerly
occupied
by
William
Blake;
thence
’
gomery heirs and Mina King. East by Josephine Blodgett. South
hunting any more to be deplored than Such a division, of course, would do
South by land of Stanley Jones, West by Highway; 50 acres.
Southerly by the Eastern line of said land to the land formerly
by said Blodgett and a right of way, West by Haskell and heirs
Value $500 .................................................................. .............................
33 50
are the many deaths from pure care irreparable damage to the Roosevelt
of Cornelius Hanrahan, or formerly of William Butler; thence
2 40
of Minnie Holman. Value of land $50 .................................................
JEFFERSON
FARMS.
INC.—Folson
Farm.
Land
bounded
on
the
North
Easterly by said H anrahan's line to beech tree a t the north line of
lessness (sometimes from pure cus Presidential ambitions.
JOHN
T. DIMICK—Land and building thereon, bounded as follows:
by land of C. E. Vanner, East by Old Union line and Highway,
land formerly of Augustine Drake or formerly Fullerton Keller;
Beginning at Southwest corner lot No. 84 thence North 84 deg.
Fundamentally, the annoyance of
sedness) in other ways? Probably
South
by
land
of
Ellen
Sargent,
A.
L.
Moon
and
Highway,
West
• thence running same course by said Keller’s line and the said
East 80 ft., thence Northerly 70 ft. to stake and stones at South
by land of Cleba Cooley; 120 acres. Value $1100. Clark Lot. Land
not. In your news columns of the a majority of the state leaders is due
half acre Berry lot to the first mentioned bound, and containing
east corner lot No. 91. thence Westerly 80 ft., thence Southerly
bounded on the North by land of Sidney Humes, East by land of
36*2 acres more or less, and being land conveyed by Harris Stacksame issue (Nov. 16) you carry the in to the Governor’s attem pts to subor
70 ft. to place of beginning. Being lots No. 83 and 84. Value of
Sidney Humes, South by land of R. J. Sargent. West by Old Union
pole to Cornelius H anrahan, and recorded in Knox Registry of
land $100. Value of buildings $900. (Plan O. H. Tripp In 1891
formation that there are 90 deaths a dinate the wet and dry issue. They
line; 20 acres. Value $106. Total valuation $1200 ............................
80 40
Deeds, Book 52. Page 567. Also a certain lot of land hounded as
47 94
Knox Reg. Book 200 Page 300) ...............................................................
C.
E.
JONES
HEIRS—Home
Farm.
Land
bounded
on
the
North
by
day from auto accidents as given by have not forgiven him for instigating
follows, viz.: Beginning at the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag
CORELLA
WEEKS—Lot, with the buildings thereon, bounded as follows:
land of F. W. Babb. East by land of F. W. Babb, South by High
the insurance companies. Doubtless the snap resolution which placed the
Mill Pond, at the North line of a lot of land mortgaged to Harris
North by land of George Hurd, East by Charles Clark and George
way.
West
by
Somerville
Town
line;
3
acres.
Value
$225.
W.
V.
Stackpole and sold by him to Cornelius Hanrahan and known as
there are more than this, as insurance I state committee on record as opposing
Hurd, South by Peake, Tibbetts and Jackson, West by Fred Burpee
Nash Lot. Land bounded on the North by land of highway, East
the Millay lot; thence North 78»/2 degrees West 191 feet and
or owners. Value of land $450. Buildings $300. Knox Reg
companies are probably making no j the desire of Mr. Raskob and Mr.
by land of Charles A. Bowman and Highway, South by Somerville
South 69*2 degrees West 271 feet to land formerly occupied by
35 95
istry, Book 147 Page 439 ......................................................................
Town line, West by Somerville Town line; 5 acres. Value $50.
figures where thev are not financially , Smith to have a frank discussion of
Barney Bowers; thence North by said land of said Bowers to a
SUTELA—Lot, with the buildings thereon, known as the Drew
Total valuation $275 ..............................................................................
18 42 AILIEFarm,
creek; thence Easterly by said creek and said Wessaweskeag Mill
interested. The number given for the I prohibition at the meeting of the nabounded as follows: Beginning at stake and stones near
JOHN
LEIGHER—Reuben
Cunningham
Farm.
Land,
bounded
on
the
Pond; thence Southerly by said Mill Pond 300 feet to bounds first
the South branch of Maker’s Cove, so-called, and land formerly
year thus far is 27,000 or 2,700 a j tional committee last March. Many
North by land of Herbert Prescott, East by land of Elmer F. Jones
mentioned containing two acres and 145 rods, being land con
deeded by Lucy Knox to Richard Keating, Jr., thence on said
and Highway. South by land of Edward Light, West by Branch
month. Reckoning by months, there of them were absent from what was
veyed by Job L. Copeland to Cornelius Hanrahan and recorded
Keating line, North by West about 100 rods to stake and stones
Stream and Highway; 50 acres. Value $300 .........................................
20 10
in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 84, Page 252. Value of land
fore, there are 5,400 more auto vic advertised as a more or less per
at the North branch of said Cove, thence Southwesterly down
KALER
&
BRYANT—Charles
Savage
Lot.
Land
bounded
on
the
North
$30 80
$550.00 ..........................................................................................................
the Cove to the end of the point, thence Northwesterly up the
tims due by the end of the year in functory session of the state comby land of J. A. Clark, East by land of Rose Savage and Gertie
HEIRS OF CHARLENA MANN. OR HEIRS OF WILLIAM WILLIAMSON,
South branch of said Cove to the place of beginning, containing
Grotton, South by land of Norman Fradd, West by land of J. A.
order to make the full quota—32,400. niittee. .
OR OWNER—A certain lot of land on the road leading from Seal
36 acres, more or less. Also *'a of % of a certain lot or parcel of
Clark; 40 acres. Value $60 ..................................................................
4 02
Your same columns further show i This irritation has been increased
Harbor Village to Clark Island, together with buildings thereon
land, situated In said Owl’s Head, bounded and described as fol
EARL KELLER—Home Place. Land bounded on the North by land of
and bounded as follows, viz.: North by land of Elbert Burton;
‘•five persons sent to a hospital" as ' by the frequent, and ’ seemingly in
lows. to wit: Beginning near the South branch of Makers Cove,
C.
B.
Bartlett,
East
by
land
of
C.
B.
Bartlett,
South
by
land
of
East
by
land
of
Elbert
Burton;
South
by
Town
Road;
West
by
so-called, thence running Northwest 100 rods to a stake and
the result of an auto mix-up at K en -! spired, outgivings of the Roosevelt
C. B. Bartlett, West by Highway; 1 acre. Value $100 ..........6 70
land of Elbert B urton and Town Road, and containing about
stones, thence 8outh by East 79 rods to a pine stump, thence
ALTON
OVERLOCK—George
Robinson
Field.
Land
bounded
on
the
nebunk; a West Paris man is struck ' forces. The New York members of
one acre. Value of Land $30.00. Value of Buildings $250.00 ........
$15 68
Southwest 104 rods as the fence runs to the bounds first men
North by land of Liberty Town Line, East by Liberty Town Line,
by an auto and suffers therefrom : the national committee, they say, will HEIRS OF CHARLES E HUDSON. OR OWNER^-A certain lot of land on
tioned in the first named lot containing In the whole 52 acres
South by land of W. W. Light, West by Muddy Pond; 8 acres.
the
Northerly
side
of
the
town
road
third
class,
and
bounded
as
more or less. Excepting the Jonathan Maker lot also excepting
with a “bad head cut and probably a be bound to act at the January meetValue $100
6 70
follows, viz.: on the Southeast by land of Bassick Bros.; on the
the
lot conveyed by Karl Lamml to John Nason. Value of land
POWELL & KING—Daniel Hannon Farm. Land bounded on the North
broken leg," and an aged woman, | ing in accordance with the March
Northeast by shore of the Wessaweskeag River; on the Northwest
47 9 4
$500. Value of buildings $500 .................................................................
by H. M. Lenfest heirs and Palermo line, East by M. W. Lenfest
struck by an auto at Waterville, re resolution. Although no public sug
by land of Bassick Bros., formerly the Post lot; on the Southwest
BANCROFT
8CHOOL—Land and buildings, bounded as follows: Be
and James Cunningham, South by Range Line, West by land of
by the aforesaid town road, and containing about 31 acres. Also
mains unconscious for a day, and gestion that the state committee
ginning at Southeasterly corner of land of Levi Leadbetter on
Gertie
Turner
and
H.
M.
Lenfest
Heirs;
90
acres.
Value
$550
....
.....
36
85
another certain lot of land on the Westerly side of said road, and
Owl’s Head Harbor, thence Northerly by said Leadbetter’s land
physicians hold out but "little hope rescind this resolution has come from
GEORGE W. HAWKS—Powell Lot. Land bounded on the North by land
bounded as follows, viz.: on the Southeast by land of Charles
to Owl's Head Bay, thence Northerly, Easterly and Southerly
of Norman Fradd. East by land of Mrs. Ralph Bowman and R. H.
for her recovery."
the Smith side, the Roosevelt mana
C. Snowdeal; on the Northeast by the aforesaid town road; on the
by the shore to the Northeastern corner of land formerly owned
Hibbert and O. E. Loomis, South by land of F. E. Mace and G. H.
Northwest by land of Bassick Bros.; on the Southwest by land
Your issue of the following day, gers announce they do not intend to
by William Merriman, thence Westerly by land formerly of said
Hibbert heirs, west by land of Lilia Grotton; 125 acres. Value $350
23 45
of Heirs of Susan E. Hall, and containing about 4 acres. Value
M errim an. to Northwesterly corner of said Merriman, thence
Nov. 17, is by no means encouraging call a special meeting; and they claim
MRS.
F.
R.
SAWYER
ESTATE—Overlock
Lot.
Land
bounded
on
the
of Land $700.00 ...........................................................................................
$39 20
Southerly by said Merriman’s land to Owl’s Head Harbor, thence
North by land of W. M. Prescott, East by Medomac Lake, South
in auto fatalities. Here" you give up to have enough votes to block any a t HELEN B. BALESTIER—A certain lot of land together with building
Westerly by 6ald Harbor to place of beginning. Another lot
by Bailey lot. West by Highway; 40 acres. Value $1100. Bailey
the news that a "Portland youth dies tem pt to force such a meeting. This
thereon situated on Spruce Head Island and bounded as follows,
situated on Ash Island. In Town of Owl’s Head, being the
Island. Located near shore of Bailey lot on West shore of Meviz.: Beginning at stake and stones on Northerly side of town road
middle portion of the Northeast half of said Ash Island, bounded
after he is hurled from an auto;” Is taken by the Smith camp as a sign
domak Lake; 7 acres. Value $350. Day and Bailey Lots. Land
and 100 feet Westerly from land of John Dodge; thence Northerly
as follows: On the West by land owned by C. C. Lane, on the
"Belfast boy killed instantly by truck of weakness. Arguments by “friends
bounded on the North by land of Overlock lot (above), East
along land now or formerly of Benjamin T. Fales 150 feet to
South
by land owned by the Penobscot Syndicate, on the east
by Medomak Lake, South by land of Henry W. Glrb, West by High
and “skull of child fractured when ! of the Governor" and persons “close
stake and stones; thence Westerly 100 feet along land now or for
by land formerly owned by John L. Donahue and on the North
way;
60
acres.
Value
$500.
Kahrman
Lot.
Land
bounded
on
merly of Benjamin T. Fales; thence Southerly along land now
truck strikes car."
to S tate Chairman Farley” in opposiby
the
waters of Penobscot Bay. Value of land $4300. Value
the North by land of Clara Hibbert, East by Medomak Lake,
or formerly of Benjam in T. Fales 150 feet to stake and stones at
493 78
of buildings $6000. (Knox Registry Book 220 Page 266) ..................
• • • •
i tion to having the national committee
South by land of Leslie Savage and Bertha 8tevens, West by
aforesaid town road; thence Easterly along Northerly side of said
JOHN
J.
NEWBORG—A
lot bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at
Highway; 75 acres. Value $1000. Total valuation $2950 ................
197 65
The above are types of daily reports j take any stand on prohibition, or any
town road 100 feet to place of beginning, and being land conveyed
a stake and stones at sea shore, thence North 11 deg. West by
NATHANIEL
SHERMAN
HEIRS—Skidmore
Lot.
Land
bounded
on
in the press, of automobile accidents.! other issues, at the coming meeting
by Benjamin T. Fales to Helen B. Balestler and recorded in
Moses Hurd’s land one hundred rods to the corner bound of land
the North by land of G. W. Gove trustees; East by Henry Sim
the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 207, Page 559 Also another lot
of Oliver Hurd, thence South 79 deg. West thirty-three rods to
Of course there are many that do n o t, are constantly finding their way into
mons heirs; South by G. W. Gove trustee and Brook, West by
of land adjoining the aforesaid lot and bounded as follows, viz.:
a stake and stones, thence South 11 deg. East by land set off
..........................................
1
67
land
of
B.
H.
Lincoln;
4
acres.
Value
$25
find their way into the public prints, the newspapers.
Beginning on the Northerly side of said highway at Southeast
to Eunice Crockett ninety-eight rods to the shore aforesaid,
EVERETT CUNNINGHAM—Ed. Cunningham Farm. Land bounded on
But bad as you represent the situaWhen Governor, Mr. Smith made
corner of aforesaid lot; thence Easterly on said highway to a right
then Easterly and Northerly as the shore runs to the bounds
the
North
by
land
of
Hibberts
Gore.
East
by
land
of
Murdlck
of way 90 feet; thence Northerly along said right of way 150 feet
10 31
tion as to the careless use of fire- some strong upstate alliances—a fact
first mentioned. Value of land $215 .....................................................
Cramer, South by land of Gertie Turner. West by land of John
to stake and stones thence Westerly and parallel with first line
arms, th at situation is a mere baby ■Mr. Farley evidently overlooks,
Marr’s heirs; 60 acres. Value $120 ............................................. .........
8 04 AVA STAPLES HEIRS OR OWNERS Lot bounded on North by Ballyhac
90 feet the aforesaid lot; thence Southerly along land of aforesaid
Road,
East
by
Helen
Coffey.
South
by
Helen
Coffey,
West
by
L. L. MORTON
when compared with the present au-1 Among his close friends arp Mr.
lot 150 feet to place of beginning, and being land conveyed by
Heirs of Charles Crowley; another lot bounded on North by
Dec. 19, 1931
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Washington.
Benjamin T. Fales to Helen B. Balestler and recorded in the
tomobile situation in point of death 1Kelly, the Onondaga leader; Mr.
Charles Hanlon Heirs, South by Town Road. East by Donald
152-0-1
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
210.
Page
86.
Value
of
Land
$150.00
Wiley
and West by Witham Bros. In both lots about 45 Acres.
and danger. We are n o t considering 1Murphy in Rensselaer, and Mr.
Value of Building $150.00 ......................................................................
$16 80
Value
$200 ......... -......................................................................................
9 59
half deaths, such as crippling for life,! O’Connell, in Albany. Mr. Brav. in ALTHEA BORNEMAN ESTATE. OR OWNER—A certain lot of land situ
FRANK ANDREWS—Lot with buildings thereon, bounded as follows: On
nervous wreckage and maimed speci-! Oneida, and Mr. Fitzpatrick, in Frie,
ated on the town road leading from ’Keag Village to Seal Harbor
the North by Carl Reed, on the East by Shell Street, on the South
T O W N OF A P P L E T O N
and bounded as follows, viz.: North by land of Carrie Higgins;
by V. B. Perry, on the West by Freemont Arey. Value of land
mens of humanity in this summary.! might be expected to take the Smith
East by Wessaweskeag River; South by land of Harold Harlow;
$150. Buildings $600 .................................................................................
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We are considering nothing b u t, side in anv out-and-out fight. The
STATE OF MAINE
West by aforesaid town road and containing 12 acres, more or
SLEEPER, BACHELDER AND THORNDIKE—(Crescent Beach Inn) lot
fatalities.
latter failed to capture his county
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Appleton, in the County of
less. Value of Land $160.00 .................................................................
$8 96
with buildings thereon, bounded as follows: On the West by
You very wisely suggest that some- j organization in the September pri- JOHN P. AND HAZEL MATTHEWS—A certain lot of land situated on
George Simmons, Irving Hix Heirs, Mrs. Ava Lawry, Mrs. Grace
Knox, for the year 1931.
Spruce Head Island and bounded as follows, viz.: Beginning at
prl
thing must be done to prevent sojm ary; but he is a more experienced
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town
an iron bolt on the shore of Seal Harbor at a point 65 feet from
East by the Ocean. South by Irving Hix Heirs, Value of land
many fatalities in hunting. You will I and resourceful politician than Mr.
of Appleton aforesaid, for the year 1931. committed to me for collection for said
Thomas Maker's Western line; thence Northerly 194 feet to a
$1200. Buildings $5000 ............................................... .............................
297 23
Town on the sixteenth day of May, 1931, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby
granite post; thence Westerly 80 feet to an Iron bolt; thence
do well to widen the suggestion so as Cabana, who was practically desigR J. PHILBROOK.
given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much
Southerly 285 feet to a granite post on the shore of Seal Harbor;
Dec. 19, 1931.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Owl’s Head.
to include motor fatalities, not to nated for the leadership by the Govof the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, Including
thence Easterly as th e shore runs 70 feet to the place of be
mention numerous motor casualties ernor.
interest and charges will be sold without further notice at public auction at the
ginning and being land conveyed by J S. Allard and Harry D.
of a more or less serious nature.
Town House in said Town, on the first Monday In February, 1932, at nine
Tammany, of course, is saying
Allard to John P. Matthews and Hazel L. Matthews and recorded
o’clock A. M.
in the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book W 222, Page 362. Value of
There is much criticism that may nothing. So long as it craves patron
T O W N O F V IN A L H A V E N
Land
$50.00
..........................
..........................................................
.......
$2
80
be offered as to the issuing of licenses age and kind treatment for its or SIDNEY A. THOMPSON—A certain lot of land situated in Seal Harbor
STATE OF MAINE
Amount of Tax Due
alone, to sav nothing of other points ganization from the Chief Executive
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Village and bounded as follows, viz.: North by land of Merrill
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Vlnalhaven, In the County
Simmons; East. South, and West by land of Willis D. Todd, and
as to hunting and driving. The qual- it will make no hostile move. As the
of Knox, for the year 1931.
containing about 2 acres. Value of Land $20.00 ..............................
$1 12
ifications for a license in both cases possibility of losing delegates up
J. Q. ADAMS-Galen Keene Lot. Number of Acres 62. Value of land
E. PERRY—A certain lot of land together with buildings thereon
The following list of taxes on real estate ol non-resident owners In the Town
are altogether simple, are issued on 1state increases the Governor will ap- CLARA
$600
............................................................................................................
»34
80
situated at Pleasant Beach, and bounded as follows, viz.: Begin
of Vlnalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1931. committed to me for collection for said
ELWIN ADAMS—G. W. Prescott Lot. Number of Acres 18. Value of land
too easy terms. There seems to be ' pear to be more and more dependent
ning in the North line of Atlantic Avenue; at Pleasant Beach, at
$150 .................................................................................................- ..........
8 10 Town on the fifteenth day of July. 1931. remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given
the Southwest corner of Lot No. 5 on the survey and plan of
too manv persons in» their teens, with j upon Tammany support. To meet its
ELWIN ADAMS—Wood Lot. Number of Acres 3. Value of land $50 ........
2 90 that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of
Tripp; thence North by West line of said lot No. 5. 74 feet to An
the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Inter
a $2.00 bill in their hands with a p - 1demands mav be exceedingly emJAMES
FULLER
HEIRS—Land
located
In
North
Appleton.
Number
derson Avenue; thence West by Anderson Avenue 24 feet to a
of Acres 13. Value $50 ......................................................... .................
2 90 est and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Memorial
parently no other experience in i barrassing. Will he follow along with
ditch; thence South by said ditch 74 feet to Atlantic Avenue;
Hall In said Town, on the first Monday In February. 1932, at nine o'clock A. M.
ALDEN
FULLER—Land
located
In
North
Appleton.
Number
of
Acres
thence East by North line of Atlantic Avenue 24 feet to place of
vehicular navigation than goes with : Mr. Curry and Mr. McCooey and Mr.
15. Value of land $50 ...................................................................— .....
2 90
beginning and being land conveyed by George F. Bean to Clara E.
the operation of a wheelbarrow or a I Theofel in all particulars? Verily,
MRS. ROBERT GREENE—H. M Miller place. Number of Acres 80.
Perry and recorded in the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 193,
Amount of Tax Due
baby carriage, who are engaged in the ■the difficiMties besetting the path of
Value of land $350. Value of buildings $150 .........................— ......
29 00 Name of Owner
Page 421. Value of Land $100. Value of Buildings $380.00 .............
$26 88
Description of Property
Including Interest and
IDA HOSKIN—1-27 Part of the A. A.' Waterman place. Value of land
operation of automobiles. They are 1a candidate become more and more RAYMOND H. RACKLIFF—A certain lot of land situated on the town road
Charges
$55.56 ........... ......................................................................................- .....
3 22
leading from 'Keag Village to Seal Harbor and bounded as fol
unsafe drivers, and a more stringent distressing from day to day.
LEROY JACKSON HEIRS—Part of Homestead. Number of Acres 1.
lows,
viz.:
Beginning
a
t
stake
and
stones
where
the
Easterly
line
law in this behalf would undoubtedly
Value of land $30.00 ................................................................................
1 M E. W. AMES—Land and Buildings situated on Granite Island. Land
of aforesaid highway intersects the Northerly line of land of the
BESSIE LUCE—1-27 Part of the A. A. Waterman farm. Value of land
make a very substantial reduction in
bounded on North. East. South and West by land of Isldor
Albert Waterman estate; thence Northerly by said Seal Harbor
‘A
CA
N
A
D
IA
N
F
L
O
O
D
$55.56 ......................................................................................-..................
3 22
Gordon. Value $250 .............................................................................
$16 49
Road 190 feet to stake and stones; thence Easterly and a t right
the number of fatalities and other
EDWARD
LEIGHER—Part
of
the
Galen
Keene
farm.
Number
of
Acres
DELLA
ANNIS—Bungalow and lot at Shore Acres bought of F. K.
angles with said Seal Harbor Road 230 feet to stake and stones;
accidents. But if we are unable thus,
10. Value of land $50 .......................................................................... .
2 90
Coombs, Value $200 .................................................................................
13 68
thence
Southerly
and
parallel
with
the
Easterly
line
of
said
PHILIP ROLPH—Lovett place. Number of Acres 34. Value of land
or in any other manner, to reduce the A nd How It Deluges the Mar
FREDERICK CONVER8E—Land bounded on North by land of George
Seal Harbor Road 215 feet to stake and stones at land of said
$150. Value of buildings $150 ................................ ....... -..................
17 40
R Aggaslz, on East by shore of Polly’s Cove, on South by land of
number of automobile accidents we
Waterman estate; thfence Westerly by land of said Waterman
RAYMOND RIPLEY—A. Ripley land. Number of Acres 34. Value of
kets With Cheap Lobsters
Tucker Daland, on West by land of George A. Strong. Value $950
56 13
Estate, 230 feet to the place of beginning and being land conveyed
should a t least try to make it com
land $250 ....................................................................................................
14 50 MRS. CHARLOTTE CARVER—Three shares Sands Quarry Property.
by Lavon S. Godfrey and Grace B. Godfrey to Raymond H.
fortable for those whose injuries are
ALBERT ROBBINS—*,4 Sprowl wood lot. Number of Acres 20. Value
Value $75 ....................................................................................................
— A Problem
6 70
Rackiiff and recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book W 222
of land $150 ........................- ........................................................... ........
8 TO CHARLES L. CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value
severe or may turn out to be fatal
Page 310. Value of Land $150.00 ..........................................................
$8 40 WILFORD
ROBINSON—Hannon place Number of Acres 35. Value
$50 ................... ........— ..............................................................................................
5
29
G.
EDGAR
WILSON—A
certain
lot
of
land
situaaed
on
the
road
lead
after a period of suffering. We are a
Who says lobsters are a luxury?
of land $225... Value of buildings $200............................. -......... ......... .
24 85 HENRIETTA CARVER PERRINE—Two shares Sands Quarry Property.
ing from Thomaston to St. George, together with buildings
kindly people and tender hearted to Here it is December and fish markets
W. W. WENTWORTH—A. N. Wentworth pasture. Number of Acres 25.
Value $50 .... „......................................................................................... —
5 29
thereon, and bounded as follows, viz.: North by land of Anselm
Value of land $50 ...................................... .’..............................................
2 90 MARY D. CHAFFEE—Land bounded North and East by land of Mur
ward all victims of accident, never display windows full of fine live lob
Aho and Elkhanah Stackpole Estate; East by land of Elkhanah
Part of the Wentworth place. Number of Acres ',4. Value of
ray Howe, on East by land of C. L. Calderwood, on West by
failing to do all in our power for their sters for around 28 cents a pound at
Stackpole Estate; South by land of John Stackpole; West by
’«nd
$15
.....................................................................
.........—
i...........
87
shore of Thoroughfare. Value $675 ...................................................
40 79
Georges River and containing about 35 acres. Also another certain
comfort. In such matters we are very retail. Ordinarily at this time of year
LAUK
WATERMAN—Homestead.
Number
of
Acrea
45.
Value
of
land
LIBBY.
BURCHELL FISHERIES CO.. INC.—Land and Buildings known as
lot of land situated on the Westerly side of the aforesaid St. George
prompt to respond to the call of dis the price has soared here in Portland
$„
Value of buildings $400 ...................................... .........................
40 60
Fish Whatt, situated on East side of Carver's Harbor, consist
Road and bounded as follows, viz.: North by land of Herman
Part of the A. D. Thompson place. Number of Acres 3. Value
tress.
ing of Fish Plant, Cold Storage, Glue Factory, Smoke House, Coal
Erickson; East by St. George Road; South by land of Kustl Rahto 40 or 50 cents retail, while in Bosof land $50 ..................................................................... — ......... ..........
2 90
Shed. Salt House and other buildings, including wharves, perma
konen: West by the Georges River and containing about 70 acres.
tdh or New York the man with a lob1-27 Part of the A. A Waterman place. Value of land $25.93.
nent and Installed machinery. Land bounded on North by land
Value of Land $1050.00. Value of Buildings $550.00 ...........................
$89 60
Value of buildings $29.63 .......................................................................
3 22
Now, inasmuch as we co not seem i ster appetite would have to pay from EDWARD WARE ESTATE—Land and Buildings on the eastern end of
of Mrs. H. Smith Estate, Mrs. M. N. Chllles. Llewellyn Smith,
EMMA A McCORRISON.
and others, on South by land of Charles E Young and land of
Spruce Head Island, and containing about 29 acres. Value of
to be able to reduce the number of 60 to 75 cents a pound to gratify it.
Dec.
16,
1931
Collector
of
Taxes
of
the
Town
of
Appleton.
Maine.
J.
Leopold & Co., Inc., on West by Carver's Harbor. Value $20,000
1.128 05
Land $900. Value of Buildings $2000.00 .............................................
$162 40
auto accidents let us by all means
The reason for the slump in crust- NETTIE
152-8-1 BENJAMIN L. LANE—Land and Buildings. Land bounded on North
KITTREDGE.
OR
SCOTT
KITTREDGE.
OR
OWNER—Land
within our power seek to render all aceous circles? There are no more
by
land of Bridget Lyons heirs, on East by Atlantic avenue,
and Buildings in ’Keag Village on the road leading from said
on South by land of Mrs. H. W. Smith Estate, on West by land
possible aid and comfort to those who lobsters than usual here on the west
’Keag Village to Seal Harbor and bounded as follows, viz.; North
of Libby. Burchell Fisheries Co., Inc. Value $1700 .........................
98 16
T O W N OF C A M D E N
by said Town Road; East by land of Lucretia Coombs Thayer;
have been thus injured. To this end, ern Main coast this fall. Just an av
AURORA
RANDALL HEIRS—Land and Buildings. Land bounded on
South
by
land
of
Elizabeth
Wiggin;
North
by
land,
now
or
for
therefore, I would make the humble erage supply. In the first place the
STATE OF MAINE
North by land of F. 8. Walls Estate, on East by same, on South
merly of Ruth M. Snow. Value of Land $100.00. Value of Build
suggestion that th£ State establish demand is less than usual. The av
by land of M. F. Lenfest Estate, on West by Chestnut Street.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Camden. In the County of
ings $250.00 ---------- ..----------------------- ---- -........................................
$19 go
Value $1000 ................................................................................................
relief hospitals every twenty-five erage householder does regard lob
Knox, for the year 1931.
58 97
LOUIS E FOGG.
CYRIL
DYER HEIRS—Land and Buildings. Land bounded on North,
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Collector of Taxes for the Town of South Thomaston.
miles or so along our state highways sters in the cold months as something Dec. 19. 1931.
East and West by land of B. C. Worcester, on South by shore.
Town of Camden aforesaid, far the year 1931. 152S1
committed to me for collection lor
so as to be able to furnish first aid to of a luxury so he does not buy so
Value $300 .......-.........................................................................................
said Town on the 15th day of June. 1931. remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby
19 78
victims of auto accidents. The State freely as in summer. Particularly in
given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so NINA GERALD—Land and Buildings Land bounded on North by
to use extra heavy traps, set them far
land of J. S. Littlefield, on East by Cottage Street, on South by
DIVIDEND OMITTED
much ol the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor in
ought to be able to float a loan of times like these.
land of Lucie Coombs heirs, on West by Pleasant Street. Value
cluding Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public acutlon
offshore where th e crustaceans
$2,000,000 or $3,000,000 even though it
But the real reason is the over
$850 ......... ........... ......... ..............................................................................................
at Camden Opera House In said Town, on the first Monday In February. 1831. at
50 47
Directors of the Maine Central nine
might necessitate a constitutional whelming opposition our own lob- crawl for warmth, and burn a lot of
JOHN
NELSON—Land and Buildings. Land bounded on North by
o’clock A. M.
land of Chaney Gray heirs, on East by land of G. Green, on
amendment to do it. But that would stermen i^just face in Canada. For gasoline and oil getting to their gear Railroad Thursday took no action on
South by East Main Street, on West by land of R. L. Nickerson.
the common stock dividend. The
be easv; and it would pay. Relief example the lobster fishing season in and back home.
Value $800 ................. ...............................................................................
Amount of Tax Due
47 78
How can they compete? They can following statement was issued by Name of Owner
hospitals would spring up every few ‘C harlotte County, N. B., began Nov.
Description of Property
Including Interest and WARREN TOWLE—Land and Buildings known as Red Lion Camp,
Charges
situated in Carver’s Pond near Channel Rock so-called. Value
miles throughout the State where 15 and it will continue until next not. Around Penobscot Bay they are President Morris McDonald after the
$100 ........-..................................................................................................
8 59
there was a state road—possibly June 5. That territory takes in Deer being paid 16 cents a pound by the meeting: “At the meeting of the
REV. W. G. THAYER—Land and privilege. Land bounded on North
where there was a state aid road. Island, Campobello and Grand collection smacks. Here the smack- i board of directors of the Maine Cen- VIRGIL P. STUDLEY—Beaucalre Avenue Cottage and lot. Bounded
by shore and land of George R. Aggaslz. on East and South by
North, East and South by land ol C. K. Hopkins and Marine Supply
Each hosoital would have a superin Manan, the latter being the greatest men pay the Casco Bay fishermen 18 tral Railroad Thursday it was desame, on West by shore Value $250 ...................................................
16 99
Inc.. West by Beaucalre Avenue ............................................................
$40 50 JAMES M. YOUNG HEIRS—Four small Islands In Fox Island Thor
tendent, nurses, a cook, stenographer, lobster fishing center on the North cents a pound or 20 if they deliver cided th at on account of continued
Beaucalre
Avenue
lot.
Bounded
North
by
land
of
Mrs.
G.
B.
oughfare known as the Cross Islands. Value $50 ..............................
5 79
their catches personally to the deal- decrease in traffic and consequent
cashier, roustabout, etc., a minimum Atlantic.
Phelps, East by said Avenue. South by land of Edith Pratt, West
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Chelsea Calderwood. Land bounded
ers, which, of course means long runs reduction in net income available for
by Canaan Lake .......................................................... - ......... .................
13 50
a t all times of ten and often m ore- „ Our own lobstermen wouL
on North by land of Mrs. Emerson, on East by land of C. O.
ild be able and the loss, of time to them.
! payment of dividends, no further PAUL F. LANG—Park Street lot. Bounded North by land of W D.
Dyer, on South by Long Cove, on West by land of Rebecca
all depending upon the number of to supply the present demaw
ind at livHeald. East by lot of Hattie E. and M. L. Annls. South by land of
Leadbetter heirs. Value $500 .............................................-..................
Director H. D. Crie of our Sea and I declaration can be made this year
31 25
accidents. With 1000 or more such ing wages were it nbt for this
lis flood cf Shore
Rose M. Varney. West by Park Street ........................ ..........................
9 00 PHILIP SMITH—Land known as Hog Island situated at entrance
Fisheries has tried for months of dividends on the common stock T. E. CUNNINGHAM—Beaucalre Avenue Cottage and lot. Bounded
hospitals scattered throughout the Canadian crustaceans now pouring
to Seal Bay Value $250 ........................................................................
15
16..
North by land of Georglanna Alden, East and South by Beau
State with at least 10 employes to in. On the opening day of the Grand to make our Congressional represen- of the company beyond the dividends
Land known as Long Island situated in Pleasant River so-called.
calre Avenue. West by a reserved way .................................- .............
38 25
Value $1000 ............................................................ ' .................................
57 07
each hospital, this would give em Manan season 30.000 traps went into tatives realize that if the lobster in- ! aggregating $2 per share already
FRANK P ALEXANDER.
Little Garden Island in Penobscot Bay. Value $100 .........................
6 76
ployment to 1Q.000 people, thus re th e water. A few hours later they dustry is not protected against the | paid in 1931.”
Dec. 18, 1931.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Camden.
GRACE ROBERTS—On Bungalow Lot at Shore Acres adjoining lot
152-8-1
lieving the unemployment situation were hauled and from them were Canadian invasion Maine will soon j
of George R. Gray. Value $75 ...............................................................
6 70
PRESS CLUB’S PARTY
FOSTER B. SNOW—Land in District No. 2 so-called. Value $100 .............
8 59
Then, too, it might be that a factory taken 60,000 marketable lobsters. In have no lobster industry.
AUGUST ELO—Wood lot bounded on North and South by land of
Besides glutting the American mar
The National Press Club of Wash
for the manufacture of canes and Charlotte County alone the Canadian
F.
Sx
Walls
Estate,
on
East
by
land
of
Minnie
Chllles,
on
West
T O W N OF S T. GEORGE
crutches might be established, with fishermen are restricted to lobsters ket with lobsters Canada is also de ington D. C., will hold its fourth an
by land of T. J. Young. Value $200 .................................................
14 20
STATE OF MAINE
F. HERMANN ESTATE—Land bounded on North by land of F. Her
Its dividends to be guaranteed by the 1014 inches overall as they are in veloping another remunerative side nual Christmas Eve party on Thurs
m ann Estate, on East by shore of Roberts Harbor, on South
Unpaid, taxes on lands situated in the Town of St. George, in the County
State, and thus furnish still more Maine. Elsewhere in Canada any line so to speak. Lobster meat picked day, both the National and Columbia
by land of Ailston Huntress Estate, on West by land of J. Leopold
from the shell of small lobsters is be broadcasting systems sending out the of Knox, for the year 1931.
employment for the many still then thing over nine inches is legal.
& Co., Inc., same being the original land bought of E. S. Roberts
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
ing packed in attractive packages. | program between 1.30 and 2.00. The
unemployed.
Value $1000 ... .............. .............................................................................
57 47
Good weather continued that first wrapped in cellophane, quick-frozen National Capital Choir will sing Town of St. George, for the year 1931, committed to me for collection for said
Dwelling No. 1 on shore'of above described land. Value $1200 .......
70 16
When this shall have been done, week of Grand Manan fishing and at
town on the 30th day of April. 1931, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
Dwelling No. 2 near barn on above described land Value $1500.....
85 98
then the hopeful, living within the the end 150,000 lobsters had been and shipped free of duty all over the Christmas carols, and prominent if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real
Pump
house
including
machinery
on
above
described
land.
Value
taxed as is sufficient to pay the am ount due therefor, including interest
“playground of the nation” mav lift taken. The fishermen were paid 20 States. Our own lobstermen are pro speakers will voice the season’s greet estate
$200 ...........................- ...............................................................................
11 20
and charges will be sold at public auction at I. O. O. F. Hall, in said town, on the
Barn and stable on above described land. Value $1500 .................
up their eyes and behold Good Times cents apiece for them. As they hibited from taking these shot lob ings. The speakers will be Hon. Henry first Monday of February, 1932, at nine o’clock A. M.
85 96
Building known as Hen House on above described’ land.
land Value
just coming around the corner on our weighed from a pound and a half to sters and also from extracting meat Rainey, majority leader of the U. S.
$200 ..................... .......................................................
11
20
from
the
shell
of
“any”
lobsters
big
House
of
Representatives,
and
Eugene
$70,000 per mile concrete road at the two pounds or more th a t meant that
Tax on Real Estate
Building known as Hot House on above described land. Value
Description of Property
or little and offering it for sale.— S. Leggett, president of the National Names of Owners
rate of 60 miles per hour.
$300 .............................................................................
17 09
they received from 10 to 12 cents a Portland Sunday Telegram.
Building known as Goose House on above described land. Value
Press Club and correspondent of the
pound. Dec. 1 Nova Scotia lobster
MARK STONE OR OWNERS—House and Lot; */« Acre, in Dlst. 5
$150 ............................................................................
8 40
■Detroit Free Press.
$12 60
Value on land $75. Value on buildings $125. Total value $200 .....
Building known as Hog House on above described land. Value
fishing areas were opened to add
22 05
PERCY L. HUPPER—Land. Hupper’s Island. Value $350 .........................
$150 ............................................................................................................
They say everybody in Hollywood
8
40
their thousands. And into Boston, in
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
ESTATE COURTLAND P. DIXON (deceased)—Part of Rtckllff Island.
Building known as Wood House on above described land. Value
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
subsidized smacks, in sees the movies, but this can’t be
44 10
$150 ............................... .............................................................................
Southern half. Value $700 .............................................................. .
For RHEUMATISM take Canadian
8
40
Notice Is hereby given th at the annual OBED W. GRIDLEY—House, Barn and Land; 5 Acres. In Dist. 16.
American smacks and by fast express true of the man who writes the ads meeting
Building known as Work House on above described land. Value
of the stockholders of The
for them.—Springfield News-Sun.
Bounded North by Shaw. East by Harbor Lots, South by Ditchett.
$50 ............................................. -...............................................................
2 79
these lobsters are pouring.
Thomaston National Bank will be held
West by Cove. Value on land $200. Value on buildings $525. Total
Land and Buildings, occupied by Walter Young, known as the
at their banking rooms on Tuesday.
T h at means that the market is
68
45
Walter
Young
Place.
Land
bounded
on
North
by
town
way.
on
Value
$725
....................................................................
.......
...................
January 12. 1932. at 10 o’clock A. M. for
11 02
SPECIAL COMPOUND
sintply deluged with cheap Canadian 1855
No. 2. Wood lot; 20 acres. Value $175 ................................................
East by Carver’s Cove and land of Carl Cede: berg, on South
1931 the purpose of fixing the number and
and West by land of F. Hermann Estate. Value $1000 ....................
56 97
electing a board of directors for the en W. E. ADAMS—House. Barn and Land; 10 Acres. In Dlst. 16 Bounded
You will not regret it. For sale at an lobsters which the smackmen may
North
by
Ditchett.
East
by
Sorqutst.
South
by
Highway,
West
by
Land and Buildings known as the Fred Carver Place. Land
suing
year
and
of
transacting
any
other
E.
A.
GL1DDEN
&
CO.
leading drug stores. Let us send you buy for the prices indicated and bring
13
Highway.
Value
on
land
and
buildings
$875
.....................................
55
bounded on North by Carver’s Pond, on East and South by
business
th
at
may
legally
come
before
Waldoboro
and
Rockland
63 00
JULIA W. BANTA—Caldwell Island. Value $1000 .....................................
land of F. Hermann Estate, on West by land of Carrie Paige,
them.
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab into this country absolutely tariff
Highlands
12 60
Blanche Cummings and others. Value $900 .....................................
Per order.
No. 2. *a Griffin Island. Value $200 ..................... - .............................
free! Casco Bay lobstermen say It
51 60
bot Village, Me.
JOSEPH
T.
SIMMONS,
L.
S.
LEVENSALER,
Cashier.
LESLIE B. DYER.
Artistic
Memorials
In
Stone
costs them 20 cents a pound to proThomaston, Maine, December 10. 1931.
Dec. 19. 1931
Dec.
18.
1931.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George, Maine.
Collector
of
Taxes
of
the
Town
of
Vlnalhaven.
1228-tl
duce lobsters in winter. They have
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SM ART ALEC SLANDERS U S

W A R R EN

In E veryb ody’s C olum n *

Mr. and Mrs. William Allen and son
Advertisements In this column not to I
Over 200 gifts were given out to the
Mrs. Mary Berg and Miss Alice
Robert spent the holiday at Lisbon exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25
SCREENED
LUMP
children of 8 years and under at I
Oliver entertained at Christmas din
Centre with Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Addi
SOFT
COAL,
S8.50
tional lines five cents each for one
Union Church Christmas tree Wed- New Yorker With a Caustic Pen Gets Real Sassy Alien.
ner Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Copeland and
LARGE well heated front room to let,
10 cents for three times. Six words , attractively
OVOIDS. $15.00
furnished. 31 Elm St., corner
nesday night. A program of recita
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg of Green
, n
c
o j
J e
Ml'. and Mrs. Benjamin E. W atts time.
make a line.
Union. TEL. 883-R.
155-157
Lehigh Valley Anthracite S15.50
About Uur oea r ood and r og
ana Mr and Mrs. Ellis r . w a tts were
tions and songs by the children was
Bay, Wisconsin.
SMALL STORE to let after Dec. 28. all
enjoyed by the large audience. Rev.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Linnell of Water,
i holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Delivered In Roekland or
Improvements. A LEVY. 286 Main St.
P. J. Clifford impersonated Santa.
town, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
j McRae, a t Rockland.
154-156
Thomaston
Occasionally there comes to Maine Then I ordered clam chowder, thinkThe cantata to be presented by the
Herbert Linnell. They were accom Outside Towns 75c to $1.00 Extra The committee: Frances Macintosh,
FURNISHED tenement, electric lights,
Sada
Cobb
and
Arlene
White,
Lucile
panied by Miss Elizabeth Creighton
in the summer time some sm art Alec iOS I couldn't possibly go wrong, choir and others Sunday evening at
gas, bath on ground floor. In good con
Carver was pianist.
dition. fine location, rent reasonable.
who attends school in Northampton,
TEL. THOMASTON 84-2
who is capable of wielding a humor- Th,?' brcURbt,
a h0# 1 ° [ yellowish the Baptist Church promises to be an
FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St. Tel.
Miss
Arlene
Clifford
who
is
teach
.h u .t .U ' h n s p H. p c l r l - “t u .h p f.u n n v milk
in which
the melancholy’ necks event worth attending with such. singMass.
ACTIVE MAN wanted to book orders 422-R.__________________________
fous
l l i s pen,
n p n
.
. .
154-tf
but
whose
desire
to
be
funny
ing
in
Weymouth.
Mass.,
arrived
of some defunct soft clams were ers as Mrs. Marjorie Allen, Charles for Nursery Stock and hire agents. We
The Baptist Mission Circle will
J. B. PAULSEN
Thursday to spend the holidays with runs away with his ability to do jus drifting about. The bottom of the Wilson, John Robinson, Miss Hilda tell you how. Exclusive territory. High ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let.
meet Tuesday afternoon at the home
155’lt
commissions. The WAYNE NUR heated and lighted, gas stove, toilet, $6
her parents Rev. and Mrs. P. J. tice to his hosts. The following let dish was covered with enough sand Aspey and Mrs. Bertha Ludwig of est
of Miss M. J. Watts.
week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
SERIES, INC., Newark, New York.
Clifford.
( ter appeared in a recent issue of the to hold a good-sized anchor. It took Rockland participating. The chil152-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Libby and sons
155*157 1080.
Doris Lane of Augusta was guest of New York Evening Post:
me days to convince myself that one dren's concert is an added attraction, . YOUNG GIRL wanted to do house TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. AU
Neil and Fred were Christmas guests
T
O
SU
PR
EM
E
C
O
U
R
T
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles over
cannot get a lobster in Maine; so I , Jam es Gannon is spending the holi- work MRS. CHARLES SHELDON. 56 modern lmprovementsz with garage.
of Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Richards,
144-tf
Masonic St. Tel. 823.
155-tf TEL. 504-W.
the holiday.
_ ,
.. . . . . . . . . . . .
decided to go down to the w aterfront! day and weekend in Billerica, Mass.
Rockland.
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
Perhaps it is just too bad about the . and buy them direct from the lobsterOscar Dietrich was at his home at
Alex Lowden, a student a t Bangor
I WANT TO RENT a 7-room house
The walls of the new shooting gal Distinguished Idaho A ttorney
location. Electric lights, bath room.
with bath. PHONE 811-M.
154-156 TEL.
Theological school is a guest a t Uniop clam chowder, lobster and fish situa man. And it was there th at I discov- Millbury, Mass., for the holiday,
812-M._____________________ 143-tf
lery are up and the roof is being put
tion in New York, as indicated in a ered why the natives of Maine get the ' Officers elected for the coming year
W hose W ife W as a T hom  Church parsonage.
on. In digging for the foundation a
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, line cellar,
letter
you
published
a
few
days
ago
Mrs. Ephraim Walls and grand
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
worst lobsters in the world.
[ jn the Warren Grange are: Fred Starledge was struck two feet below the
aston Girl
large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
daughter Gertrude Phillips arrived from a correspondent who, I presume,
Thcr - was a sour track leading up rett, master; Irving Spear, overseer;
surface of the ground.
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
142-tf
is
a
native
of
the
dear
old
State
of
Saturday from Bar Harbor.
»
to
a
railroad
platform
beside
the
lob,
Mrs.
Emma
Norwood,
lecturer;
Mrs.
Miss Ada Killeran. R.N. of Portland
[From the Dec. 9 issue of the Lew
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St.,
a newly
James Smith. David Wilson and Maine. As a native of M anhattan sterman's dock. On th a t platform Alice Watts, chaplain; C. Frank Berry,
and a companion nurse from the State
papered
and
painted,
garage
if
Island I will admit the shortcomings
~ M desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.
Street Hospital are visiting in Miss iston (Idaho) Tribune the following Charles Newbold have been home o f its present-day restaurants. Since were innumerable barrels, packed steward; George A. Aspey, assistant
brown
BOSTON
TERRIER
pup
lost,
577.
141-tf
from Clark Island for the holiday.
sketch is taken.]
with seaweed and other things, j steward; Miss Marguerite Haskell, and white, no name on collar. W A
Killeran's North Cushing home.
FOUR ROOM heated apartm ent, suit
Gust Saderquist of T enant's Harbor Prohibition
,
. . New York
. . . has become
. . a. Those barrels were filled with Maine’s lady assistant steward: John Connell. FOGG. 31 Frederick St.
155*157 able
Robert D. Leeper of Lewiston re
Mrs. Charles Brown of Elm street
for family of two or three, at 15
rlafp t r ^ h nnriSUhntJd ^ U\ t n ^ hsaniCAVl' best lobster* and thev were belnR secretary; Samuel E. Norwood, treashas as guests her son Charles of Port ceived appointment Dec. 9 by Gov. was in town for Christmas.
FOURTEEN FT. double ender found, Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
S
„Mdni«pUd^
P
tn
n
l
**
.
shiPped
to
everv
first-class
hotel,
resurer.
Gertrude
Starrett,
Ceres;
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Luther
Burns
and
Tel.
318-W.______________________
141-tf
white.
M.
F.
MILLS.
North
Haven.
Me
land and dau ghter Miss Gertrude C. Ben Ross to the Idaho supreme
155-157
children of Wollaston, Mass., arrived the good old places are gone. Not - taurant and chophouse from the Ar- Mrs vjarv Pease Pomona- Mrs LucyTHREE ROOM furnished apartm ent
Brown of Washington. D. C. Miss
YOUNG, quite large male police dog. at 19 Orient St., bath room, autom atic
Prown took up her residence in the ]court t0 succeed W. F. McNaughton Thursday and are guests of his par even the Urquell Sanitarium on Har.- rowhead Inn to theJower precincts of Peabody.’Flora; Charles Pease’, gate
Dec. 18, silver grey, no collar, hot water heater. Six room tenem ent at
over Square is left. Perhaps th a t is ■(be Jersey
coast.
’
- But
... most of these keeper. Arthur Peabody, executive lost
resigned. He is the first supreme ents Mr. and Mrs. William Burns.
capital city during the World War.
answers
to name Rolfe. Reward. AL 22 Oak St., newly renovated, new furwhy
Jim
Huneker
died
when
he
did
lobsters
were
destined
for
New
York
Neil
Calderwood,
a
student
of
U.
nace. NELSON B. COBB or LOUISE
BERT HALL, Thomaston. Tel. 132-4.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Emery of Ches court justice ever chosen from Lew
But let s take a look at the dear old cjty where they were to be delivered committee.
of
M.
is
spending
the
holidays
with
153-155 WILLIAMS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis. 150-tf
The
Christmas
tree
at
the
Congre
ter, Pa., spent two days this week with iston. Mr. Leeper will take his seat
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage,
his -parents Mr. and Mrs. Austin Cal State of Maine, where, according to ; auve
n New
BUNCH OF KEYS found
Mr. Emery's sister Mrs. Earl Wood- I
your correspondent's letter, you must
- Isn-t it possible to get a whole live I gational vestry Wednesday evening County road. Tuesday. Call it THE bath, in excellent condition and clean.
was
a
pleasant
occasion
for
all
with
ROBERT
U. COLLINS. 375 Main St.
cock. They left Thursday for home, on the court Dec. 31. His term will derwood.
154*155 i Tel777?
The following teachers arrived go in order to get lobster, fish or broiled lobster in Maine?” I asked 50 persons present. Christmas carols COURIER-GAZETTE office
144-tf
planning a short stay in Portland, but expire Jan. 7, 1935. Mr. Leeper wired
clams.
the
professional
lobsterman.
He
took
DOUBLE ENDER boat. 14 ft long, lost
acceptance
of
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appointment
to
Thursday
for
the
Christm
as
recess:
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
were
sung
with
Mrs.
Marjorie
Allen
tc leach Chester on Tuesday.
between M atinicus and Monroe's Island. with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
Your correspondent forgot to state me down to a float and lifted a gratThe choirs of the Federated Church Gov. Ross immediately on its receipt. Sara Bunker of Ridgewood. N. J.; that the one thing in which Maine j jng disclosing a pool in which many leading and accompanying. Mrs. Holt FRANK A. THOMPSON, Matinicus.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
154*156 Tel 888._________________________ 147-tf
and St. John the Baptist Church He will move his family to Boise but Mabel Carlon of Brookline. M ass; leads the entire world, including Lon- maimed lobsters were moving about, was the pleased recipient of a sub
Flavilla Arey of Port Jervis, N. Y.;
GREEN
plaid
auto
robe
lost
from
car
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic S t.
stantial
gift
of
money
from
the
circle,
(Episcopal) sang Christmas carols on will maintain his Lewiston home.
“I feel that no lawyer who appre Louise Hardison. Orange, N. J.; Cora don, is fog. No better fogs are con- None of them had more than one and Rev. Mr. Holt received the sum between Rockland and Cooper's Beach Inquire of MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176
the streets Thursday evening. They
cocted
anywhere
on
earth.
And
i
t
;
ciaw
and
some
had
lost
both.
I
quote
Main
St. Tel. 874-W._____________ 144-tf
Return
457
MAIN
ST.
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of $100 from the church and parish,
visited various sections of the town ciates the worth and dignity of his Vinal. South Portland.
Herbert Cassie arrived Thursday was one of these Maine fogs th a t' the professional lobsterman: "Y'see. which was presented in a very appro “"NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss! HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
including the West End where the profession could do otherwise than
of deposit book numbered 34Q|3. and the i gas an£l lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184
held me anchored in the spacious | these lobsters fight like hell when we
owner of said book asks for duplicate In >South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
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Episcopal choir sang in front of the accept this appointment," Mr. Leep from Portland.
harbor of Rockland for several days. put em in a float like this. We cater priate speech by Herbert K. Thomas.
Ellwood
Sails,
student
a
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Harvard,
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in
a
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issued
to
the
accordance w ith the provision of the j SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
prison. Observing the same pleasant
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at
all
because
to
the
New
York
trade
and
you
can't
State
Law
ROCKLAND SAVING6 venlences. to let at South Main St., $25
custom, 12 members of Pine Cone Tribune. "The trust and confidence is the guest of his mother Mrs. Mar I decided to go ashore and gorge my sell New York a lobster th a t has only
BANK. By E. D. Spear. Treas. Rock a m onth. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St.
PUBLIC SALE OF REAL ESTATE
land. Maine.. Dec. 12. 1931.
149*8-155 Tel. 1080.________________________144-tf
Troop. Girl Scouts, led by their cap imposed upon me by Gov. Ross can shall Sails.
The
undersigned,
Francis
P.
Freeman.
self
on
sea
food—particularly
lobster.
one claw. They gotta be whole and
Mrs. Albert Carver and children
of the real estate hereiafter de
tain Mrs. R. O. Elliot, sang carols only be requited by fair and hon
Imagine a lobster addict running wild alive when they reach the city. Receiver
FOUR rooms and bath. 41 Grace St.
Marilyn.
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and
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Jr.
were
in
scribed
under
and
by
virtue
of
decree
of
orable
service
in
the
discharge
of
my
Price reasonable. Apply 34 JAMES ST.
Wednesday evening a t the homes of
on the rockbound coast of Maine! I These here remnants are good lob the Supreme Judicial Court of the State
Rockland
Wednesday
to
visit
Mr.
duties,
which
I
pledge
to
the
people
,
or
Tel. 206-R after 5 p. m.
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shut-ins and other places, afterward
even registered In the leading hotel in sters for stews and things, but you of Maine dated December 15. 1931, en
in an action then pending in said
DESIRABLE Main street office to let,
being entertained by Mrs. Elliot in of the state. In severing my per Carver who is convalescing at Knox order th a t I might not waste time could never sell 'em to New York. tered
i
steam heated; furnished If desired.
Court in and for the Countv of Knox
sonal and professional relations in Hospital.
her home.
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
144-tr
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
Miss Luella Holmes returned returning to my ship. I was deter Thev are for the local Maine trade." entitled
vs.
Charles
H.
Welch
et
als..
hereby
gives
Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewiston I feel deep regret, since they Thursday
mined
th
at
nothing
should
interfer"
FURNISHED apartments to let, gas,
When the fog lifted I oushed on to public notice that, under and by virtue
to
Swan’s
Island,
having
have
been
most
pleasant,
but
I
shall
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell flav lights and toilet. FLORENCE McLAIN,
Fred Redman were Mr. and Mrs. Carl
with my lobster spree.
Bar Harbor and. seating myself in of the power of sale contained in said oring
extracts alter school: send for 100 Main St. Tel. 1263.
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J. Copeland, Mrs. Eaton and daughter expect to maintain Lewiston as my been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
• • »•
' the best restaurant, asked if it were decree, on Monday. January 11, 1932. at free sample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT
Young.
home
and
return
to
it
when
my
term
ONE FURNISHED and one unfurnished
11.30
o'clock
A.
M..
in
front
of
the
door
of Dorchester and Mrs. Fred Green
CO..
Sanbornville,
N. H. _________154*2 aoartm
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House
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of duty is completed."
of Watertown, Mass.
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is the guest of Mrs. Ethelvn Trefrey. menu sent to my room. There was lobster. “Certainly," said the waiter, Rockland. Maine, he will sell a t public CRIE
• ***
HARDWARE
CO..
409
Main
St.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Locke and
sale
to
the
highest
bidder
for
cash,
the
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Jam es Calderwood is home from not a mention of lobster on it; so I “they are right in fresh this morning following described real estate, namely: Rockland.
144-tf Fulton
friend Vivian Stewart of Portland
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
Mr. Leeper was bom a t Tacoma,
interviewed the manager. “We have from Fulton Market!"
A certain lot of land, together with
for the holidays.
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
240
Broadway.
144-tf
spent Christmas with Mrs. Locke's Wash., June 29. 1891. the son of Boston
any and all * minerals and limerock and repair your furniture at 216 LIME‘
’
Doris Holmstrom, student at Bur lobster stew once a week.” he said, j
TWO HEATED apartments with ga
and thereon, situated in Thom ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and Walter W. and Nellie Stainton dette College, has been home for Clam chowder was also a weekly dish;
The communication was signed therein
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rages. to let. Low price. MIKE ARaston. in said County of Knox, and
Mrs. B. H. Copeland.
Leeper, pioneers of Lewiston. His
so I meandered down the main stem : -Jack Lawrence, Rve, N. Y.” That it bounded as follows, viz:
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times MATA, call at the Men's Shop, P ark St.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer had grandfather. Dr. Henry Stainton, Christmas.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
Beginning at a stake and stones
145-t f
Mrs. Marcia Haskell and grandson to the town's best restaurant, w hich! evidently did not coincide fully with
144-tf
on the Northerly side of the County
as dinner guests Friday, Miss Effie was Lewiston's first mayor-trustee Harold Haskell of South Portland, are advertised its handiness in serving j the views of the New York editor may
Road leading from Thomaston to
LADIES—Reliable
hair
gcods
at
Rock
Brewer of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. and was the first practicing physi visiting her son Frank Haskell.
sea food of all kinds. I ordered be judged from the fact th a t he headRockland and at tand of Joshua
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Allens: thence N. 80 deg. E. by said
Frank Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Errol cian in Idaho. His uncle, the late
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
L. B. Dyer was a Rockland visitor broiled live lobster and the waitress [ ed the communication: “Yes. but we
road thirty-eight rods and two links
Buker and son Leon of Bath, Law Wallace B. Stainton, was a part- last Tuesday.
144-tf
nearly collapsed. "We can't give you j know some grand lobster restaurants
to a stake and stones at land occu
Keys made to order. Keys made
rence Sawyer and Carleton Sawyer.
pied by Hen-- D. Allen: thence N. 59
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for bale.
owner and city editor of the Lewiston
Mrs. Crowell Hatch has returned a broiled lobster." she said, “but we in Maine.” It may be true that some
We
have
a
carload
which
we
are
selling
deg. 15 min. W. by said Allen's land
to fit locks when original keys are
of the restaurants are not geared up
Tribune. The paternal branch of the from Portland and is with Mrs. Lide have lobster stew."
and
of
others
one
hundred
and
at
very
low
prices
this
year.
A.
T.
NOR
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Among the dinner guests at the family originated in Virginia and Sawyer. School street.
So I ordered a lobster stew and le ft: to serve "broiled lives." Jack could
forty-two rods and three links to a
WOOD, Warren. Tel. 22.
144-tf
books provide keys for all locks
Knox Hotel Christmas day were Wil followed every frontier through
stake and stones at the Catholic
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifield went it. It was a most unpleasant-looking | have found plenty of places within a
burying
ground,
or
poor
house
lot;
without bother.
Scissors and
liam G. Washburn. Miss Elizabeth Kentucky. Missouri, Oregon and Friday to Orono,to spend the holiday dish with a strange odor. Ted Husine short radius if his purse strings had
junks, $12; small round wood, stove
thence S. 17 deg. 45 min. W. by said
leneths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H
Knives Sharpened.
Washburn. Miss Helen Carr, Miss California into Idaho, while on the with relatives.
would probably have a word for it not been tied in a hard knot.
burying ground lot forty-one rods
CRIE,
Thomaston.
Tel.
122-2.
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and four links to a stake and stones
Blanche Raysor, Capt. and Mrs. A. J. maternal side his ancestry came
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson of
at land belonging to the heirs of
Elliot, daughter Barbara and son Al from English stock and Maryland Camden were in town for th e holiday.
Wm. J. Fales; thence S. 73 deg. E.
SOUTH
LIBERTY
[
new
life.
Mr.
Moody
is
one
of
Applebert. Mrs. Henry L. Bryant, E. O'B. French.
by said Heirs land nineteen rods
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner G ray left for
ton’s progressive young farmers, and
and eight links to a stake and stones
Burgess, Miss Harriet Burgess, Mrs.
Mr. Leeper received his education Rockland Tuesday.
Moody-Fuller
thev now pian
nia^e AoDleton their
at the N. W. corner of said Joshua
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
M artha Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. John in the grade schools of Lewiston
Allen’s land; thence S. 66 deg. 30
Mrs. Gray 'Elizabeth Gilford) has
Miss
Esther
Fuller
of
this
place
and
future
home.
Congratulations.
Telephone 791
min E by said Allen's land elghtyRobinson. Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seavey. and up to his sophomore year in entered Knox Hospital for an appen
stx rods to the bounds first men
96-tf
David F. Moody of Appleton were
Ralph Crawford.
high school. His parents moved to dicitis operation.
TWO NEW TOWN Incubators, capaci
tioned; containing twenty-three and
China's mistake was in not building
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton, Jr., Coeur d'Alene and he graduated
ty 2400 eggs and 4800 eggs respectively,
three-fourths (23%) acres and twen
Mrs Ethelyn Trefrey recently en married in Bangor. Dec. 18 a t the a great wall along the Manchurian
for sale. MAPLE CREST FARM. Warren.
ty-six (26) square rods.
and three children of Lewiston are from the high school in that city in tertained at afternoon tea in honor home of the bride’s sister Mrs. ChrisNo bid of less than Seven thousand Tel. 6-31.
____ 154*156
border with plenty of chinks in it.— (7,000>
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leighton at the 1909. He was prominent in athletics of her guest Mrs. Nellie Noyes, who
. . A U D TH E
Dollars
win
be
considered
or
ac
tabel Whitaker. After brief visits Arkansas Gazette.
BELTING—a limited quantity 3 In
Knox Hotel.
cepted. Each bidder m ust qualify by and
and debate. He received a bachelor has returned to Portland. Others
J tC A N T A B S .
3>2 In Goodyear Belt for sale, 19c
depositing
with
the
said
Receiver
be
with
relatives
and
friends
Mrs.
Moody
Mr. and Mrs Theodore Rowell gave of law degree from the University of present were Mrs. Vaughn Johnson
MFG. CO
fore the time fixed for sale a certified snd 27c per foot. BICKNELL
_________146-S-tf
a dinner Christmas evening to these Idaho in 1913. and was a member of and daughter Dorothy. Mrs. Margaret will return to Washington to resume
It is a bit complicated, but we check for Two thousand (2.000) Dollars Tel. 360.
some bank or trust company located
NAILS—limited quantity, 8. 10. 20. 40
guests: Mr. and Mrs. William Gill- the debating team, president of the Bissett and Mrs. Mary Noyes.
teaching. She has taught there for gather th at Europe will be unable to on
in the State of Maine, excepting, only 60 penny nails a t 5c per lb. Full kegs at
chrest, daughter Barbara and son senior class and president of the
About 15 carol singers with Miss several years and has many friends pay what she owes us unless we cancel th a t any party to said action owning an wholesale. BICKNELL MFG. CO. Tel.
Billy, Hiram Labe. Mr. and Mrs. Bench and Bar association of the Gertrude Vinal leader, sang before who wish her much success in her the debt.—Life.
interest in said real estate may qualify 360.
___________ 146-S-tf
to bid by depositing such check in an
George Bragdon of Mattawamkeag institution.
BRAIDED RUGS made from new
the homes of shut-ins, Christmas Eve,
am ount equal to the amount by which woolen
pieces. Bright colors w ith two
Mrs. Petrich and daughters Adelain
He engaged in the practice of law between 8.15 and 9.30 on Chestnut
the sum of Two thousand (2,000) Dol Inch black
borders. 27 In. by 45 In.. $5.
lars exceeds the value of the fractional
and Doris and niece Vivian Petrich ot at Coeur d'Alene in 1914 and was city Carver Pleasant and Atlantic ave
A (
36 In. by 60 In.. $9, postpaid. May be
Interest
In
said
real
estate
owned
by
said
Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank attorney in 1919-20. In 1921 he en nue. This added much to the spirit
seen
at
Socony
filling station. South
bidder figured on a total value of Seven
Lunt. Christmas decorations were tered into a partnership in this city of Christmas as did th e attractive
thousand (7.000) Dollars. Checks of u n  Cushing. MRS. ALICE J. HART, Star
153-155
successful bidders will be returned. The Route 1304.
used and a program of music and fun, with S. O. Tannahill, the firm now window lighting and tree decorations
Successful bidder will have five (5) days
SOFT lum p screened coal, egg or nut.
games of forfeits and exchange of being Tannahill, Leeper & Durham. in th e many homes of this little
after the sale to complete the payment $8.50; hard coal. $15.50; ovolds. $15. J. B
joke gifts from a tree was followed He will retire from the firm.
of his bid.
Island town.
Dated this fifteenth day of December. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston ^4-2.
by singing with Mrs. Norman Sim
’
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Mrs. Charles Davis is visiting rela
1931.
mons at the piano.
FRANCIS P. FREEMAN
BOY'S SHOE SKATES, size six, also
tives in Massachusetts.
Mr.
Leeper
was
a
member
of
the
152-S-l
Receiver.
Miss Mabelle Brown who came home
boy’s overcoat, in good condition. Fif
Telephones have recently been in
teen year size. PHONE 1093.
153*155
for the holiday will return to Ports state bar commission from 1923 to stalled in the homes of Mrs. Sada
SHERIFF
S
SALE
1926, and its president in 1926. He
• WE HAVE a large number of crA.es
mouth Monday.
Robbins
and
Porter
Lawry.
STATE
OF
MAINE
and boxes which we will sell very cheap.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet is a member of the Idaho Bar Asso
KNOX SS:
Dec. 10. 1931
HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC. Tel. 721 Rock
w »
Taken on execution wherein Robert land.
Wednesday with work in the after ciation, the American Bar Associa
\
'
i
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tion,
and
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to
the
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L
Y
D
E
U.
Collins
of
Rockland
in
the
County
of
noon and supper at 6 o'clock, followed
TABLE MODEL—7-tube Atwater Kent
Knox and State of Maine, as he is Col
National
Journal
of
Criminology
on
Baptist
Chapel.
Rev.
Milton
R.
by a program.
lector of Taxes of the City of Rockland, all electric; complete. $20. Midget—
a municipal corporation located in said 5-tube. brand new Dubiller, all electric,
E. S. Vose and H. B. Shaw have a juvenile delinquency and lectured on K err: The pastor's subject Sunday
County of Knox is plaintiff and Ida F wonderful tone. $25. Will demonstrate
the
subject
in
several
cities
of
the
afternoon
at
3
will
be
"A
Good
De
crew of men chopping wood on Mr.
Dondis of Rockland In said Knox Coun either model. E. A. TAYLOR. Waldo
ty Is defendant, and will be sold at pub boro, Me.
Vose's woodlot a few rods below the Northwest. He is president of the sire;” Junior Church will meet for
__________ 153*155
Associated
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Clubs
of
Cen
instructions
for
the
coming
term,
Mrs.
lic auction on the 22d day of Jan. 1932,
Thomaston line. They will have it
T N these mad days o f
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
a t 10 o'clock In the forenoon at the
tral
Idaho;
president
of
the
Idaho
Kerr
in
charge.
Last
Sunday
presen
hauled to the Vose home.
Sheriff's office. Court House, in Rock- copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
runaway romances and
Memorial
Association
which
built
tation
was
made
to
Misses
Alice
Breen
home
news,
a
t
Central
News
Co..
66
Con
lm d in said County, all the right in
Misses Dorothy Brennan and Kath
equity which said Ida F. Dondis of Rock gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 % Con
rather casual marriages,
ryn Scott are at home from Bryant the $300,000 gymnasium-armory at and Charlena Teel for faithful adher
land in the County of Knox had on the gress St.
9th day of April, 1931. at 10 hours fortywedding announcements
<t Stratton Commercial College. Bos University of Idaho, and president of ence to the duties of the junior
the North Idaho Pioneers Associa church. The ladies will be in charge
REAL ESTATE VALUES
five m inutes in the forenoon, when the
ton, for the holidays.
arc becoming increasi ngly
same was attached on the original writ,
tion;
other
affiliations
include
mem
TEN
ROOM
house,
barn
connected.
of
the
evening
service.
Sunday
school
Mrs. Josephine Stone and son For
to redeem the following described m ort About 15 acres land with orchard; build
important. The smarter
gaged real estate, situated in Rockland ings are lighted by electricity, has city
rest spent Christmas in Belmont, bership in Alpha Tau Omega fra at 2. getting ready for a contest!
in said County, to wit, a certain lot of water; this property is in Rockland If
families are ujing Un
Mass , with her sister, Mrs. Harold ternity. the Elks lodge and the Lew Junior Society at 6; prayer service
land In Rockland aforesaid, with the you own $500 I will finance the balance.
iston chamber of commerce. He is a Thursday at 7 o'clock.
Watts.
buildings thereon, bounded and de
weave Wedding Station
On
Broadway,
8-room
house,
lights,
member
of
the
Catholic
Church.
scribed as follows, to wit:
Clarence Shaw took dinner Friday
Beginning in the Southerly side line bath and out buildings; easily financed.
ery for their announce
The justice-elect is a veteran of O U R J U N IO R PU Z Z L E
FIVE rooms, bath, lights, cement cel
with Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw. Mrs
of Tillson Avenue at a point 90.52 feet
ments because o f its ultra
Easterly of the Intersection of Main lar. furnace heat; garage. Ju s t fun to
Shaw who spent the holiday with her the World War. He entered the of
Street and Tillson Avenue a spike driven finance this place.
parents in'Rockland will join her hus ficers training camp at the Presidio
correctness
and because
I
have
homes
listed
from
$2000
up.
In
the
sidewalk
for
corner:
thence
East
in 1917; was appointed a second lieu
band for the weekend.
erly following the Southerly side line Any of these are worth the price asked.
its rich, vellum-like tex
tenant,
promoted
to
first
lieutenant
No
need
waiting
to
get
all
the
ready
cash
of
Tillson
Avenue.
71.67
feet
to
a
spike
Miss Hortense Wilson has returned
driven In the sidewalk for a corner: for your home. I shall be glad to be of
ture provides the perfect
from two weeks' absence in Malden, and assigned to company M of the
thence In a Southerly direction along any help to you possible.
■f *
fence at an angle of 87 deg. 42 min.
Mass. Miss Edith Wilson is at home 363rd infantry. He trained at Camp
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
background for exquisite
Lewis and was sent overseas in June.
with said Southerly side line of Tillson 163 Main St.. Rockland.
Tel. 766-J
from Malden for a few days.
Avenue. 95.20 feet to a fence post for a
engraving. •
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1918.
He
served
at
the
front
in
the
Mrs. Joseph Hogan and son
corner; thence Westerly along fence at
NEW MILCH Jersey cow for sale.
an angle 96 deg. 32 min. with the last
Charles who have been visting her battles of St. Mihiel and in the Ar
above described line, 68.45 feet to a fence GEORGE CAMERON, Union. Me.
f
T H E C O U R IE R mother Mrs. Harriet Whitney for the gonne, where he was wounded. He
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corner; thence In a Northerly direction
J
GAZETTE
summer and fall are leaving for their was in Germany with the 165th in
at an angle of 86 deg. 32 min. with the
AT RIGHT PRICES for sale. Standard
fantry and returned to the United
last above described line 100.23 feet to computing
home in St. Petersburg, Fla., today.
scale,
floor
platform
scale,
the point or place of beginning. The
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mason of States in June, 1919. Since the war
said premises being the same conveyed 500 pounds capacity; 9 ft. counter, 10 ft»
Phots by Harris & Ewinx
to James Dondis by Marian Piper, et als counter, 9 f t show case. R. B. MAGUNE,
North Easton, Mass., are guests ot he has served in the officers reserve
Mr. Firestone, Jr., and Mr. Tibbett signing radio contract.
by their deed, dated July 17, 1919. and 700 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 315-W.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Han corps, holding the rank of major. He
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recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 183, Page 99.
ley and will remain until the end of was state department commander of
DRY
SLAB
WOOD.
$1
a
foot.
$7
cord,
the
American
Legion
in
1921;
com
Said real estate Is subject to a mortgage
W E I iD I A G P A P E R S
Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., vice When it developed th a t their paths
next week.
LEON CALLAHAN. 7 Luce Ave.
given by said Ida F. Dondis to the Rock fitted.
president of The Firestone Tire and were to cross in the National
Tel.
1169-Y.
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Misses Naomi and Ruth Averill who mander of Lewis-Clark Post, No. 13,
land Loan and Building Association, a
in
1926,
and
is
active
in
post
affairs.
Rubber Company, has just signed a Capital, it was arranged that the
corporation legally organized and hav
MUST BE SOLD before Jan. 1. safe,
arrived home from New York Christ
In 1923 he married Miss Grace
lng Its place of business at said Rock round «tove, show cases, counters,
contract with Lawrence Tibbett by protracted negotiations for the dis
mas morning, will return Sunday.
land.
recorded
in
the
Knox
County
Reg
trunks,
suitcases, dogs’ harness and col- ,
which the famous singer, distin tinguished singer’s appearance on
Thomaston made an unusual show Ann Hanly of Thomaston. Me. Mrs.
istry of Deeds. Book 206. IJage 511, dated lars. e t< Apply SIMPSON & STAPLES.
guished as a great star in three the Firestone radio program should
December 21. 1927. on which Is said to 369 M afr St. Tel. 634-M.
ing in Christmas decorations this Leeper was a Red Cross nurse over
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be due about $3563.12.
fields—Metropolitan grand opera, be brought to completion. After
year. The prizes offered by the Cen seas where Mr. Leeoer first met her.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.!
Dated at Rockland. Maine, the 10th
They
have
two
children,
Robert
7.
talking
pictures
and
the
concert
the
signing
of
the
contract,
Mr.
day
of
December.
1931.
$12;
junks.
$12;
long.
$10;
fitted
soft |
tral Maine Power Co. for the best
FRANK F. HARDING
wood anU slabs, $8. T. J. CARROLL
stage—will appear regularly before Firestone, Jr., was congratulated
display have been designated by the and Donald, 5. He has one sister,
149-S-155
Sheriff.
Tel. 263-21.
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the microphone on “The Voice of for bringing into the home each
committee, first award to the A. J. Miss Marian Leeper, professor of
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
Firestone” program. This unprece week the greatest voice America
STATE OF MAINE
Elliot home, second to Mrs. Addie English at the University of Mon
Rockland
and
Warren
for
sale,
fine
cor
dented event sets a new standard has ever produced, and Mr. Tibbett
tana.
To all persons Interested in either of ner lot, new building, store and lunch
Guild.
the estates hereinafter nam ed:
for
setting
a
precedent
in
the
artis
in
radio
entertainment,
since
Tib
complete with fixtures. To be sold
Miss Mary Carter came Thursday
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, room
bett thus becomes the first Metro tic world.
once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
in and for the County of Knox, on the at
from Orono to spend the holiday at | Monday evening with Mrs. H. S. KilSt. Tel. 1080.
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politan
star
ever
to
contract
for
a
15th
day
of
December
In
the
year
of
our
This makes the fourth time
home.
born and each member is asked to
sustained series of appearances on Lawrence Tibbett has played the
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
DRY HARD fitted wood $12. Junks $12.
Maurice Sullivan of the Boston po take a joke gift for the tree; also indi
long
$10;
fitted
soft
$8.
L.
F.
TOLMAN.
thirty-one and by adjournm ent from
the air.
role of pioneer in the sphere of
lice force spent Christmas with his vidual box lunch to be exchanged.
148-tf
day to day from the 15th day of said De Rockland. Tel. 263-13.
Tibbett’s premiere in his new role art. First, he introduced a new
cember the following m atters having
sister, Miss Ellen Sullivan, Dunn
SMALL PLACE for sale on Primrose
will be on Monday evening, January style of acting in opera by
been
presented
for
the
action
thereupon
Hill. West Rockport; Inquire on place?'
street.
4, at 8:30 o’clock and again at 11:30, abandoning the time honored ges
hereinafter Indicated it is hereby Or C. E. FERNALD. West Rockport. 147-155
M A R TIN SV ILLE
The high school seniors sponsor a
dered :
eastern standard time, over a giant tures which had been regarded as
TWO MILK COOLERS. Apply A. T.
T hat notice thereof be given to all
dance tonight in W atts hall with
144-tf
hookup of the Red Network and an indispen=ab’.e feature of the op
persons Interested, by causing a copy of LOW. Rockland.
music by Kirk's orchestra.
Ridge Church, Rev. Milton R. Kerr
affiliated stations of NBC, covering eratic stage. Next, he ventured
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage, |
this order to be published three weeks
The next meeting -of Gen. Knox I pastor: Subject for Sunday morning
.hard,
good
keepers.
$1.50
per
100
lbe.;
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
It may be a small run or
the. .entire
.
.. United
, , States,
, . Canaria
. into unexplored fields by the daring
Chapter. D.A.R., will oe with Mrs. H. j“A Good Desire;" Junior Church will
newspaper published at Rockland in turnips, tender, mild, $1 bu.; squash, i
W HAT A SPLASH !
and Hawaii and by short wave to c f h is concert
m , with
s
good
quality,
$2
per
100
lbs.;
carrots,
a
half
a million impressions
said County that they may appear at a
R. Linnell, Jan. 4.
j meet for instruction for the coming
bu.; beets, tender and good. $1.25
the entire world. His radio perfonn- which v.er3
sJ to
beneath
Probate Court to be held at said Rock $1.40
W hec!
W h at a b ig splash!
Edgar Lineken and aunt Miss Grace I term, Mrs. Kerr in charge. Last Sunbu.; parsnips. 10 lbs. for 60c. CHATER'S j . . . leaflets, folders, broch
ances w ill continue on succeeding th(J (H
of so
t „ ce]ebrity.
land. on the 19th day of January A. D., GARDENS,
on back road, Rockport .to'
Greenleaf came from Skowhegan to ' day presentation was made to Misses T om m y says it is like a show er
1932. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and Camden, tu rn
Mondays through the entire winter ThirJ be b!azed tbe trai, ,
;
left beyond bridge. Will
ures, catalogues, blotters,
be heard thereon if they see cause.
be with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken : Thelma Miller, Violetta Chadwick and b ath going the w ro n g w a y ! W h at
deliver
Tuesday
and Friday mornings. !
season. It is estimated by NBC into talki
ictures an<1
ESTATE ANTILLA CASSENS. late of
for Christmas.
I Alvalene Pierson for their faithful do you think it if all ab o ut?
144-tf
letterheads, handbills or
that an audience equal to nearly th s#reen for the first time tbe
Camden, deceased. Petition for License
The Beta Alpha Club will meet work of the first term; honorable men T ak e a pencil if y o u w ant to
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
to Convey Real Estate and Distribute.
half the population of the United artjstry of tbe Metropolitan opera.
what
have you? . . . W hat
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
the
tion was also made of Miss Margarite
Said
Real
Estate
situated
in
Lincolnville,
States, or m the neighborhood of
County of Waldo, and Camden. County home news, at the Old South News
Watts. At 7 the subject will be “The k n o w w hat causes th e splash and
50,000,000, will hear his singing
Now in the field of radio, Tibbett
ever
the
job
Agency.
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
of
Knox,
and
fully
described
In
said
also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
Strout Insurance Agency Book of Romans;" church school at join all the n u m b e re d d ots to 
each week.
will again demonstrate he is not
petition, presented by Charles French, of Church;
mont. St,.
g eth er, startin g w ith d o t num 
11.30.
getting
ready
for
a
contest.
Lincolnville.
Administrator.
— We Do It Right!
I t was by chance that Mr. tied to tradition.' “The Voice of
17 GREEN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD.
b er one and e n d in g w ith dot
Tibbett’s concert tour took him to Firestone” program provides that
Insurance in all its branches
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for
Present zero in compliments would n u m b er thirty. T o m m y says he
Washington at a time when Mr. there will be “a song for cveryKnox County. Rockland, Maine.
T3uyA Hom e
Probate Bonds
Notary Public be to tell a South American his word is going to see if he c.jn make
Firestone, Jr., a friend cf long ( body,” running from the classics to
A ttest:
iRead
the CtAgtffEP
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE,
Register.
is
as
good
as
his
bond.—Vancouver
standing,
happened
to
be
there.
’
the
lighter
and
more
popular
airs.
J. Walter Strout
Alfred 51. Strout
as big a splash, to o 1
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Page Seven

"T H E S T A R CA M E"

D O W N IN FL O R ID A

S tory of the N ativity Told
In Successful Universalist
P ageant

"B ob" A ndrew s Tells of
H appy Days T here, and of
Old Neighbors

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Gladys St. C lair Morgan
A pageant of unusual loveliness
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and significance was presented by
Well my good friends, we have had
The Progressive Literary Club will the Universalist Church school Sun
In addition to personal notes regard
delightful weather since we came to
ing departures and arrivals, this depart meet with Mrs. Hattie Keating Tues
day evening, under the direction of
Florida Nov. 18. We had only one
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. day afternoon. The response to the Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, ably assisted
a letter from ‘-Boze’’ contains this on exhibition at Steinway hall, and good shower which came during the
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be roll call will be quotations from The
bears this inscription by Paderewski: night Dec. 5, breaking a drouth of
by Mrs. George H. Welch and teach- interesting bit:
gladly received.
Brownings. Mrs. Cora Snow will lead ers of the school. Termed “The Star i “Ybu may have known personally “This piano has been played by me about seven weeks’ duration. The
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W
in the reading of King Lear beginnipg Came,” the pageant presented the old p rof. Louis C. Elson—Theory of during the season 1892-93 in 75 con temperature has been between 75
with Act 4, Scene 7.
story of the Nativity in a new man- Music at the New England Conserva- certs.”
and 80 degrees in the shade most
Circle supper will be served at the
* • » *
ner. When the scene opened, the tory. With three others he went to
every day, quite a contrast from
Congregational vestry Wednesday at
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith and Miss Edith only figure on the stage was The ; Bayreuth one summer. At one conyour Maine weather with snow and
THE EVOLUTION OE THE SCALE
6 o’clock, Mrs. Elizabeth Hahn as MacAlman are to entertain Chapin
chairman will be assisted by Mrs. A. Class Tuesday evening at Mrs. Smith's Madonna, posed by Miss Gertrude 1cert they had no seats, so they put Primitive Man made a funny little scale, ice.
Blackington, whose sweet face lent j a piank on some kegs and sat down, Age; and ages and ages ago;
Fruit here is abundant and very
'J. Bird, Mrs. W. W. Spear, Mrs. L. A. home on Broad street.
He tried it on his pipe
itself perfectly to the impersonation. Along came a distinguished looking U
cheap, and exceptionally good quali
Thurston, Mrs. A. E. Keyes, Miss Ada
ntil it was quite rfpe.
Then followed th e various sections man anci prOf. Elson made room for T hen gave a lovely party, when it came ty. Carloads are seen on the ground
B. Young, Mrs. R. W. Bickford, Mis
M rs.'Ella Grimes goes to Boston
out so.
th at have dropped off the trees. The
Emery Howard, Mrs. Harold Connon this afternoon After visiting there of the pageant, the gifts being him on the plank. Prof. Elson fdund
brought to the Madonna:
, th e stranger well versed in music. B ut thia reedy little scale
waste of this good fruit is appalling
and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.
and in New York she will go to St. Cali to worship:
j At the close of th e concert the Soon was wan and worn and pale;
at present, but canning factories are
Petersburg for the remainder of the
Processional of Angels—Hark the Her- stra n g e r said: 'To whom have I the For it hated being full of accidentals;
being established by the Borden Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell, motor winter.
aid A ngelsStng,
honor.of speaking?' The professor In its quest for greater ease
to can the fruit juice, which in time
ing from Boston to spend Christmas
I t became at last Chinese',
The story of the w ise M e n ................ 1handed him his card. The stranger W ith all the rigid calm of Orientals.
will eliminate the great waste of
with relatives in Thomaston and
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr.,
- ............ -.................. Matthew 2:1-11 s a id ; ‘j a.m sorry I have not a card
fruit too ripe to ship any great dis
Rockland, were accompanied by Miss motored Thursday to Quincy, Mass.,
_______Alexander For these cousins were ambitious
tance.
' with me, but I __
am__Prince
Elizabeth Creighton coming from a where they were guests Christmas Firs?processional:
j o f Hesse.’ In Prof. Bison’s own lan- 1
a Eh" m eapriciou
Bathing, boating and fishing are
Holy Night
Northampton (Mass.) school to be Day of Mr. Tirrell's parents. They
1
filled themselves with creepy
Angel Choir
guage—‘My first thought was to say : So they
being enjoyed by the throngs that
tones,
with her mother, Mrs. Ruth Creigh were accompanied by Jerome Burrows
The Gifts of Gold: (Gold stands for ,j
the Q
f Dedham; but I Whichquarter
give us a conniption.
visit the sunny South during our
ton, Thomaston, over the weekend.
wealth In any form, however hum - 7. . .
, .,
T
who spent Friday with his wife in
biei
did not, and it was w ell I did not, for So we turn to scales Egyptian,
winter season. Work is expected to
Medford, Mass., Mrs. Burrows having
So
simple
that,they
sink
into
our
bones.
The First Wise Man ...... William Cross J the next night I m et him at Frau
begin the first of the year on the new
Mrs. Samuel Levy gave a family been called home some time ago by j Hindu Beggar ................. R o b e rt M1Ies I Wagner’s, and he handed me the Now serene and more laconic
Soldiers’ Home to be built in St.
i
party Christmas Eve at her home on the serious illness of her mother.
Petersburg. This project will help
i ” . sym bolical o f money, Sroth?V o^ ’ card I had given him. And he kr ew I t was named the panatonlc.
Grove street.
Japanese farmer ...... Raymond Jordan more about music than any other And ™?d*
and fo k" the unemployment in this part of
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston went Second
Processional:
am ateur musician I ever met.’
I r t is living to this dav. S
Florida, and will be an added attrac
Io
Boston
Thursday
to
spend
the
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brault en
Hyncieart Came Upon the MldnlKht ! “p rof Elson lectured at the Mu- And Is heard more, by the way.
tion to the beautiful city of St.
holiday
and
weekend
with
relatives.
tertained their children and grand
The Gifts of Frankincense: Frankln- nicipal Concerts of the City of Bos- T han Its strange exciting little Eastern Petersburg. The cost I believe is in
children on Christmas Day at a
cense represents the gifts of the j ton for many years. Mrs. Crocker1
cousins.
the neighborhood of $6,000,000 when
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels of
turkey dinner and Christmas tree.
M.n
I <Mrs. Boze) • and
I attended
them, Now. the Greek scales had ideas.
completed. Some undertaking, but
Second Wise Man ..... Mary Sylvester,
j
i
Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Which
they
worked
out
through
-the
Love ............................... Gertrude Heal and we enjoyed his lectures very
considered a small item for our Gov
C. E. Daniels, Talbot avenue, Christ
years.
Joy ............................... Virginia Walker 1much.’’
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane and mas day.
Till they grew Into a system homophonlc, ernment in a worthy cause.
Peace
...............................
Adelaide
Cross
«
»
•
«
three sons are in New Milford, Conn.,
Our good friends, Seth Wetherbee
And they formed a sure foundation.
Goodness ....................... Dorothy King
High School bands, according to For the scales of W ^tern nations.
for the weekend, guests of Mr. and
and Ed Jones, are enjoying the ^unFaith ........... ............... Dorothy Dlmlck
Isiael Snow goes Sunday to Boston
After
many
aeons
call
Sled
the
Diatonic.
Edwin Franko
Goldman, have
Processional:
Mrs. William Scholze.
shine on the green benches. I see
wnere he will enter Northeastern Uni Third
Hymn—There’s a Beautiful Star ...
reached a remarkably high average
them quite often. Their Warren
versity. He will be accompanied by
............................... Sung by Jane Welch of achievement, as observed by him O. the diatonic scale
Though you may think It stale.
friends will be pleased to know that
Miss Marian Brawn, home from Emery Trafton and Theodore Bird The Gifts of Myrrh: (Myrrh typifies
during his recent tour through the ; Is the dower of all this lengthy evolu- both are well and enjoying the warm
service)
Holyoke, Mass., to spend Christmas returning to the University after the
1
tlon,
School teacher ......................................
interior of our la n d / The smaller When
____ you know the pattern C,
days and cool nights so beneficial to
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Christmas recess a t home.
Mary Bird, w ith Philip Wentworth cities, he says, have the better bands, i You’can
build mTny'key,
all who sojourn in the Southland. I
liam F. Brawn, Broadway, was ac -|
Red Cross Nurse ................ -...............
........... Neva Dyer, w ith Louise Vcazic because their players are subjected to strong and safe you scale will withstand enjoy The Courier-Gazette every
companied by her cousin, Miss Eva
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis were
fewer distractions and possess more
revolution,
A Mother ........................... ..................
week and especially the items fur
M. Witham of Brookline, Mass.
guests for Christmas of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. A. Palmer, w ith her daughter leisure. Mr. Goldman heard several
nished by your Warren correspon
I,eon Sanborn in Vinalhaven.
Joyce
Playground Worker .............................. of the youthful bands give amazingly . An embassy of art, of youth, of re dent. We from th at section of the
Miss Norma Hutchinson and herI
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. with her daugh good performances of works by Rich- ; m arkable musical artistry, has been county surely appreciate the newsy
fiance, John Roswell Gifford of East
The Scribblers' Club meets Monday
ter. Emmy Lou
ard Strauss and some of the modern sent to us by the French Govern columns each week. They are inter
Saugus, Mass., are guests for the evening with Mrs. Irene Moran. Church school teacher ..........................
Miss Gladys Bletjien. with Dudley ists. In one contest the test piece ment, and presented by the French esting and we enjoy them.
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Luf Chestnut street.
was Entrance of the Gods from GotHarvey
I miss Harry Daniels in his breezy
kin, Otis street.
Christmas talk—The Star Came ......
terdammerung. “And if you don’t Chamber of Commerce of the United “Words From a Wanderer.” Where
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach a t
........................ Rev. George H Welch believe all this," States Mr. Goldman, States, Saturday evening, Nov. 14.
is he this winter? Can’t you prevail
Recessional—O L ittle Town of Bethle
Miss Winifred Coughlin of Brook tended a family dinner Christmas day
“ask John Philip Sousa. He served a t Carnegie hall in New York—the on him to write you a line occasion
hem
lyn arrived Thursday to spend the at the home of Mrs. Leach’s parents,
Benediction
with
me
on
the
jury
of
a
number
of
|
marvelous
“Little
Singers
of the ally. I must close now, with best
holiday season with her parents, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wyllie, Warren.
The costuming was lovely, several High School band competitions and Wooden Cross” from Paris,
wishes to all my Knox County
and Mrs. Charles Coughlin, Rankin
expressed
his
wonder
to
me
repeat:
They
have
just
completed
friends, and wishing you all a very
The Methebesec Club holds a spe of the girls wearing robes in delicate edly on the subject of the musical, j through Algeria. Switzerlanda tour
street. Her brother Charles is home
and
hues. The singing was delightful,
from Zanesville, Ohio for the week cial meeting Tuesday afternoon at and those taking p art entered into tonal and technical excellence of the j Canada. In France they form the happy Christmas and a prosperous
New Year.
R. J. Andrews.
2.30 at the home of Mrs. Suella Shel
end.
performances. None of the bands j elite of the youth in musical art,
Safety Harbor. Fla.
don, Masonic street, when a “Spanish the spirit earnestly.
had less than 78 performers; or.e their organization dating back many
A bridge party will be given at Day” will be presented under the
numbered 400 players. If the High I years. Everywhere they have sung,
BROWN-ULMER
W H A T T O W N W A S IT?
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening chairmanship of Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Alden School orchestras could match the they have had a well-merited sucunder the auspices of Ruth Mayhew
high
school
bands
in
numerical
1
cess;
their
ensemble
is
perfect;
their
Ulmer,
Sr.,
Willow
street,
was
the
Tent, with Mrs. Helen Paladino as j Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Chicago scene of a quiet but attractive wed membership and musical merits, one | attacks clean and accurate; their "U ncle F ernando,” O u r O c
is home for a week’s vacation with
hostess.
her mother, Mrs. John McCoy, Thom ding Christmas Eve, when their could feel that all is well tonally ; accentuation soft, rich, vibrant and
togenarian T raveler, Offers
daughter, Faith Estelle, was united j with the musical youth of America, full of fire. Their fresh, pure voices ripMr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith and aston.
in marriage to Alton Frederick
When we read this, don’t we re- pie like a limnid stream; their pro
Good Suggestion
laughter Miss Jeannette Smith. Mrs.
Herbert Sanborn of Vinalhaven and Brown of Wiley’s Corner, St. George, joice that the Rockland Boys’ Band nunciation is perfect. Add to these
Charles Bicknell, Mrs. Frances BickThe
ceremony
was
performed
in
the
is
swinging
back
into
line
again?
qualities
a
gaiety,
a
magnificent
en
lell and son Charles, were guests Rockland and Royal Grinnell of Union presence of members of the two A survey is being taken in the schools thusiasm. This country has never Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Christmas Day of Mr. and Mrs. plan to leave about Jan. 1 for Chicago
I have a suggestion to offer some
where they will enter the National families and a few intimate friends. Just now to see w hat material can heard anything to compare with young aspirant to legislative honors.
iorman Read, Belfast.
be
developed,
and
as
soon
as
there
these
brave
little
French
Boy
Scout
Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald
of
the
Chiropractic College as students.
First Baptist Church officiated, using is more definite d ata in hand, you singers. The youngest soprano is 10, If you are loyal to your town and
Mrs. Alice Kalloch was the guest
shall hear about it.
| an d their two soprano soloists are 14. State, put in a bill and try to make
the double ring service.
Miss
Eda
Knowlton,
director
of
re
of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl in Wal
* ♦ * •
Whether they interpret the beauti
Charming
decorations,
supervised
ligious
education,
of
the
Winchester,
doboro, Christmas Day.
Clarence Whitehill, baritone of the ful and difficult works of the masters it a law that every city and town
(Mass.) Baptist Church, is spending by girl friends, featured pine Metropolitan
Opera Company, is to of the Italian. French and Spanish in the State of Maine snail be ob
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and the holiday and weekend at her Rock needles'Und silver. During the serv play the role of George Washington Renaissance, Motets, Psalms and liged to put up a sign on every road,
ice
the
only
light
was
from
the
land
home.
daughter Ebba, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Christmas tree and the candles in in Warner Bros. Bicentennial Wash Madrigals of the 16th Century, or the street or avenue where it enters such
mond Cross and Master Carl Kal
the
window as the couple stood be ington photoplay, now in preparation Canadian popular songs or the old city or town, telling the name of
Oliver
Rollins,
Howard
Rollins
and
loch, spent Christmas with Mr. and
neath
the bridal arch. Mrs. Joseph a t Mt. Vernon, Va. Mr. Whitehill’s folk songs of France, their rendition that town—this for the benefit of
Arnold
Nelson
are
home
from
Boston
Mrs. Addison Stiles in Augusta, Mr.
Robinson
played the wedding march. ancestors settled in Virginia in 1740. is always fuil of depth and sincerity. strangers.
for
the
weekend.
and Mrs. Kalloch and Ebba are re
»** *
In the past year I have motored
The
couple
were unattended. The His mother's family are descendents
maining for the weekend.
more than 10,000 miles over the high
Members of the T Club were en bride was at her prettiest garbed in of Garet Van Sweringen, who settled
Abram
Chasins,
American
pianist
in New Amsterdam in 1620. Both
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon were tertained delightfully Tuesday eve w’hite satin with shoulder bouquet of families fought in the Revolutionary a member of the piano faculty at the ways of Maine, and in a majority of
cases have looked in vain for the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cmn- ning by Mrs. Carl Christofferson, bride’s roses.
Following the ceremony, bride’s War. Mr. Whitehill will make a Curtis Institute of Music and a name of some beautiful village
Chestnut street, at luncheon and
nors in Bangor for Christmas.
handsome George Wash Camden visitor In recent years, has through which I was riding. By
bridge. Christmas decorations were cake and ices were served, and strikingly
ington, judging from magazine recently made a remarkably success sharp watching and slow driving we
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr., used 'in the rooms and on the daintily wrapped slices of wedding pictures.
ful London debut in recital at Wig- might perhaps see it, over the door
and son Richard are guests of rela luncheon table, which had as a cen cake were given to the guests. Girl
♦* * *
\
more hall. His technical command of a little cottage as ,we were leav
tives In Brunswick for the holiday terpiece a miniature chimney filled friends of the bride served.
The winners of the Northeastern scintillated in the Chopin B flat ing the village. It might read "PostThe gifts received were very beau
with goodies, and a quaint Santa
and weekend.
auditions of the Atwater minor sonata; Mendelssohn Varia office—Pedro" in letters so small
Claus about to Investigate the interior. tiful, including money, linen, pewter District
K ent contest heard in New York on tions and Scriabin’s sonata in F they could not be read ten feet dis
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston were Gifts for all were taken from the and glassware. The groom’s gift to Nov. 23 have been announced:
sharp minor. But it was in a group tant, and then only from one angle.
jests of relatives in Union Christ Christmas tree. Bridge honors were the bride was a gold pendant.
F iist—J. Alden Edkin, Massachu- of ten of his own compositions that A tree or bush on the lawn might
The young couple spent their first
won by Mrs. Rhama Philbrick.
as Day.
Christmas at the bride's home, plan- setts, No. 26, singing II Lacerato the pianist-composer showed best obstruct the view, and only a quick
Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear is spendMrs. Blake Annis and Mrs. Paul ning in a few days to go to Boston Spirito, and Saida Knox, New Jersey, his flair for pianistic tone-painting. eye might catch it. I go home and
try to tell about the beautiful place,
♦ ♦ * *
; No. 25, Ah! Mon Fils from The
; a few days with Mr. and Mrs. I Jones of Union leave tomorrow for for a honeymoon trip.
and
am asked, “Where is it?” The
Mrs. Brown is a graduate of Rock- i Prophet.
; St. Petersburg, to be away for sevilliam Gleason in Union.
Through the kindness of Hiram
land High School, 1930. She is affiliSecond—Dolly Smith, New Hamp- P. Farrow, a copy of “Carmina Al- answer is, “I don’t know; there was
i eral weeks.
ated with the F irst Baptist Church shire, No. 13, Ave Maria, and James terna”—A Selection of Psalms—has no name in sight.”
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and
Again, you pass a fine stand of
s. Sarah Billings of Portland, and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag have where she has been active in the t Blackstone, Eastern Pennsylvania, been given to me. The fly leaf bdars
farm buildings on the top of a hill.
■. and Mrs. John McLoon were en- arrived home from Sandusky, Ohio, choir and general church work. No- 2’ Vision Fugitive.
this Inscription: “L. M. Burrington, Spread out before you is a grand and
Third-W inifred
Cecil, Eastern May, 1864,” and on a blank page in
tained at Christmas dinner by where they attended the wedding of Gifted vocally she has studied with
•. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler in their daughter Martha. Stops were Mrs. Lilian S. Copping of this city Ncw York- N°- 27' singing Pace, Pace, front is a copy of the Order of Morn beautiful view of the surrounding
and is a member of the Rubinstein Mio Dio- and Raymond Hfatherton. ing Service at the Universalist country. The owner is evidently
mden.
made in Cleveland and Painesville.
proud of his place, as he has’ taken
Club. A few years ago she was Eastern New York, No. 22, The Church,
presumably at that time. pains to tell "you In big letters that
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Palmer and chil named “Miss Rockland' in a popu- Trumpeter.
Who
can
tell
me
about
Mr.
Burring
The first Piace winners, Miss Knox ton—was he a former pastor of the this is “Grand View Farm." Who is
id as dinner guests on Christmas dren Joyce, Jean and Kent; spent larity contest
he telling this to? His name and the
Mr. Brown, the son of Mrs. Lillian a nlM r_ E rik in .ccm p ctcd in the na' Universalist Church, or a layman?
ay Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch, , Christmas day with relatives in
name of the town are missing. His
Brown, is engineer at the Coast ' tional finals Dec. 13.
j Gardiner,
(
mghter Jane and son Paul.
neighbors all know him and his
*• ♦*
Guard Station a t Damariscove. He j
Rockland was particularly inter
The end of a recent Thursday eve farm, so that name on the barn is
Mrs. Emma Frohock entertained
Mrs. E. C. Cutting of Westbrook is is held in very high esteem by all ested in the Northeastern District
ning concert of the Philharmonic for the benefit of you, a passing
, dinner Christmas Day, her guests spending the holidays with her who know him.
auditions as Elaine Blouin of San Orchestra (New York) was marked stranger. But of what good is it?
ling Mrs. David Talbot, Mrs. J. S. ' father, Dr. W. H. Armstrong.
ford-Springvale was an entrant. by a shower of colored paper slips You can’t write him the next day,
i. Burpee, Miss Marion Weidman of
STRAND TH EA TR E
Miss Blouin sang here a few weeks released from the gallery by persons you don't know his name or the
ockport, Mr. and Mrs. J. Murray
Mrs. Kenneth White and daugh
ago when it was recognized that she who evidently mix their politics with name of his town.
raham and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. ter Virginia were weekend guests of
• • * *
"Husband's Holiday” is the story of possesses a magnificent voice, com- their music, for the slips bore such
albot of Portland.
Mrs. Ray Easton in Rockport.
a man who loves two women—his , bined requisites to make a great legends as "Liberty is essential to
We invite the visitor to come to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Sanborn of
Mr .and Mrs. Thomas F. Keating wife the devoted mother of his two ' singer. It is n ot a voice that is art-viva Arturo Toscanini;” “Musso beautiful Maine, give him a road
th e,r“d,i0L?,Ut lini and his Black Shirts do not rep map and let him find out for himself
irtland were guests Christmas Day and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones go to children, and another wcn.an, an at- j sho^ at Vs,,fi" e.st
.
I we have faith to believe that Miss resent the spirit of Italy,” “Long live if he can, what town, city or vil
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Haraden, day to Portland to attend the recep tractive, sophisticated, woman whose
| Blouin will have a career.
the g rea t. Maestro Arturo Toscani lage he is passing through. So now
merock street, and will remain for tion tendered by Portland Lodge of p'easant, easy going mod;, of life in
ni," etc.
—you who are going to sit in legisla
e weekend.
Elks to Rudy Vallee.
trigues him.
There is considerable interest in
Musical Courier goes on to say that tive halls another winter, try, and
The wife is clever, intelligent, the Steinway concert grand piano the paper shower idea if applied to try hard, to remedy this.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson
Miss Alice McNamara is home
Within the past week I was driv
ere Christmas dinner guests of Mr. from Boston for the holiday recess.
courageous and in spite of her hus used by Paderewski on his United purely commercial purposes might be
States tour in 1892; th e year in which ) a useful one and it is surprising that j ing through a part of my State on
nd Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton in West
band's momentary straying, loves him he established his pre-eminent posi it has not yet been adopted in the
roads I had never before visited. We
.ockport.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Jones of War- dearly. Needless to say her surpris tion among contemporaneous pi
concert halls, opera houses, and the came to the top of a hill. The view
1ren street, have as guests Mrs. Jones’ ing stand with reference to her hus anists.
William
Steinway,
at
that
atres
by
those
enterprising
firms
from there was grand—for at least 75
W. R. Phillips and family of parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson
band’s infidelity makes posfibl’ many time president of Steinway & Sons, which utilize so many other direct miles toward the south we had un
Brookline, Mass., are guests of Mr. of Avon, Mass.
obstructed views of distant moun
and Mrs. Raymond Spear, Thomas
unusual developments, all of which presented this piano to Paderewski, and insistent forms of advertising.
“Why not a shower of sloganed tains, forests, lakes and farms, with
ton.
Miss Blanche Crandall is with are culminated in a powerful and who has used it ever since at his slips
or
cards
to
distract
and
cheer
relatives in Boston for the holiday convincing climax which every man home in Morges, Switzerland. The an audience during a particularly a circular view on the distant horigreat master has now returned this
| zon nearly three-fourths of the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond K. Greene season.
instrument to Theodore E. Steinway, boresome performance—‘Use Glosso, circle from west around by the
and woman will understand.
entertained Dr. and Mrs. J. G.
The principal roles in this enjoy the present president of Steinway & Best Piano Polish’, ‘It’s Raining south to the north—a distance of at
Hutchins of Camden and Mr. and
Mrs. Mary Collins and grand
Mrs. R. Kendall Greene of Gardiner daughter Priscijla have returned to able. provocative drama of love and Sons, with the request that it be re- Outside, Buy Nosoak Galoshes, least 300 miles around.
'Across the Street, Joe’s Classical
Where was that? you ask. I don’t
Christmas Day.
Appleton after visiting Mr. and Mrs. marriage are entrusted to Clive tained as a memento. The piano is Delicatessen’,
'Make Your Children know, but I saw it. Not a village
Frank Kimball at The Highlands.
Brook
who
plays
the
erring
husband;
Musical With Lacy's Toy Trumpets I near there had a visible sign to tell
Mrs. A. A. Fales and sister of Bel
and Vivienne Osborne as the loyal
and Drums,’ ‘Wagner Is Great, So us its name. Somewhere in the rear.
mont and Crescent Beach are located
Misses Elizabeth, Augusta and Vir wife. “Husband’s Holiday" comes fcr
] RAVELINC
Is Goody-Goody Chocolate Almond 10, 20 or more miles away, I dimly
for the-winter at Hotel Ritz, Seventh ginia Healey of Framingham, Mass., Monday and Tuesday.—adv.
Bar.’ ”
remember seeing on a railroad build
street Third avenue South, St, are spending the Christmas vacation
ing a name or names, sounding to
Petersburg, Fla.
at their home on North Main street.
Careless handling of kerosene and
me like Foxover or Docraft. Don't
UNION
gasoline is one of the chief causes
do anything about this for my sake,
Mrs. Irene Home and daughter
of farm fires. Kindling fires in
for I may never pass that way again
Joanne of Brooklyn are spending the
A
treat
is
in
store
for
all
who
a
t
F lorida’s Best C lim ate I stoves or furnaces with gasoline or
But if you wish to be of real benefit
holidays with Mrs. Elvie Curtis, Pur
tend
the
M.
E.
Church
Sunday.
kerosene is dangerous. Be careful in
while in your place in Legislature
chase street.
Charles
Wilson
will
sing
and
his
fine
handling lamps, heaters, stoves, in- I
M ore Sunshine
this winter, do it for others, who may
voice
always
delights
his
hearers.
cubators, brooders and lanterns or
R e lie f
Less Rain
Mr. and Mrs. M artin Graves of
The M. E. Sunday school held its travel that way in the future. I t
lamps
with
flammable
liquids
for
Wonderful
Place
for
Gay street entertained their daugh
Christmas tree Wednesday afternoon. will be of more real benefit than all
Will prove its
fuel—never fill them while they are ,
Recuperation
ter Margaret and Mr. and Mrs. Clin
The house was well filled and the the bobcat or porcupine laws* you
worth in a sudden
burning.
Use
a
non-inflammable
‘
ton Judd and son Scott of Hudson,
little folks presented a pleasing pro I may try to pass.
illness. Good for
liquid
such
as
carbon
tetrachloride
1
Mass, during the holidays. Miss
F. S. Philbrick (Uncle Fernando).
gram.
Colds,
Coughs,
for
dry
cleaning.
Keep
kerosene
and
Margaret returned to Hudson to stay
Colic,
Indiges
Mrs. Eva Sayward visited friends in
gasoline
in
tightly
covered
metal
until June.
tion, Chilblains, Sore
Thomaston and Rockland last Tues
Superb fishing from pier
containers. Don’t leave them near
Feet, Cuts, Burns,
I
day.
or boar. Surf beach, do under,
stoves,
Aimaces
or
rubbish.
18 • b o b golf, grace green*.
The Lynn burner sleeves are guarBruises, Insect Bites
Mrs. Emma Norwood and grand
Club
houae
on
the
I
___
_
_
or Stings.
sleeve will be replaced free—postage I pool. 100 rooms, 100 barb*. OrcheKra.
daughter Anne of Warren visited
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Prepared
by
Norw
ay
sleeve wlil be replaced free—postage | Firat • claaa patronage. Reaaooabie rate*.
friends here Thursday.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Medicine Co., Norway,
home news, at th e Old South News
cost only—to any old style Lynn
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Mank of Wal
GEORGE K R E A M E R
Agency.
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
All dealers.
Burner. Call 51, A. C. McLoon & Co. | Summon Wyandotte H otel, B dlport, I X
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
doboro were t^iristmas guests of his
Church; also at M. Audelmar.'s, 284 Tre
122Stf
—adv.
153-155
mont, St.
parents Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mank.

Brown’s

Include

Venice, horida
n jo u r vacation plans:
O n the G u lf'o f Mexico, 80 miles south
o f Tampa on the Tamiami M o to r Trail.
G o lf — Fishing — Bathing.
H O TE L

PAR K

V IE W

Spanish style, new,*each room with p ri
va te bath, twin beds and steam heat.
Fresh fish from the G u lf also vegetables,
poultry, fru it and strawberries from our
own farm served every day.
Radical reductions in rates:
Am erican Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
Am erican Plan $50.00 Weekly Double
SAN
M A R C O
HO TEL
(under same management—
European Plan)
A ll rooms with p rivate bath, twin beds,
steam heat,
$ 2.50 Daily Double
$14.00 W eekly Double
Popular priced restaurant m aintained.
A n economical way o f spending the w in
t e r in the tropics.
Florida's famous sunshine dwells in
Venice.
Booklet sent free
FRED J. FULLER, Proprietor.

A CHAPTER ON DOGS

children and to warn us of danger,
and dogs cannot do this if they are all
over town. My neighbor, who doesn’t
keep a dog because he doesn’t like
them, doesn’t want his gardens, both
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
flower and vegetable, dug up and
In the Tuesday issue I read an item ruined by my dog.
Dogonlt.
about dogs gathering on the school“ C A M D EN
grounds so that an officer had to be
called to drive them off. Of all those
dogs, I ’d bet a cookie not one was a
Megunticook Grange will meet
female. Most owners of female dogs Wednesday evening with work in the
keep them at home, yet we have to first and second degrees.
pay a tax of $5.15 on them, and to get
Mr«. W. F. Dillingham entertains
out to the street we are obliged to the C. C. H. Club next Thursday at
fall over anywhere from 18 to 25 dogs. uieen Gables.
Milk bottles, rubbers, etc., are not
The Monday Club meets next week
safe left outside on the porch, and with Mrs. Clarence McIntire.
once when I went out on my own
The annual planning meeting ot
lawn for a few minutes and wanted to Camden Farm Bureau will be held at
get back in the house I was driven in Grange hall Thursday. Dinner at
by a German police dog. I am not noon.
afraid of dogs, having owned many
There will be a special meeting ot
different breeds including a German the ladies’ auxiliary to Canton Molipolice, but one dislikes to go after neaux next Monday evening. Mrs.
these dogs with a stick, as they are Effie Page, association vice president
rather fierce at times, and would of Waterville will inspect the order.
make short work cf anyone they Department Commander, Brig. Gen.
tackled.
Harry E. Perry of Portland will be
Will someone kindly explain why the present. Supper at 6.30.
tax is so much more on a female dog
Capt. and Mrs. James Conley ot
than a male. Of course I know there York Island are spending a few days
are female dogs running loose about with Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow.
the streets, but there are 12 males to They expect to start soon for F ru it
one female. It is a shame of course land Park. Fla., for the winter.
to tie them up, but no worse for my
Frank Bibb of New York city is
neighbor fo keep his male dog In his passing the holidays with his parents.
own yard than it is for me to keep Mr. and Mrs. C. W. BiDb.
mine at home.
Mr. and Mrs. j. Hugh Montgomery
Children are afraid of packs and are spending Christmas with Mr. ana
not to be blamed. It is most disgust Mrs. Standish Perry In New York
ing to young folks to find themselves city.
tangled up in a pack of such dogs as
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap
I saw a young girl a few days ago. ter, OE.S., Monday evening.
The female of the pack seemed to
think she would get protection if she
Under cover, heated parking ft
clung close to st person.
If every dog owner were made to 25 cents afternoon or evening ;
keep his dog at home, there wouldn't Fireproof Garage, Winter street.
145-154
be so many dogs in the world for one
thing, and a great many auto acci
dents would be avoided. Of all the
dogs I have owned, only one could no.
MON.-TUES.
be taught to stay at home. He hated
Funnier
than in
horses and would chase and bark at
them, also at cars, so he was quickly
put out of the way before he caused PARDON USL
some accident.
T h e ir tt c o n d
We keep a dog as a pet for our e x tra le n g th
Reviewing Some Phases Which Arc
Very Familiar To Most Of Us

MON-TUES.
Every wife must know about her—

comedy la their
greatest screen
success. Imi
them as rookies
in the Fort
Legion!

Ha! Roach present!

STAN
_

___ knows

t h a t husbands
who olav are
husband - who'll
pav — in this
vital family-life
revelation,
with
Clive Brook
Charlie Ruggles
Vivienne Osgood
luliette Compton
Harry Bannistt r

NOW SHOWING
"BIG SHOT"
with
EDDIE Q l’ILLAN
One of the Publix Theatres

RECTAL DISEASES

Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30

LAUREL
nd

OLIVER

HARDY
in

B e a u H u n ks
Directed by Jama Home
A Mctro-Goldwyn-Miver Picture
C H I L D R E N ’S M A T IN E E

TUESDAY AT 4.00 O'CLOCK
Admission 10 Cents
TODAY
"THE LAWRENCE FAMILY”
“THE AVENGER”

PAR
A P a ra m o u n t P u b lix T h e a tr e
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F O R D S E R V I C E ...
B y Expert W orkm en
W ith E xpert Equipm ent
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

KNOX COUNTY M OTOR SALES CO.
SALES

A N ew an d C om plete R ep air S ervice O n
All M akes of A utom obiles Now A vailakle
A t D re r’s G arag e , Inc. — D irect D ealers
for D O D G E an d PLY M O U TH

service Dodge and Plymouth due to
a very extensive line of repair parts,
but all makes of cars are welcome.

SERVICE

583 MAIN STREET

PHONES 333—334

“ M IC K Y
I HESVO -,00 iHROOOrt 1st
VOONCx XRN as®
rf was lAitra-H Bas
-fALK.' Vout DB.S WILL ’
«-rTENJ> to Too wafcN
H6 COxtS HOxt ToniWt

ROCKLAND A S I T IS TODA Y

&

H IS

WHEN ME CALLS SOU Bao
MAXES OONT VLfl-f »J|TN
HIX-IF MOOSE KIND ANO
SOnTt TO MOuftTSitUB-j
Tod KNOW WHAT ThEV'll

ROCKLAND

MA’
Thet ll -i w in k -(het

CRN H C K

T h in k - bont too ? — —-

GRAN* PO P SEZ:“He’d rather take a lickin' in a fist fight
anytime than take a lickin’ in buying some
thing.'' Well, if gtaa'pop would deal at the
Studley Furniture Co he wouldn’t need to
worry—Pop sez th at's one place where you
can depend on getting right treatment.

S TU D LE Y

F U R N IT U R E

C O .

CO M PLETE H O M E
F U R N IS H IN G S
61 PARK 5T .
R O C K LA N D , MAINE

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING— REPAIRING
P h o n e 956 for Q uick D ependable Service
ASK L’S ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

SLAVERY

O H BURNER.
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

TH URSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

ROCKLAND

SL. 127
TEL.

Dyer's Garage, Inc., direct dealers for Dodge and Plymouth and home of a complete repair service on all makes
of cars. The repair shop is under the direction of John Luke, automotive expert

Motorists desiring the best in and conditioning of cars is done Inc. and welding them into follow
service for their cars are coming promptly and by experienced work ers. T hat is the reason for secur
more and more to appreciate the men with fees very reasonable.
ing the very best possible service
work done by the shop of Dyer’s
At this time an exceptional op and repair organization. A powerGarage Inc,, under the expert di portunity is offered on the installa | ful wrecking crane has been put
rection of John Luke, a master tion of the famous Pines winter into commission as another link in
mechanic of the highest order. M r. front. A very substantial reduc the complete chain of service to all
Luke has spent a decade in the au tion is made for a limited time, due patrons.
• • • •
tomotive repair game, coming to to a large over supply. Hot water
The plant itself is conveniently
this city from Millinocket where he i heaters are installed at low cost and
was head of a large shop. His ' assure complete driving comfort no located on Park street with a large
connection here was with the C ur matter how severe the weather. frontage and easy access. A show
tiss Airport motor department "I his type of heater also eliminates room on the west front is used to
where he also learned the pilot’s the discomfort and danger arising display the Dodge and Plymouth
game.
from noxious gases. Welding and cars which are sold by the garage,
When John G . Snow, head of acetylene specialties all come in the direct dealers, in the full line ol
Dyer’s Garage Inc. was able to se day’s work at this excellent shop. ' cars, trucks and busses.
The main floor is given over to
cure the services of M r. Luke he Work is promptly done and fully
service and storage as it gives di
immediately prepared to make an guaranteed in this shop.
intensive drive for automobile re
Dyer’s Garage Inc., has a fine rectly onto the workshop. The
pair and servicing work of all kinds standing in the city. It is one of eastern front is given over to a
on all makes of cars. The shop has the pioneer names in the local auto commodious stock room where a
been improved and more equipment mobile history. The present pro complete line of parts may be seen.
added so that now it is equipped to prietor, John G. Snow, entered the The office is on the mezzanine floor
do all kinds of work. One very business as a partner in 1923 and in overlooking all departments.
special machine is that designed to 1930 took over the business. He is
Dyer’s Garage Inc., regularly
bore cylinders so that they are ab i a go-getter among the younger busi employs seven persons in the several
solutely like new. This is the only ness men and is straining every departments of sales and service.
machine of this type in this section. nerve to bring his enterprise to the It provides a real asset to the auto
The honing method is also avail very top. His management is pro- mobile owners of all makes of cars
able. A specialty is made of do I gressive and forward looking. He for it provides a dependable, expert
ing brake conditioning with special is in the business of building friends repair service at honest prices. Of
equipment. General repair work and patrons for Dyer’s Garage, course it is particularly equipped to
! !------ ~
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DECEMBER
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11
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PER M A N E N T W A V E

The Time is Going

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.

Order Your Calendars Now

Phone For Appointment

Legal Blanks, Stock Certificates
Carried in Stock

PA RISIA N BEAUTY SALON
67 PARK STREET

Marie A. Laney

It is interesting to note the care
taken by the Economy Flour and
Grain Company to keep its products
in first class condition.
Every
single bag of grain is moved each
week, this process keeping the con
tents of each bag in first class con
dition. Corn especially calls for
particular care during rainy spells
and on the occasion of the writer’s
visit a great quantity of cracked
corn was being spread on the hard
wood floor preparatory to rebag
ging. This process is always em
ployed on corn products newly ar
rived from the W est, the cooling
and airing insuring its good condi
tion after several days in the warm
cars.
In pushing the Elmore and
Grandin cattle and poultry feeds
M r. Pendleton takes justifiable
pride, for he has great faith in them
as he does in the flours he handles.
The firm makes daily deliveries
with its own trucks to all points and
carries on an extensive trade with
Swan’s Island, Deer Isle, Stoning
ton, Vinalhaven and the other
islands. A visit to this fine plant is
very much worth while. Its light
airy rooms and the sweet fragrance
of the grains are most pleasant.

NEW LYNN BURNER
The new Lynn range oil burner
is one of the many great boons to
the modern housewife. The Lynn
does away for all time with the ,*»
bother and annoyance of coal ashes.
It eliminates the necessity of carry
ing coal from the cellar and the
manifold difficulties of the handling
and effective control of coal fires.
The daily drudgery of laying a new
fire and disposing of the refuse of
the old is gone forever.
In its place the Lynn oil range
burner brings cleanliness, quiet,
comfort and efficiency to the kitch
en. Uniform, steady, absolutely
silent heat is available at a minute's
notice. A flick of the wrist gives
just the volume of heat required.
When the work is done, the heat is
turned off with resulting economy.
Clean, efficient dependable, the
Lynn cuts the burden of housework
in half.
If some small derangement oc
curs to this guaranteed burner, 24hour service is yours by phoning 51,
425-W or 848. T he Lynn is sold
by A. C. McLoon & Co. and has
the endorsement of the Underwrit
ers' Laboratories.

FISH AND SCALLOPS
RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER

ECONOMY FL O U R & FEED C O ., Inc.
H olm es St., Near B roadw ay,
Tel. R ockland, 1107
Tel. R ockland N ight 1105— 243
D istributors of

E lm ore and G randins F eed s
D airy an d P oultry F ee d s
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT
LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

BR EA D & P A ST R Y
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

S A N D N E R ’S

HOME M ETH O DS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 250

EASTERN M OTOR EX PR ESS
Insured and ">,onded
TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
$15 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

W ILLARD iwnxv
BATTERIES
VV

S li.9 5
D

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

Low Prices For R epairing and R echarging
All M akes of B atteries

ALFRED P . CO NDO N
75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

S ta r tin g T h e C ar
How does your car start these cold mornings? Why not
bring it In and have it tuned up the new way for winter.
Why churn the old starter and swear when we can pre
pare your car for winter at such a small charge.

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

Call On Us For Automobile Service Of All Kinds

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

54 PARK STREET

PHONE 898

Rockland

JOHN a . SNOW, Prop.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 124

B A L D M O U N T A IN C O M P A N Y
414 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 197-W

D O N ’T G A M BLE
W ITH F U E L OIL!
W ith the approach of colder w eath er com es th e ever
present problem of hom e h eatin g and w inter health.

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

FA R M ER S—

P R E S C R IP T IO N
Q U IC K

Do You
Know

WE DELIVER

CORNER D R U G STO RE, Inc.
TEL. 378

“ A H om e A w ay From H om e"

T h a t concrete w o rk can be done d u ring

D ep en d ab ility, Efficiency, E conom y and

C onsider O u r H om e Y our H em e . ..

the w inter if protected against freezing?

Ease of O peration

FAMOUS FOOD

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL
And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

A . C. McLOON & CO.

is available

A m erican Plan Rates Reasonable
Rockland

291 M ain Street
Tel. R ockland 580

A sk your dealer or C ounty A g en t

LAWRENCE PO R TLAN D CEMENT CO.

P o rk R o a st
B u tte r
TEL. 993

diverted to other parts of the coun

campaign is bringing more new
From a man in West Philadelphia
people here and is bringing b ac k ! comes the following interesting sug
(Maine Publicity Bureau)
numbers who had visited Maine in gestion: “I was very much disap
That summer tourists in Maine previous years. The average num pointed in not seeing any of the
ber of parties includes two persons,
prefer swimming to all other sports . 75 of the replies giving this number, j rocky coast of Maine that I had
is shown as the result of a postcard while 23 stated there would be four ; heard so much about and which I
had set my whole heart upon obtain
tabulation made by the Maine Pub visitors and 20 put the number at j ing photographs of. You know that
licity Bureau. These figures are three. The largest number in any j while many people go to Maine for
a trip was nine. | gunning and hunting there are a
based on th e replies on postcard one party planning
♦* • *
number who do their hunting with
fotm sent out each spring by the
the camera and I belong to this
The
annual
meeting
of
the
New
j
Bureau in answer to the first letter
England Council in Boston was an gioup. Now had there been some
of inquiry sent by a prospective tour i enthusiastic event. Delegates from I scst of markers or guiding signs
ist. An analysis of 166 of these re I each State united in praising the ad- along the road near such points as
plies shows th a t swimming is in first I ve rtising campaign outlined whereby York Cliffs, etc. (where I under
stand there is considerable rocky
place, canoeing second and hiking $100,000 will be spent next spring to scenery), we might have turned off
:
publicize
the
recreational
opportutrips third. Fishing is tourth anu
the main highway there but we
then, in the following order, come | nities of Maine, New Hampshire, passed on and missed it. This may
1
Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Rhode
surf bathing, mountain climbing,
seem a trivial m atter to you but peo
horseback riding, golf, hunting and Island and Connecticut. This united ple touring do so to see new scenery
effort
is
being
made
to
keep
the
bulk
tennis. Eleven persons mentioned

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

MARKET
ROCKLAND

sidering. according to report, the the metals which have begun t(
making of office and school furniture. compete with wood in this field.
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